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Fall 2022 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Powerful Women
Affirmation Deck
by Lisa den Teuling

In 2019 a creative illustration challenge was created by Studio Lisa
called #powerfulwomenweek. From this challenge, 60 illustrations have
been selected to create this inspiring affirmation deck of cards. Each
illustration is combined with an empowering quote and they have been
divided into four subjects: soul, mind, ambition and body.

Anytime you need it, you can take a card from the deck, and place it in
the wooden card holder, which is included, so you can look at and be
inspired by our selected card for as long as you'd like.

In addition to these cards, a booklet showcases the powerful female
illustrators who have been selected for this deck, explaining the
inspiring story behind their illustration and chosen quote.

BIS Publishers
On Sale: Jul 5/22
9789063696313 • $32.00
Self-Help / Affirmations • Non Returnable
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Sales Rep

100 Flirty & Dirty Sex Questions
Prompts to Spark Conversation and Exploration
by Petunia B.

Spice up your sex life with 100 Flirty & Dirty Sex Questions, an inclusive
deck full of titillating, sex-positive questions perfect for lovers and
couples of all orientations.

Covering masturbation, sex toys, oral sex, anal play, BDSM, and more, these
cards are sure to inspire thought-provoking conversations and new sexual
adventures. Use these questions to discover new things about each other,
build trust and intimacy, and explore your deepest fantasies.

ENCOURAGES SEX POSITIVITY: With a range of flirty and dirty questions
(some you may have never thought to ask your partner or yourself), this deck
encourages you to communicate, experiment, and explore with an open mind.
DATE NIGHT FUN: Whether you're in a new or longtime relationship, these
cards will keep date night fun and interesting. Keep this in your bedside table,
slip a few cards into your pocket on the way out the door, or take the whole
deck on a romantic getaway.
INCLUSIVE PROMPTS: Perfect for people of all sexual orientations and
gender identities looking to discover new and exciting things while cultivating
intimacy and connection. LGBTQIA+ friendly prompts.
LUXE PACKAGE: With a beautiful, eye-catching design, this deck makes a
great gift or self-purchase for Valentine's Day, anniversaries, engagements, or
simply as a year-round present for spicing things up.

SAMPLE PROMPTS • Do you believe orgasms are the most important part of
sex? Or is it more about the journey?
• What do you think of (...)

Author Bio

Petunia B. is the author of 100 Questions About Sex

Chronicle Books
On Sale: Oct 25/22
3.5 x 3.5 • 100 pages
9781797212982 • $22.50 • PD - box with lift-off lid: 3 ½
x 3 ½ x 3 ¼, 100 cards: 3 x 3 in, full-color illustrations
throughout
Non Classified • Non Returnable

Notes
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Sales Rep

52 Creative Boredom Busters for Families
52 Creative Boredom Busters for Families
by  Chronicle Books

Shake up the routine and bring the family together with 52 fun creative
activities!
New in the bestselling 52 series (over 6.5 million copies sold across the line!),
this handy deck of cards packs a year's worth of creative entertainment that
the whole family will enjoy. Bond over activities like inventing a new board
game, creating a personalized map of your neighborhood, or going on a
photographic scavenger hunt. These 52 project ideas with an arty twist will
spark imaginative play for all ages and banish rainy day blues.

CONVENIENT AND FUN TO USE: Keep this pocket-size deck close at hand
for rainy days or whenever boredom needs busting. Or establish a creative
habit as a family and pull a card from the deck each week for a year.
SPARK IMAGINATION: These projects encourage drawing, crafting,
invention, and observation. Hands-on and often screen-free, these activities
are a great way to jump-start your family's creative engines.
FAMILY TOGETHERNESS: These activities are fun for all ages. Unplug to
connect!
THOUGHTFUL GIFT: This deck offers a year's worth of family bonding. It
makes a great stocking stuffer or add-on gift for anyone looking for fun family
activities.
Perfect for: • Parents looking for inexpensive boredom buster ideas
• People seeking gifts for parents

Chronicle Books
On Sale: Aug 9/22
2.38 x 3.5 • 54 pages
9781797216614 • $11.95 • PD - 54 cards shrink-
wrapped inside a box, 5 full-color patterns repeating
Non Classified • Non Returnable
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Sales Rep

After Dinner Amusements: If the Shoe Fits
by  Chronicle Books

How well do your friends and family know each other? Find out with this
portable tin of 50 hypothetical scenarios!

Take turns pulling a card and reading each one out loud. Vote for which of you
would be the most likely to find themselves in the fun, wacky, or maybe even
slightly embarrassing scenarios. If a player gets the most votes, then the shoe
fits and that player keeps the card.

Who would enter a hot dog eating contest?

Who would throw away their phone and go off the grid?

Who would start an Instagram for their cat?

Who would cry watching a Super Bowl commercial?

Who would try to contact aliens?

No matter what scenarios they end up with, the person with the most cards at
the end of the game wins!

ENTERTAINING FOR THE WHOLE FAMILY:This cute, compact tin is filled
with 50 scenarios sure to get friends and family of all ages laughing and
reminiscing together.

GREAT GIFT OR STOCKING STUFFER: Perfect for families in need of
game-night inspiration, dinner-party hosts and partygoers, or campers looking
for a fun conversation game by the fire.

TAKE IT ANYWHERE:The petite, portable tins are the perfect size to throw in
your backpack or luggage for a vacation.

EXPLORE THE ENTIRE SERIES: This game is part of the After Dinner
Amusements series, a collection of tiny tins filled with prompts for lively
conversation, trivia, icebreakers, and endless laughs.

Perfect for:
 • Party hosts and party goers
• Families looking for fun "offline" activities

Chronicle Books
On Sale: Aug 2/22
2.44 x 2.44 • 51 pages
9781797219691 • $13.50 • DK - tin box with lift-off lid:
2 1/4 x 2 1/4 x 1 1/4 in; 51 cards: 2 x 2 in, full-color
throughout
Non Classified • Non Returnable

Notes

Promotion
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Fall 2022 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

After Dinner Amusements: Odd Fact Out
by  Chronicle Books

Challenge your friends and family to find the odd fact out with these 50
general knowledge trivia challenges!

The elephant is the world's largest land mammal. Elephant tusks are teeth,
not horns. Elephants sleep up to 8 hours a day.

Can you spot the odd fact out?

Pull a card and ask the other players to identify which of three pieces of trivia
is not actually true! With trivia challenges ranging from history to pop culture to
geography and more, these cards will put your knowledge to the test.

ENTERTAINING FOR THE WHOLE FAMILY: This cute, compact tin is filled
with 50 trivia challenges to entertain friends and family across ages and
generations.

EASY TO PLAY: This fresh take on trivia is an easy game to play. Just identify
which of three provided pieces of trivia is false and win!

GREAT GIFT OR STOCKING STUFFER: Perfect for families in need of game-
night inspiration, dinner-party hosts and partygoers, or campers looking for a
fun conversation game by the fire.

TAKE IT ANYWHERE: The petite, portable tins are the perfect size to throw in
your purse or luggage for a vacation.

EXPLORE THE ENTIRE SERIES: This game is part of the After Dinner
Amusements series, a collection of tiny tins filled with prompts for lively
conversation, trivia, icebreakers, and endless laughs.

Perfect for: • Party hosts and party goers
 • Families looking for fun offline" activities
• Trivia fans

Chronicle Books
On Sale: Aug 2/22
2.44 x 2.44 • 51 pages
9781797219684 • $13.50 • PD - tin box with lift-off lid:
2 1/4 x 2 1/4 x 1 1/4 in; 51 cards: 2 x 2 in, full-color
throughout
Non Classified • Non Returnable
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Sales Rep

Bibliophile Literary Erasers
illustrated by Jane Mount

Featuring the art of Jane Mount, this set of 4 rectangular erasers are set
inside a die-cut box with their “spines” facing out to mimic the look of a
bookstack. Each eraser’s sleeve is decorated with bookish illustrations,
featuring faux covers of classic books. Paired with the rest of the Bibliophile
gift line, this colorful eraser set is an irresistible self-buy and a perfect gift for
bibliophiles.

Author Bio

Jane Mount is an award-winning illustrator, designer, and author. In 2008, she
founded Ideal Bookshelf, a company that makes things for people who love
books, including paintings of books that have changed people’s lives. Her
work has been featured by THE NEW YORKER, THE PARIS REVIEW,
BUZZFEED, and INSTYLE, among others. She lives on Maui with her
husband and two weird cats.

Chronicle Books
On Sale: Oct 11/22
5 pages
9781797203737 • $22.50 • ZA - Box tray and box
sleeve, 4 erasers, 2.5" x 1.65" x 0.75" each, 1 clear
wafer seal
Non Classified • NON-RETURNABLE
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Sales Rep

Bibliophile Literary Notepad
by by (artist) Jane Mount

Featuring the art of Jane Mount, this chunky noteblock is encased in a cloth
“cover” with foil stamping, giving it the look of a well-loved vintage book. With
over 400 perforated pages and a handy ribbon marker, it’s perfect for
capturing all your bookish ideas and thoughts. Paired with the rest of the
Bibliophile gift line, this note block is an irresistible self-buy and a perfect gift
for booklovers.

Author Bio

Jane Mount is an award-winning illustrator, designer, and author. In 2008, she
founded Ideal Bookshelf, a company that makes things for people who love
books, including paintings of books that have changed people’s lives. Her
work has been featured by the NEW YORKER, THE PARIS REVIEW,
BUZZFEED, and INSTYLE, among others. She lives on Maui with her
husband and two weird cats.

Chronicle Books
On Sale: Oct 11/22
4.5 x 4.5 • 408 pages
9781797203744 • $23.95 • PR - HC notepad, 408
unlined perforated pages, foil stamping, rounded
spine, ribbon marker
Non Classified • NON-RETURNABLE

Notes
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Fall 2022 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Bibliophile Literary Pencils
illustrated by Jane Mount

Full of literary charm, this colorful pencil set features the art of Jane Mount.
Each of the 10 pencils carries a bookish quote from literary classics like
PRIDE & PREJUDICE and MOBY DICK stamped in bright foil on the barrel.
Nestled in packaging that makes the pencils look as if they’re sitting among a
stack of books, this pencil set is an irresistible self-buy and a perfect gift for
fellow bibliophiles.

Author Bio

Jane Mount is an award-winning illustrator, designer, and author. In 2008, she
founded Ideal Bookshelf, a company that makes things for people who love
books, including paintings of books that have changed people’s lives. Her
work has been featured by the NEW YORKER, THE PARIS REVIEW,
BUZZFEED, and INSTYLE, among others. She lives on Maui with her
husband and two weird cats.

Chronicle Books
On Sale: Oct 11/22
3.25 x 7.75 • 10 pages
9781797203720 • $23.95 • ZO - box tray with sleeve,
3½ x 7¾ x ¾ in, 10 sharpened graphite pencils with
erasers
Non Classified • NON-RETURNABLE

Notes
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Sales Rep

Catffirmations Portable Puzzle
500-Piece Jigsaw & Canvas Pouch
illustrated by Lim Heng Swee

Cozy up with this portable 500-piece puzzle-in-a-pouch celebrating the
secret wisdom of cats.

Let the wisdom of the cat center you as you solve this charming puzzle.
Featuring Lim Heng Swee's colorful and calming illustration of a hidden cat
landscape, this puzzle comes in a coordinating, illustrated pouch-perfect for
unwinding at home or toting on a mindful retreat.

FUN FOR CAT LOVERS OR THE WHOLE FAMILY: Puzzling brings everyone
together. This cozy puzzle makes excellent screen-free entertainment for cat-
lovers of all stripes.

REUSABLE CANVAS POUCH: All 500 pieces of this puzzle and a folded
paper image guide fit neatly into this soft zippered pouch that's easy to store
or pack in luggage-and can easily be reused for stashing pencils, cosmetics,
and all sorts of supplies.

GREAT GIFT: This puzzle is the gift of a de-stressing activity with a mindful
message in an eye-catching bag that begs to be displayed or reused. It's a
perfect gift choice for cat lovers on birthdays, holidays, or anytime a little
meditative unwinding is in order.

STUNNING ART: Both the puzzle and the coordinating pouch feature Lim
Heng Swee's beautiful, minimalist art in soothing colors that reveal cats
hidden in the classic Hokusai ocean wave image.

Perfect for: • Cat lovers
 • Puzzle enthusiasts
 • Fans of calming and minimalist art
• Mind/body/spirit enthusiasts

Author Bio

Lim Heng Swee aims to inspire happiness and calm through his art. He is
based in Kuala Lumpur. His first book is Catffirmations, also from Chronicle
Books.

Chronicle Books
On Sale: Oct 25/22
8.75 x 6.25 • 500 pages
9781797219455 • $32.95 • ZJ - Pouch with 500-piece-
puzzle inside, 1 full-color puzzle image, includes insert
featuring puzzle image + bellyband
Games / Puzzles • NON-RETURNABLE

Notes
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Sales Rep

Creativity Is Power Pencils
by Lisa Congdon

Featuring colorful, eye-catching patterns by artist Lisa Congdon on the
barrels, these pencils are sure to help you accomplish your best work yet—
whether you are writing, drawing, drafting, or doodling.

Author Bio

Lisa Congdon is an artist, educator, and bestselling author who lives in
Portland, Oregon, with her wife and pets.

Chronicle Books
On Sale: Sep 27/22
3.25 x 7.75 • 10 pages
9781797206141 • $23.95 • ZO - 10 graphite pencils,
10 different designs, box with sliding tray
Non Classified • NON-RETURNABLE

Notes

Promotion
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Sales Rep

Dance for Joy Notecards
10 Pop-Up Notecards & Envelopes
by Aurelia Durand

Celebrate the transformative power of dance. These playful notecards
featuring vibrantly colorful illustrations from Aurélia Durand add a pop of
energy to any occasion. Each of the ten cards has a unique pop-up element
on the inside paired with an encouraging message.

Author Bio

Aurélia Durand is an artist, illustrator, animator, and muralist. Her books
include THIS BOOK IS ANTI-RACIST. She lives in Paris.

Chronicle Books
On Sale: Sep 27/22
4.5 x 6.5 • 10 pages
9781797214436 • $24.95 • PJ - box, 4 ½ x 6 ½ in, 10
pop-up notecards with envelopes, 5 color images
Non Classified • NON-RETURNABLE

Notes

Promotion
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Sales Rep

Dance for Joy Specialty Journal
A Journal for Expressing Yourself
by Aurelia Durand

Dance can be radical self-expression, community celebration, revolutionary
protest, or pure elation. This lightly guided journal encourages you to channel
all that positive energy into all your projects. Aurélia Durand’s illustrations
practically dance off the page, thanks to a clever flip-book effect. These
dancers will be your cheerleaders as you write, sketch, plan, and dream.

Author Bio

Aurélia Durand is an artist, illustrator, animator, and muralist. Her books
include THIS BOOK IS ANTI-RACIST. She lives in Paris.

Chronicle Books
On Sale: Sep 27/22
5 x 7 • 128 pages
9781797214443 • $22.95 • PF - paperback, 5 x 7 in,
128 pp, full-color illustrations throughout
Self-Help / Creativity • NON-RETURNABLE

Notes

Promotion
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Fall 2022 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Desk Yoga Deck
Desk Yoga Deck
by Darrin Zeer and Daisy Talleur-Zeer, illustrated by Subin Yang

Desk Yoga offers approachable stretching and wellness practices that
are easy to incorporate into your workday routine, wherever your office
might be.

Work and life have changed, so it's time to change how we care for our bodies
during work hours. The practical and beautiful deck offers 52 practices that
can be done anytime, anywhere. Whether you need a stretch break or a
mental reset, whether you have 10 minutes during lunch or only 2 minutes
between calls, there is something for everyone-no mat required.

Organized by Chair Yoga, Standing Yoga, Pranayama & Mudras, and
Meditation & Mindfulness exercises, this accessible guide to mental and
physical health works no matter where you find your desk.

Approachable, humorous, and easy, this handsomely packaged and
affordably priced guide is the perfect self-purchase or gift for anyone who
wants an easy way to incorporate yoga into their everyday routine.

FOR THE WAY WE WORK NOW: DESK YOGA speaks to a large audience of
people experiencing stress and anxiety around balancing home and work life,
as well as to the aches and pains from their makeshift work spaces,
commutes, and daily life.

FOR ANY INDUSTRY, ANY JOB: Great for every industry and any level of
seniority. Workers need ways to get a stretch in or take a mental break at their
desk-wherever it may be, and especially in cobbled-together at-home work
environments, where simple stretches and yoga postures offer relief from (...)

Author Bio

Darrin Zeer loves yoga! The love affair started twenty-five years ago in India.
He is the bestselling author of Office Yoga and the more recent High Yoga,
both from Chronicle Books.

Daisy Talleur-Zeer is a lifetime yogini, now momma, with a passion for family,
yoga therapy, and real estate. Darrin and Daisy live in Manitou Springs,
Colorado, with their daughter, Malia Tula, and their dog, Patch Adams. They
like to hang out with the animals at Smokebrush Farm and soak in the natural
mineral waters of SunWater Spa. Reach out and say hello!
www.darrinzeer.com

Chronicle Books
On Sale: Aug 9/22
4 x 6.12 • 52 pages
9781797214320 • $29.95 • PD - box with hinged lid, 4
x 6¿ x 1¿ in, 52 cards, rounded corners, 3¾ x 5½ in,
12 page booklet, full-color illustrations throughout
Body, Mind & Spirit / Meditation • NON-RETURNABLE

Notes

Promotion
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Sales Rep

Good Morning, Good Night Deck
Good Morning, Good Night Deck
by Paige Willis

With more than 150 prompts, this colorful deck helps you start and end
the day right.

Good Morning, Good Night Deck offers ways to both start and end your day
right. Each card has two prompts: Turn to the morning side for ways to
awaken your body, from energizing yoga stretches to inspiring meditations; flip
to the night side to unwind from your day with calming reflections and
encouraging mantras. Each card's prompts can be used in tandem for a full-
day practice or drawn at random when you need a little boost to your morning
or night. Reflecting the moods of each side of the card, this vibrant deck
usesa hue of yellow for the morning side and a hue of blue for the night side,
creating a vibrant deck to help inspire your day.

PORTABLE WELLNESS: Packed in a handy and durable deck, these cards
are perfect for taking on the go and can help with issues like anxiety,
productivity, and sleep wellness.

ENDLESS CONTENT: With more than 150 prompts, this deck provides an
amazing number of opportunities for morning and evening self-care, all in a
portable package.

EASY TO USE: The prompts contain a mixture of yoga stretches, prompts,
and reflections that are easy to follow and require only a minute or two of your
time.

Perfect for: • Anyone looking for better ways to start and end the day
• Fans of Mindfulness Cards and Two Minute Mornings

Readers of Mind Body Green, Well + Good, Goop and others

Author Bio

Paige Willis is a writer, a musician, a certified yoga teacher, and the founder of
Undone, a pop-up yoga and meditation experience for mind-body
regeneration, based in Chicago.

Chronicle Books
On Sale: Aug 23/22
6 x 3.62 • 78 pages
9781797211480 • $29.95 • PD - Deck, 6 x 3 5/8 x 1
5/8; 78 cards, 3-fold pamphlet
Non Classified • NON-RETURNABLE

Notes

Promotion
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Sales Rep

Hindu Deities Poster
12 Removeable Prints
by Sanjay Patel

A vibrant, eye-catching poster portfolio book featuring 12 removeable
prints of beloved Hindu deities and scenes from Hindu mythology.

The Hindu Deities Poster Book features a dozen iconic Hindu deities come to
life with Pixar animator and director Sanjay Patel's cute-meets-modern
graphic style in this deluxe portfolio of twelve removable prints. The set
includes many of the most captivating moments and characters from Hindu
mythology-from Ganesha and his mouse to Sita and the magic deer, Krishna
playing his flute, and Lakshmi holding her elegant lotus-all drawn with
unforgettably original color and design. Each double-sided print features a
concept sketch and a brief history of the deity on the reverse side. And the
inside of the set's sturdy envelope enclosure is teeming with still more divinely
colorful artwork.

Think Charlie Harper doing storyboards for a mythological Mira Nair
film . . ."-DWELL MAGAZINE

BEAUTIFUL CONTEMPORARY ART:Sanjay Patel brings the energy and
vivid colors of his animation-inspired art to every image.

FRESH TAKE ON CLASSIC FAVORITES:These bold illustrations bring a
fresh eye to beloved figures in Hindu mythology, including Ganesha, Kali,
Shiva, Durga, Hanuman, Lakshmi, Buddha, Sarasvati, Vishnu, Nataraja,
Krishna, and Sita.

PERFECT SIZE FOR DISPLAY OR READING: At 9 x 12 inches, these
posters are easy to display-just pull out a print by tugging it away from the left
edge of the binding-or to keep in the book and flip through for a playful and
educational reading experience.

Perfect for: • Anyone interested in a beautiful graphic presentation of famous
moments and characters of Hindu mythology
• Teachers (...)

Author Bio

Sanjay Patel is the author of Ramayana: The Divine Loophole and The Little
Book of Hindu Deities and is the creator of the Ghee Happy animated series
for Netflix. As an animator and storyboard artist for Pixar Animation Studios he
worked on numerous films, including Monsters, Inc.; A Bug's Life; Toy Story 2;
Ratatouille; The Incredibles; and Toy Story 3 . In 2015 Pixar released Patel's
h t fil S j ' S T hi h f ll th d d f I di

Chronicle Books
On Sale: Oct 4/22
9 x 12 • 12 pages
9781797219899 • $32.95 • BH - Paperback, 9 x 12
inches, 26 pages, 12 full-color removable posters, full-
color illustrations throughout
Religion / Hinduism

Notes

Promotion
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Sales Rep

LEGO Mystery Minifigure Mini Puzzle (Blue Edition2)
by  LEGO

A surprising challenge for LEGO fans, this tricky mystery mini puzzle is
a new way to play with the LEGO Minifigure—the world's most
collectible toy. Collect all six new designs.

A new challenge has arrived: six all-new surprise puzzles just for fans of
LEGO® minifigures! These blind-box mini puzzles are a whole new way to
play with the world's most collectible toy. What Minifigure will you build today?
It's a mystery! This 126-piece mini puzzle comes together to reveal a surprise
Minifigure from the massively popular Collectible LEGO® Minifigure series.
Test your puzzle skills and LEGO knowledge as you piece together one of six
fan-favorite Minifigures—you'll have to complete the puzzle to find out which
one you have! Collect all six mini puzzles for the full set.

FUN UNBOXING EXPERIENCE: Open the box to reveal your minifigure
puzzle! Use the clues on the packaging and on the puzzle pieces themselves
to figure out which design you are building. This puzzle is perfect for fans of
"blind bag" collectables. There is so much fun in the reveal!

A PERFECT GIFT FOR THE LEGO FAN WHO HAS IT ALL: The mini size and
clever concept make for the perfect little present for LEGO fans. Great for
holidays, birthdays, stocking stuffers, gift exchanges, and Easter baskets.

A NEW WAY TO PLAY: These puzzles feature fan favorites from the LEGO
Collectible Minifigures series. Did you miss a limited-edition Collectible
Minifigure in-store? Find it again in puzzle form.

GREAT ACTIVITY AT HOME: This challenging puzzle is great at-home fun for
a game night or get-together. Did you solve the mystery? Pass it to a friend to
try! Or buy two and race to see who completes the mystery image first.

INCLUDES: 126 puzzle pieces, 7 x 10-inch puzzle when assembled, 4 x 5 x 2
inch box

Perfect for: Ages 7+, adult LEGO fans, LEGO fans, gift givers, puzzlers

LEGO, the LEGO logo, and the Brick and Knob configurations are trademarks
of the LEGO Group. ©2022 The LEGO Group. All rights reserved.

Chronicle Books
On Sale: Sep 13/22
3.75 x 4.5
9781797214399 • $13.50 • puzzle
Non Classified • NON-RETURNABLE

Notes

Promotion
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Sales Rep

Love Deck
The Love Deck
by Lisa Stardust, illustrated by Alexandra Citrin

An alluring guide to attracting love and kindling romance, filled with
love-themed rituals, spells, crystals, and astrological wisdom.

The Love Deck is an enchanting guide to inviting love and romance into your
life. With 70 cards of short spells, meditations, and love-themed rituals, this
deck is a spiritual guide for attracting love, passion, attraction, clarity, and
confidence. Users can choose a card based on their particular needs in that
moment-before a first date, at a turning point in a relationship, or when a long-
term partnership needs a little more spice-or at random to see what the
universe has in store for their love life.With a contemporary look and alluring
content, The Love Deck invites users to find new ways to kindle romance.

NOTHING LIKE THIS OUT THERE: For people who want to invite romance
into their lives, this is a fresh and unique option that doesn't require lots of
writing and reflecting. This deck combines the perennial subject of love with
on-trend mystical practices to appeal to a wide audience of people eager to
find love, including single twentysomethings, dating-app users, and
relationship newbies.

BEAUTIFUL TO GIFT AND DISPLAY: Delivered in a sleek, eye-catching
package filled with 70 shimmering cards, The Love Deck is a beautiful gift for
romantics and love-seekers, and a stylish companion for the spiritually
curious, crystal-lovers, and tarot enthusiasts who want to find more passion in
their lives.

Perfect for: • People seeking relationships in real life or online
 • Crystal, tarot, and astrology enthusiasts and modern mystics
 • Fans of CRYSTALS DECK and SPELLS DECK
• Fans and followers of Lisa Stardust

Author Bio

Lisa Stardust is a New York City-based astrologer who has been part of the
astrology community for over 10 years. She writes regular horoscopes for
Teen Vogue, the Hoodwitch, and Bust, and her work has been featured in
Vice, Oprah Magazine, Refinery29, Bustle, Elite Daily, and Cosmopolitan

Chronicle Books
On Sale: Aug 2/22
3.7 x 5.95 • 70 pages
9781797213163 • $29.95 • PD - Box with sliding tray;
70 cards; 16pp booklet, full-color illustrations
throughout
Non Classified • NON-RETURNABLE

Notes

Promotion
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Lucky Tickets for Christmas
12 Gift Coupons
by  Chronicle Books

Christmas gifting gold! These gilded tickets are a perfect stocking
stuffer that guarantees good cheer.

Inside this booklet are twelve shining gold tickets redeemable for festive
Christmastime treats, from a favorite seasonal beverage on demand to a
holiday movie marathon-including one ticket that can be personalized with a
custom gift. Use them as stocking stuffers, give one a day over the twelve
days of Christmas, or give one to each family member. Every ticket is sure to
make spirits bright!

JUST THE TICKET: These tickets will turn a Scrooge into Santa's biggest fan.
They're redeemable for fun holiday surprises like the sweet treat of the
recipient's choice or a tour of the neighborhood's twinkle lights-and every
ticket is all decked out with the magic of gold foil. Fun surprises your friends
and family will love, presented as a shiny gold ticket? That's a winning gift.

A PERFECT STOCKING STUFFER: These tickets are easily removable from
the booklet and perfectly sized to slip into a stocking!

ADD A PERSONAL TOUCH: Each ticket offers space on the back to add a
personal touch, and the booklet includes one blank ticket that you can fill in
with your own customized surprise.

GIVE ALL AT ONCE, OR INDIVIDUALLY: Give the whole booklet at once, stuf
one ticket into every family member's stocking, or make someone's holiday
extra special by giving out one ticket each night over twelve nights of
Christmas. However you gift them, they're sure to spread good cheer!

PART OF A HIT SERIES: The latest in the Lucky Ticket series, fans ofLucky
Tickets for Birthday Fun and Lucky Tickets for Romance will love this festive
Christmas-themed edition.

Perfect for: • Christmas-gift shoppers
 • People looking for easy, special stocking stuffers
• Santa's elves

Chronicle Books
On Sale: Oct 4/22
6.75 x 4 • 12 pages
9781797218540 • $14.95 • PJ - 12 foil-stamped
perforated tickets bound with spine tape
Non Classified • Non Returnable

Notes

Promotion
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Fall 2022 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Make Mistakes Erasers
by Lisa Congdon

Each of these classic pink erasers features an inspiring hand-lettered phrase
from artist and bestselling author Lisa Congdon.

Author Bio

Lisa Congdon is an artist, educator, and bestselling author who lives in
Portland, Oregon, with her wife and pets.

Chronicle Books
On Sale: Sep 27/22
5.75 x 2.5 • 4 pages
9781797206134 • $19.95 • ZA - 4 pink erasers, 4
different designs, box with tray
Non Classified • NON-RETURNABLE

Notes

Promotion
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Fall 2022 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Make Your Own Fun
500 Things to Help You Write, Draw, and Get Unbored!
by  Chronicle Books

Kiss creative block goodbye with this veritable compendium of
inspirational prompts for drawing and writing.

Featuring 500 different ideas to get you writing or drawing, this boredom-
busting activity journal is the perfect antidote to the everyday doldrums. Work
your way through this satisfyingly chunky paperback, one sketch or short story
at a time-your brain cells will thank you!

HOURS OF ENTERTAINMENT: With hundreds of pages of engaging and
imaginative prompts, Make Your Own Fun offers hours of analog
entertainment. Unplug, unwind, and unleash your inner creative genius-
inspiration is just a page-turn away.

FUN FOR THE WHOLE FAMILY: The 500 prompts in this workbook are open-
ended enough to work for all skill levels-and all ages! Whether you're looking
to improve your drawing technique, warm up your wordsmithing, or connect
with your kids in a screen-free, creative context, Make Your Own Fun has the
perfect prompt for you.

Perfect for: • Artists, illustrators, and casual creatives
 • Writers, journalers, and aspiring novelists
• Parents or babysitters looking for offline activities to do with kids

Chronicle Books
On Sale: Oct 4/22
6 x 8 • 304 pages
9781797214894 • $24.95 • PF - paperback, lay-flat
binding, 1-color illustration throughout
Games & Activities / Guided Journals • Non
Returnable

Notes

Promotion
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Fall 2022 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Mindful Crafts: Celestial Cross-Stitch Kit
by  Chronicle Books

Find peace through stitching the stars with this cross-stitch kit featuring stellar
designs by Real Fun Wow. This all-levels kit includes all the materials you
need to create three different projects, including three cross-stitch cloths, one
bamboo hoop, embroidery thread in four colors, two tapestry needles, and a
detailed instruction guide. Once you?ve finished your mindful stitching
session, you will have three works of art to gift to friends and family, or to
display in your own home. Perfect for anyone looking for creative ways to
unplug and slow down!

Chronicle Books
On Sale: Nov 1/22
6 x 8
9781797218472 • $33.95 • KT - box, 3 (7-in square)
cloths, 1 (5-in) bamboo hoop, 4 skeins of thread, 2
needles, 6-pp booklet, full-color illustrations throughout
Crafts & Hobbies / Needlework / Cross-Stitch • NON-
RETURNABLE
Series: Mindful Crafts

Notes

Promotion
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Fall 2022 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Mindful Crafts Celestial Paint by Number Kit
by  Chronicle Books

Paint yourself into a peaceful space with this celestial-themed all-levels
paint-by-number kit featuring dreamy designs by OMG Kitty, a UK-based
illustration studio.
With three pre-printed art boards, six pots of acrylic paint, two paintbrushes,
and detailed instructions, this kit includes everything you need to paint three
display-worthy pieces. Perfect for anyone looking for creative ways to unplug
and slow down.

FUN APPROACH TO MINDFULNESS:This kit offers a creative way to calm
your mind and be present by focusing on the slow, rhythmic, and meditative
process of painting one color at a time. Reduce stress and anxiety, enhance
healthy brain function, and reap the other health benefits of mindfulness with
hands-on hobbies.

FOR ALL SKILL LEVELS:Crafting and mindfulness can be intimidating, but
this kit makes it easy, fun, and approachable with straightforward instructions
and an achievable finished product. No paint mixing or blending needed. For
both novice and experienced painters and crafters.

EYE-CATCHING DESIGNS/GREAT GIFT: Features three different celestial-
themed designs by OMG Kitty, a UK-based illustration studio and print shop.
Whether a thoughtful gift or an addition to your personal collection, each piece
can be framed and/or displayed as distinctive decor.

INCLUDES 3 pre-printed textured art boards (5 x 7 in [13 x 18 cm]), 6 pots of
nontoxic acrylic paint, 2 reusable paintbrushes, 6-page booklet with instruction
and tips.

Perfect for: • Artists and crafters of all skill levels, from beginner to advanced
 • Meditation and mindfulness enthusiasts
 • Busy adults looking for ways to unplug and slow down
 • People looking for an easy entry to mindfulness
 • People interested in bettering their art skills or picking up new hobbies
 • Birthday, holiday, Mother's Day shoppers
• Astrology, space, and celestial enthusiasts

Chronicle Books
On Sale: Nov 1/22
160 pages
9781797218458 • $35.95 • KT - box w/ tray, 3 pre-
printed textured art boards, 6 acrylic paint pots, 2
brushes, 6-pp booklet, full-color illustrations throughout
Crafts & Hobbies / Painting • NON-RETURNABLE
Series: Mindful Crafts

Notes

Promotion
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Fall 2022 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Mindful Crafts: Geometric Cross-Stitch Kit
by  Chronicle Books

Find your meditative rhythm with this modern geometric cross-stitch kit
featuring abstract designs by multidisciplinary artist Avery Williamson.
Whether a thoughtful gift or an addition to your personal collection, each piece
can be displayed as distinctive décor. Includes one bamboo hoop, three
cross-stitch cloths, embroidery thread in four colors, two tapestry needles, and
instruction guide. Perfect for anyone looking for creative ways to unplug and
slow down!

Chronicle Books
On Sale: Nov 1/22
9781797218489 • $35.95 • KT - box, 3 (7-in square)
cloths, 1 (5-in) bamboo hoop, 4 skeins of thread, 2
needles, 6-pp booklet, full-color illustrations throughout
Crafts & Hobbies / Needlework / Cross-Stitch • NON-
RETURNABLE
Series: Mindful Crafts

Notes

Promotion
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Fall 2022 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Mindful Crafts Geometric Paint by Number Kit
by  Chronicle Books

Craft your way to calm with this all-levels kit designed to help you
unwind and tap into the present moment.
Featuring eye-catching geometric designs by artist Marleigh Culver, this kit
invites you to relax through the meditative process of painting by number.
When completed, you'll have three beautiful abstract paintings to gift or
display. Includes three pre-printed art boards, six pots of acrylic paint, two
paintbrushes, and an instruction guide. Perfect for anyone looking for creative
ways to unplug and slow down.

FUN APPROACH TO MINDFULNESS:This kit offers a creative way to calm
your mind and be present by focusing on the slow, rhythmic, and meditative
process of painting one color at a time. Reduce stress and anxiety, enhance
healthy brain function, and reap the other health benefits of mindfulness with
hands-on hobbies

FOR ALL SKILL LEVELS:Crafting and mindfulness can be intimidating, but
this kit makes it easy, fun, and approachable with straightforward instructions
and an achievable finished product. No paint mixing or blending needed. For
both novice and experienced painters and crafters.

EYE-CATCHING DESIGNS/GREAT GIFT: Features three different geometric
designs by Marleigh Culver, a Los Angeles-based artist and designer. Her
paintings and prints have been featured in Architectural Digest, Domino,
Vogue, Sight Unseen, T Magazine, and more. Whether a thoughtful gift or an
addition to your personal collection, each piece can be framed and/or
displayed as distinctive decor.

INCLUDES 3 pre-printed textured art boards (5 x 7 in [13 x (...)

Chronicle Books
On Sale: Nov 1/22
160 pages
9781797218465 • $35.95 • KT - box w/ tray, 3 pre-
printed textured art boards, 6 acrylic paint pots, 2
brushes, 6-pp booklet, full-color illustrations throughout
Crafts & Hobbies / Painting • NON-RETURNABLE
Series: Mindful Crafts

Notes

Promotion
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Fall 2022 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Mini Memoir
Long Story Short - A Journal
by Lisa Nola

From the author of the bestselling Listography journal series, this
guided journal offers a fun and approachable way to write your own mini
memoir.

The act of writing a memoir may feel daunting, but it doesn't have to be! With
70 inspiring topics, these pages invite you to capture meaningful parts of your
life through briefly written snapshots. Each topic starts with a list prompt to
help spark ideas followed by a few questions for reflection, and then plenty of
space to explore your memories in more detail. From reflecting on your best
childhood friends and memorable trips to embarrassing moments and
toughest experiences, use this journal as a tool for self-discovery and create a
mini memoir that will keep your stories alive for generations to come.

EASY TO DO: Simply fill out the lists, then use the reflection and spotlight
sections to expand and elaborate on a memory or experience. Dip in and out
at your leisure-there is no right or wrong way to write your mini memoir!

SUCCESSFUL AUTHOR: Lisa Nola is the beloved author of the bestselling
Listography series, which has cumulatively sold more than a million copies!

GREAT TOOL FOR SELF-REFLECTION: Use this journal as a tool for self-
discovery. Take the time to explore your memories and to record and preserve
your story!

BEAUTIFUL KEEPSAKE: A classic design, handsome packaging, and
thoughtful prompts make this journal a wonderful keepsake you can share
with your family and generations to come!

GREAT GIFT: Whether buying for holidays, birthdays, or any other life event
that calls for celebration, Mini Memoir is a touching present for family and
friends.

Perfect for: • Writers of all levels
 • List makers and journalers
• Fans of the Listography and One Line A Day series

 • Students

Parents and grandparents

Author Bio

Li N l i th th f ll Li t h j l d t f

Chronicle Books
On Sale: Sep 6/22
6 x 8 • 288 pages
9781797217123 • $26.95 • PF - paperback with layflat-
binding, 6 x 8, 288 pp, full-color cover, 2-color interiors
Games & Activities / Guided Journals • Non
Returnable

Notes

Promotion
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Fall 2022 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Mixed Emotions Club Journal
illustrated by Tuesday Bassen

Featuring a clothbound cover with a plush patch of Tuesday’s signature Mixed
Emotions Club heart, this journal is the perfect place to get in touch with your
feelings. This journal includes lined pages, spot illustrations throughout—plus
a surprise reveal on the back cover. For both new and long-time members of
the Mixed Emotions Club.

Author Bio

Tuesday Bassen is an award-winning Los Angeles-based illustrator and
designer who uses humor, wit, and expert line work to convey her feminist
ideals. She has collaborated with Google, the New Yorker, the City of Los
Angeles, Snapchat, the New York Times, Lucky Peach, Playboy, United
Nations, Nike, Adidas, and more. In addition to her illustration practice, she
owns Tuesday of California, a body-positive, size-inclusive clothing line.

Tuesday Bassen website: https://www.tuesdaybassen.com/

Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/tuesdaybassen/?hl=en

Tuesday of California website: https://shoptuesday.com/

Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/tuesdayofcalifornia/

Chronicle Books
On Sale: Nov 1/22
5 x 7 • 176 pages
9781797207032 • $24.95 • PF - hardcover with cloth
and embroidered plush patch, 5 x 7, 176 pp, lined
pages, 1-color spot illustrations throughout
Non Classified • NON-RETURNABLE

Notes

Promotion
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Fall 2022 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

The Modern Nirvana Oracle Deck
Awaken Your Intuition and Deepen Your Awareness -50 Cards
& Guidebook
by Kat Graham, Jennifer Sodini and Frank Elardi

From Amenti Oracle author Jennifer Sodini, and the founders of the
spirituality and wellness platform Modern Nirvana: actress, singer, and
UNHCR Goodwill Ambassador Kat Graham, four-time Emmy-winning
journalist and energy healer Frank Elaridi, and master breathwork
instructor Bryant Wood-comes a deck for finding clarity around the
gradients of love, loss, levity, and each chapter of the human
experience.

Life provides plenty of existential questions, both big and small. As we
traverse the mysterious human journey, we often seek external guidance
through another person or a medium beyond our own power. But the answers
we're looking for actually exist within each of us, and now, through The
Modern Nirvana Oracle Deck, we can unlock our inherent power and inner-
guidance to achieve clarity and greater self-awareness.

A sensory experience inspired by avant-garde '80s fashion, The Modern
Nirvana Oracle Deck includes a guidebook and 50 beautifully illustrated cards
by renowned artist Natalee Rae Miller inside an elegant, easy-to-travel,
metallic gold box with lifting ribbon and a magnetic closure. Each card will
provide an inspiring quote, ageless wisdom for our modern lives, breathwork
and meditations, and a mantra designed to further activate the intentions
within the cards.

Let this powerful oracle deck help you to tap into the wisdom and insight that
lies within. Use it as a gateway away from suffering and illusion, and a
connection to nirvana in the here and now.

Author Bio

Modern Nirvana: star of Vampire Diaries, and Netflix's forthcoming Love in the
Villa, KAT GRAHAM is an actress, singer, and UN Ambassador. She lives in
Georgia.

JENNIFER SODINI is the author of Amenti Oracle and writes for Rolling
Stone's invite-only Culture Council. She splits her time between Los Angeles,
California and Nuevo Vallarta, Mexico.

BRYANT WOOD is an inspirational speaker and master Breathwork instructor
who lives in California.

FRANK ELARIDI is a four time Emmy award winning journalist for ABC

Chronicle Books
On Sale: Oct 18/22
3.12 x 5.06 • 50 pages
9781797217659 • $36.95 • PD - 50 illustrated cards in
TK card box with lifting ribbon, full-color 208 page
guidebook, 50 full-color cards
Self-Help / Personal Growth / General • NON-
RETURNABLE

Notes

Promotion
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Fall 2022 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Plan, Dream, Reflect Journal
A 3-Year Journal for Looking Back and Forward
by by (artist) Katherine Watson

Year-over-year reflection made simple, in a beautiful keepsake package.

This display-worthy journal invites reflection on the past and intention-setting
for the future through approachable prompting. Whether you're working on a
big creative project, learning a skill, starting a routine, or putting new habits
into practice, this journal is a place to begin the next chapter of your journey.
Divided into three sections to be filled out over three years, this journal offers
annually repeating questions that ask you to assess progress and highlights
over the past year and to thoughtfully approach goals and dreams for the year
ahead. Begin at any point in the year when you feel most reflective. The
following year, you'll answer the same questions and look back on your writing
from the past-so that you can see how far you've come, and plan where you
want to go. Luxe foil-stamping, elegant block print artwork by artist Katharine
Watson, and three ribbon markers make this a pretty and practical keepsake
archive of your progress over three years.

ZOOM OUT, REFLECT, and SET INTENTIONS: This journal makes it easy to
reflect on progress without the complication of a rigid daily or monthly
practice. Just fill out the prompts whenever you feel most reflective during the
year. Then at the new year, you can look back on your observations from the
previous year, assess your progress, and set intentions for the year to come.

TRACK PROGRESS AND CELEBRATE GROWTH: It's easy to lose sight of
progress made in incremental changes. This journal allows you to observe
your (...)

Author Bio

Katharine Watson produces art prints, textiles, ceramics, and paper goods
featuring block-printed artwork. She hand-carves, prints, and paints her
designs from her studio in Portland, Maine. She is the artist behind the Rose
Gold Notebooks and Rose Gold Notecards, also from Chronicle Books.

Chronicle Books
On Sale: Oct 18/22
6 x 8 • 144 pages
9781797200705 • $24.95 • PF - Hardcover journal, 1-C
illustrations throughout, foil-stamped and wibalin-
wrapped case, 3 ribbon markers, bellyband
Games & Activities / Guided Journals • NON-
RETURNABLE

Notes

Promotion
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Fall 2022 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Playful My Quotable Grandkid
Playful My Quotable Grandkid
by  Chronicle Books, illustrated by Nikki Miles

Capture the unintentionally hilarious, disarmingly poignant, and
surprisingly witty things grandkids say.

Grandkids really say the most unique things, and you don't want to forget
those sweet moments. From stray observations to hilarious quips, sweet
sentiments, and more, capture their words in this beautiful journal. With plenty
of space for writing, this best-selling keepsake journal is just the place to
create a record of your grandchild's most memorable sayings to revisit for
years to come.

EASY KEEPSAKE: Simply fill in over 140 lined pages across the days,
months, and years to create an irreplaceable keepsake to treasure now and
pass down to your grandchild.

PERFECT GIFT: This colorful journal features a beautiful ribbon marker and a
photo window for grandparents to slip in a photo of their grandchild to create a
personalized family memento.

Perfect for: • Grandparents (and grandparents-to-be) of babies and young kids

• Parents looking for a gift for grandparents or a way to share their exciting
news

Kindergarten or preschool graduation gift-givers

Chronicle Books
On Sale: Aug 2/22
5 x 7 • 144 pages
9781797214870 • $23.95 • PF - 5 x 7” HC, lined,
ribbon marker, die-cut photo pocket, rounded corners,
full-color illustrations throughout
Games & Activities / Guided Journals • NON-
RETURNABLE
Series: My Quotable

Notes

Promotion

LEAD
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Fall 2022 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Princess Mononoke Journal
photographs by  Studio Ghibli

From beloved Studio Ghibli, this paperback journal showcases the
brilliant artistry behind Princess Mononoke, an epic film about a young
warrior, an enigmatic princess, and the conflict between humanity and
nature.

With full-color artwork on the front and back covers, five interior spreads of
concept art, and spot illustrations throughout, this journal is a must-have for
Studio Ghibli fans and animation enthusiasts of all ages.

GREAT FOR STUDIO GHIBLI FANS: This journal, part of a continuing official
partnership with Japanese animation giant Studio Ghibli, captures the
nostalgia and magic of the classic Ghibli film Princess Mononoke. It's a great
gift or self-purchase for animation fans, collectors, artists, and anyone who
loves Japanese art, stationery, and pop culture.

RARELY SEEN CONCEPT ART: The journal contains spot illustrations
throughout, as well as five full-color spreads of rare concept art from the film.

DISTINCTIVE SCHOOL OR OFFICE SUPPLY: Bring some flair to your school
or office supplies with this gorgeous journal.

INCLUDES: Flexi-bound paperback journal, 5 x 7 inches, 192 lined pages,
full-color illustrations throughout, ribbon page marker

Perfect for:

· Miyazaki and Studio Ghibli fans of all ages
· Animation enthusiasts and collectors
· Artists and designers
· Fans of Japanese art, stationery, and pop culture
· Those looking for collectible, one-of-a-kind stationery

© 1997 Studio Ghibli — ND

Author Bio

Studio Ghibli is a Tokyo-based animation film studio founded in 1985 by
directors Isao Takahata and Hayao Miyazaki. The studio has produced more
than twenty feature-length films, many of which have garnered numerous
awards and critical acclaim, including My Neighbor Totoro, Kiki's Delivery
Service, Princess Mononoke, and the Academy Award-winning Spirited Away.
The studio earned four consecutive Academy Award nominations for Best
Animated Feature Film for The Wind Rises The Tale of The Princess Kaguya

Chronicle Books
On Sale: Sep 13/22
5 x 7 • 192 pages
9781797215693 • $19.95 • JN - flexi-binding, 5 x 7 in,
192 pp, lined pages, full-color illustrations throughout,
ribbon page marker
Non Classified • NON-RETURNABLE

Notes

Promotion
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Fall 2022 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Rainbow Portable Puzzle
500-Piece Jigsaw & Canvas Pouch
by by (artist) Kindah Khalidy

This striking 500-piece jigsaw puzzle will immerse you in a kaleidoscope of
rainbows. Featuring the multicolor artwork of Kindah Khalidy, this puzzle is a
vibrant mental escape, and it comes in a coordinating canvas pouch that
makes it easy to store or tote on the go.

Author Bio

Kindah Khalidy is an artist based in San Francisco. She is known for
exuberant paintings and textile designs that reflect a playful approach to color
and form. She is the artist behind the RAINBOW ONE LINE A DAY, also from
Chronicle Books.

Chronicle Books
On Sale: Jul 12/22
8.75 x 6.25 • 500 pages
9781797217192 • $32.95 • ZJ - Pouch with 500-piece-
puzzle inside, 1 full-color puzzle image, includes insert
featuring puzzle image + bellyband
Games / Puzzles • NON-RETURNABLE

Notes

Promotion
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Sales Rep

The Remarkable Life Deck
A Ten-Year Plan for Achieving Your Dreams
by Debbie Millman

From design legend Debbie Millman comes a deck that will empower
and inspire you to achieve the life of your dreams.

This goal-setting deck will help you turn your big ambitions into a set of clearly
delineated goals that can be achieved over the course of a decade. THE
REMARKABLE LIFE DECK provides prompts to identify your hopes and
aspirations, and, by daring you to dream them, helps you make those dreams
a reality. Featuring 30 cards with generative prompts, an instructional booklet,
and a workbook for creating your own ten-year plan, this deck makes a
meaningful gift for graduates, people contemplating a big life change, and
anyone searching for clarity and direction.

POWERHOUSE AUTHOR: Debbie Millman has led a remarkable life and has
had an extraordinarily productive career: She has written six books,
spearheaded the world's first graduate program in branding at New York's
prestigious School of Visual Arts, and hosts Design Matters, one of the most
popular design podcasts today, for which she has interviewed nearly 500
guests over the past 14 years. Her award-winning and influential work is
renowned in the world of design, and she is excited to help others achieve
their dreams and define success on their own terms.

UNIQUE APPROACH: This deck, along with its accompanying guidebook and
workbook, distills the strategies and techniques more commonly found in
intimidating, long-form books and combines them with the utility of a blank
goal-setting or productivity journal-giving you both guidance and flexibility and
the option to customize for your specific needs and goals.

GREAT GRAD (...)

Author Bio

Debbie Millman is an award-winning author, designer, brand consultant, and
host of the design podcast Design Matters

Chronicle Books
On Sale: Oct 4/22
6 x 3.62 • 30 pages
9781797211169 • $29.95 • PD - matchbox-style box;
30 cards, 12-page guidebook, and 36-page workbook,
full-color illustrations throughout
Self-Help / Personal Growth / Success • Non
Returnable

Notes

Promotion
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Fall 2022 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Spin-the-Wheel-to-Reveal Notecards
6 Different Cards + Envelopes, Assorted Greetings

These cards give the gift of a little puzzle challenge along with your note. The
card itself is a colorful wheel with several layers that, when properly
positioned, reveal an uplifting greeting. With six different bold, vibrant designs,
these cards are a delightfully puzzling way to send some good cheer. Turn the
wheels to align the design and reveal a sweet message!

Chronicle Books
On Sale: Oct 11/22
5.65 x 7.38 • 6 pages
9781797211893 • $22.50 • PJ - 6 different full-color
wheel cards (5 in diameter), 6 envelopes, in a box with
acetate lid
Non Classified • NON-RETURNABLE

Notes

Promotion
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Fall 2022 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

These Songs Remind Me of You: 12 Notecards &
Envelopes
illustrated by Tuesday Bassen

Designed to look like vintage 45s, these die-cut notecards feature songs and
sentiments for a range of occasions—Happy Birthday, Sorry, Thank You,
Congrats, and Thinking of You. Complete with illustrated record sleeves that
function as mailable envelopes and housed in a handy carrying case
reminiscent of old-school record totes, these cards are sure to be a hit!

Author Bio

Tuesday Bassen is an award-winning Los Angeles-based illustrator and
designer who uses humor, wit, and expert line work to convey her feminist
ideals. She has collaborated with Google, the New Yorker, the City of Los
Angeles, Snapchat, the New York Times, Lucky Peach, Playboy, United
Nations, Nike, Adidas, and more. In addition to her illustration practice, she
owns Tuesday of California, a body-positive, size-inclusive clothing line.

Tuesday Bassen website: https://www.tuesdaybassen.com/

Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/tuesdaybassen/?hl=en

Chronicle Books
On Sale: Nov 1/22
6.75 x 6.75 • 12 pages
9781797207025 • $24.95 • PJ - carrying case, 2
pockets, ribbon tie closure, 12 round die-cut flat cards,
12 envelopes, full-color illustrations throughout
Non Classified • NON-RETURNABLE

Notes

Promotion
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TouchWords: Color Cards
Touch and Feel
illustrated by Rilla Alexander

From the bestselling TouchThinkLearn series comes TouchWords:
Color Cards -tactile flash cards that make learning colors fun and
engaging!

A unique and essential deck of ten cards to teach a dazzling range of colors,
explore words and language, and inspire imagination! These ultra-sturdy die-
cut cards allow children to experience both colors and words visually and
tactilely. A primary image on each card, accompanied by a cluster of related
words provides the ideal building blocks for open-ended conversation starters,
encouraging children to identify the many colors in the world around them. In
addition, each card displays multiple shades of each color allowing these
cards to teach an understanding of the richness of the color wheel.

SO MUCH TO LEARN: Each card features conversation-starting word
clusters;" shades of color to encourage differentiation skills, and nine
everyday objects develop word identification skills.
SENSORY RICH: Essential Learning made possible with these adorable flash
cards that feature raised die cut objects and accompanying depressed die-cut
color labels allowing toddlers to trace and touch what they are learning!
ULTRA-STURDY, ULTRA-THICK CARDS: The color cards are constructed
with the same almost 1/8" thickness of our bestselling TouchThinkLearn and
TouchWords titles
Perfect for:Parents, Grandparents, Educators

Author Bio

Rilla Alexander is an Australian-born designer, illustrator and artist whose
work has appeared on everything from toys and tea cups to busses and
buildings. She explores creativity, ideas and language through simple
characters, graphic forms and bold colors, inspiring both children and adults
through books and workshops. Her books include A Bear Sat on my Porch
Today, the TouchWords series,Motor Mix: Emergency and Motor Mix: Flight .
She lives in South Pasadena, CA. www.byrilla.com

Chronicle Books
On Sale: Sep 6/22
6.25 x 8.5 • 20 pages
9781797214993 • $22.50 • PD - Deck of Cards, Full-
color illustrations throughout
Games / General • Ages 2 and up • NON-
RETURNABLE
Series: Touch Think Learn

Notes
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Vegan Leather One Line a Day
A Five-Year Memory Book
by  Chronicle Books

The bestselling One Line a Day journal (over 2.5 million copies sold in
the series!) now comes in a handsome faux-leather case that's both
modern and classic.

This new rendition of the bestselling One Line a Day journal in encased in
soft, luxurious brown vegan leather and accented with elegant touches like a
foil-stamped design, metallic page edges, and a ribbon page marker. Sleek
and sophisticated, this diary makes collecting memories over five years both
simple and deeply rewarding. Each page features space to jot down a quick
line every day, in a layout that allows you to read the events of the same date
in previous years so you can reflect as you record. As an archive of five years,
this journal will become a time capsule you'll treasure forever.

THE EASIEST WAY TO JOURNAL DAILY: Writing a single thought or highligh
each day is a great way to: • Track progress.
 • Start or end your day with reflection.
 • Collect memories.

REMEMBER AS YOU RECORD: As you write each day, this journal allows
you to compare today's notes with those from previous years on the same
date. Rediscover the events of birthdays, anniversaries, holidays, or any
special date going back five years!

DISPLAY-WORTHY KEEPSAKE: This vegan-leather-encased journal is tactile
and timeless. It's a handsome addition to the nightstand or desk and an
archive of preserved memories you'll want to keep for years.

UNIQUE GIFT FOR ANY OCCASION: This is a wonderful gift for starting a
new life phase. It's a perfect pick for ringing in the new year, either (...)

Chronicle Books
On Sale: Aug 16/22
3.75 x 6.12 • 372 pages
9781797213019 • $24.95 • PF - Hardcover with vegan
leather–wrapped case, padded cover, lined pages,
belly band, ribbon marker
Non Classified • NON-RETURNABLE

Notes

Promotion
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Fall 2022 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Whoops . . . I'm Awesome
A workbook with activities, art, and stories for embracing your
wonderfully awesome self
by Melissa Villasenor

From famed comedian, artist, and singer Melissa Villasenor comes this
colorful and unique journal for helping anyone embrace their unique,
beautiful, awesome self.

From comedian Melissa Villasenor of Saturday Night Live, this self-help
workbook filled with her original art, laugh-out-loud stories, and heartfelt
reflections will help you embrace the silliness inside of you. Color in- or
outside the lines, spend a moment finding your way through a snail-themed
maze, make a list of your favorite childhood snacks-be as goofy as you wanna
be! Because you're awesome.

This bright and colorful journal will be a must-have for all of Melissa
Villasenor's fans, as well as anyone who appreciates honest and irreverent
self-help. Whether you're looking for healing, reflection, meditation, or
creativity, this journal is here for the journey.

BELOVED VOICE: Known for her offbeat sense of humor as well as her
honest vulnerability that feels incredibly relatable, Melissa Villasenor has
channeled her unique voice into one-of-a-kind journal that fans will love.

SELF-CARE IN A FUN PACKAGE: This colorful journal is filled with tons of
interactive activities, with lots of space to draw, reflect, and explore,
encouraging readers to dive deep and embrace their true selves-including
space for writing a letter to someone who brightens your day, taking a Do You
Need a Nap quiz (spoiler alert: you do), and more.

ENGAGING STORIES: Throughout these bright and colorful pages, the (...)

Author Bio

Melissa Villasenor broke barriers by becoming the first-ever Latina cast
member of Saturday Night Live . A comedic impressions expert, she got her
start as a semifinalist on America's Got Talent . Melissa has voiced characters
for Toy Story 4 and Wreck It Ralph 2 . In addition to touring her stand-up
nationally and headlining clubs and theaters, Melissa is an accomplished artist
and musician. She has partnered with 1XRun for an exclusive collection of her
art prints and released her sophomore EP Dreamer.

Chronicle Books
On Sale: Oct 25/22
6 x 8 • 160 pages
9781797212968 • $26.95 • PF - HC, Full-color and 2-
color illustrations throughout, ribbon marker
Self-Help / Journaling • Non Returnable

Notes

Promotion
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Fall 2022 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

You Already Have the Answers
A Guided Gratitude Journal: 365 Questions to Reveal Your
Greatest Strengths
by Amanda Deibert

Back in 2016, tv series and New York Times– bestselling comic writer Amanda
Deibert inadvertently started a social media movement when she began
posing questions to her Twitter followers, intended to spark a little positivity,
gratitude, and connection. When her questions started to regularly go viral,
reaching up to 11 million impressions in under a week, what began as a
simple social experiment ballooned into a now 5-year-long project.

YOU ALREADY HAVE THE ANSWERS is a daily gratitude journal with the
author’s personal narrative intertwined to prompt reflection, inspired by her
questions on Twitter. Users are invited to reflect on a single question each day
—ranging from offbeat to motivational, but always deeply encouraging (think
of Amanda as “part–Mr. Rogers, part-foul-mouthed, cool aunt”)—curated
around a different theme each month. Amanda uses her own life experience
to illustrate that endings are new beginnings, and that our lives are full of
lessons and wisdom we may not even know we have. Combined with her
daily prompting, this journal is a guide to discovering just how much you
already know, and how much you have to be grateful for.

Author Bio

Amanda Deibert is a New York Times–bestselling comic book writer, podcast
host, and writer for Netflix’s He-Man and Masters of the Universe. She is
married to illustrator Cat Staggs and very active in LGBTQ and comic book
communities.

Chronicle Books
On Sale: Dec 6/22
6 x 8 • 240 pages
9781797219363 • $29.95 • PF - HC, 12 full-color
illustrations, ribbon marker
Self-Help / Journaling • Non Returnable

Notes

Promotion
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Sales Rep

Good Morning World Flash Cards
by Olivia Herrick

From Oliva Herrick, creator of the Instagram sensation Olivia Herrick Design,
comes a pack of one hundred flash cards to teach your child words and
objects. Divided into simple first-word categories, they are the perfect
introduction to the things a child will encounter in everyday life, from animals
and nature to food and clothes. Each card is carefully designed with a single
word like cereal and an accompanying illustration to make the learning
process easy. With stylish, modern illustrations and the companion book,
Good Morning World, I Love You So, these cards will assist you in teaching
your child to live a glass-half-full kind of life while making learning fun!

Author Bio

Olivia Herrick is a graphic designer based in the Twin Cities of Minnesota,
best known for her playful, vibrant, and positive artwork. Though you will often
find her glued to her computer at her studio, Olivia finds her greatest
inspiration in the great outdoors

Familius
On Sale: Oct 11/22
3 x 5 • 100 pages
Full-color illustrated flashcards in slipcased box
9781641707480 • $23.99 • PD - Cards
Ages 0-4 years • Non Returnable

Notes

Promotion
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Sales Rep

An Urgent Message 1,000 Piece Panoramic Puzzle
by  Galison and  Brass Monkey

‘HELLO, WE’VE BEEN TRYING TO REACH YOU ABOUT YOUR CAR’S
EXTENDED WARRANTY.’ It has come to our attention that this 1000 piece
puzzle by Brass Monkey features the international flag alphabet, morse code,
and an important message for the owner of your 2008 Ford Taurus…since you
never answer your phone anymore.

• Features the international flag alphabet, morse code, and an offer that you
can’t afford to miss out on.
• Includes a large fold-out insert to use as a guide (and bonus poster
afterward).
• Box measures 18” wide by 7.5” tall (and 1.75” thick btw).
• Completed 1000 piece puzzle measures 39” wide by 14” tall.
• Minimal puzzle dust. Your human dust is your problem, though

Author Bio

Brass Monkey
Vintage-inspired Smartassery

Created by Mike Sayre and Melanie Bridges way back in 2020, Brass Monkey
was founded on the idea that there's a world between fine china and
bobblehead dolls. That products can have personality, without becoming
roadside souvenirs. So that's where you'll find them...making beautiful, well-
designed items that just happen to have a sense of humor. Who said that art
school and open-mic nights were such a waste of time? We're looking at you,
dad.

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Sep 20/22
18.55 x 7.75
9780735375826 • $36.00
Non Classified • NON-RETURNABLE

Notes

Promotion
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Fall 2022 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Beer Bowling Drinking Game Set
by  Galison and  Brass Monkey

They said that it could never be done. That’s right; Brass Monkey has turned
bowling into a drinking game. What’s that? Bowling and drinking were already
kind of a thing? Well, I guess we’re just making it official (and quite a bit
smaller). Psst: Sure, it’s called beer bowling, but you can actually drink
whatever you want. Sparkling water bowling just didn’t have the same ring to
it.

• Features perfectly weighted MDF pins and balls. Heavy enough to be
durable – light enough to not destroy your furniture.
• Includes instructions for three unique ways to play – depending on how
much you want to drink.
• Bonus: a durable transparent plastic shell protects the pins during shipping
(and makes the box stackable) but is removable to keep the package beautiful
(if we do say so ourselves).
• Includes a heavyweight pinsetter to help position the pins.
• The outer box measures 8.75” by 8.75” by 4” deep.

Author Bio

Brass Monkey
Vintage-inspired Smartassery

Created by Mike Sayre and Melanie Bridges way back in 2020, Brass Monkey
was founded on the idea that there's a world between fine china and
bobblehead dolls. That products can have personality, without becoming
roadside souvenirs. So that's where you'll find them...making beautiful, well-
designed items that just happen to have a sense of humor. Who said that art
school and open-mic nights were such a waste of time? We're looking at you,
dad.

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Sep 20/22
8.7 x 8.7
9780735375598 • $50.00
Non Classified • NON-RETURNABLE

Notes

Promotion
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Fall 2022 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Critical Drinker Floaty Pen Set
by  Galison and  Brass Monkey

Finally, a couple of pens that you’ll actually care about losing. These vintage-
inspired floaty pens by Brass Monkey feature words that move and change as
you interact with them. They’re perfect for showing off your true ‘talents’ to
your co-workers.

• Includes two unique vintage-inspired floaty pens. 
• Pen 1: Critical Thinker (which changes to Critical Drinker when in use)
• Pen 2: Problem Solver (which changes to Problem Causer when in use)
• Each pen measures 6” long and .5” in diameter.
• Writes in black ink (via ballpoint tips)

Author Bio

Brass Monkey
Vintage-inspired Smartassery

Created by Mike Sayre and Melanie Bridges way back in 2020, Brass Monkey
was founded on the idea that there's a world between fine china and
bobblehead dolls. That products can have personality, without becoming
roadside souvenirs. So that's where you'll find them...making beautiful, well-
designed items that just happen to have a sense of humor. Who said that art
school and open-mic nights were such a waste of time? We're looking at you,
dad.

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Sep 20/22
6.5 x 1.2
9780735375697 • $18.00
Non Classified • NON-RETURNABLE

Notes

Promotion
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Fall 2022 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Fresh Ideas Milk Carton Note Set
by  Galison and  Brass Monkey

Sure it looks like a milk carton, but lift off the top, and you’ll find a block of 500
+ tear-off sheets of paper – making this note set by Brass Monkey perfect for
reminders, doodles, or that to-do list that’s bordering on expired. 

Bonus: when you run out of paper, it’s made to fit pads from a company that
rhymes with ‘free phlegm.’

• Includes a block of 500+ tear-off sheets of paper hidden inside. 
• Don’t forget the included 3.5” pencil hiding in plain sight (that discreetly
stores away in the straw hole when not in use).
• Outer package measures 5” by 3.5” by 5.25” tall. 
• Milk carton measures 3.25” by 3.25” by 4.75”.
• Each piece of notepaper measures 2.75” square.

Author Bio

Brass Monkey
Vintage-inspired Smartassery

Created by Mike Sayre and Melanie Bridges way back in 2020, Brass Monkey
was founded on the idea that there's a world between fine china and
bobblehead dolls. That products can have personality, without becoming
roadside souvenirs. So that's where you'll find them...making beautiful, well-
designed items that just happen to have a sense of humor. Who said that art
school and open-mic nights were such a waste of time? We're looking at you,
dad.

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Aug 30/22
3.75 x 3.3 • 580 pages
9780735375673 • $22.00 • notepad
Non Classified • NON-RETURNABLE

Notes

Promotion
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Fall 2022 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Grade A Notes Milk Carton Note Set
by  Galison and  Brass Monkey

Sure it looks like a milk carton, but lift off the top, and you’ll find a block of 500
+ tear-off sheets of paper – making this note set by Brass Monkey perfect for
reminders, doodles, or that to-do list that’s bordering on expired. 

Bonus: when you run out of paper, it’s made to fit pads from a company that
rhymes with ‘free phlegm.’

• Includes a block of 500+ tear-off sheets of paper hidden inside. 
• Don’t forget the included 3.5” pencil hiding in plain sight (that discreetly
stores away in the straw hole when not in use).
• Outer package measures 5” by 3.5” by 5.25” tall. 
• Milk carton measures 3.25” by 3.25” by 4.75”.
• Each piece of notepaper measures 2.75” square.

Author Bio

Brass Monkey
Vintage-inspired Smartassery

Created by Mike Sayre and Melanie Bridges way back in 2020, Brass Monkey
was founded on the idea that there's a world between fine china and
bobblehead dolls. That products can have personality, without becoming
roadside souvenirs. So that's where you'll find them...making beautiful, well-
designed items that just happen to have a sense of humor. Who said that art
school and open-mic nights were such a waste of time? We're looking at you,
dad.

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Aug 30/22
3.75 x 3.3 • 580 pages
9780735375666 • $22.00 • notepad
Non Classified • NON-RETURNABLE

Notes

Promotion
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Fall 2022 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Hold My Beer Puffyvest Koozie Set
by  Galison and  Brass Monkey

Keep your drinks as insulated as the torsos of every skier in the late eighties.
These vintage puffyvest-inspired koozies by Brass Monkey come in a
coordinating pair of two —each featuring raised rubberized editorial and fully
adjustable velcro sizing.

- Vintage-inspired colorways (in modern materials).
- Adjustable sizing to fit a variety of beverage sizes.
- Features a unique, two-color editorial message on each.
- Each koozie measures 9.75" wide by 3.75" tall when flat (aka, unwrapped).
- Comes on peggable packaging for easy display.

Author Bio

Brass Monkey
Vintage-inspired Smartassery

Created by Mike Sayre and Melanie Bridges way back in 2020, Brass Monkey
was founded on the idea that there's a world between fine china and
bobblehead dolls. That products can have personality, without becoming
roadside souvenirs. So that's where you'll find them...making beautiful, well-
designed items that just happen to have a sense of humor. Who said that art
school and open-mic nights were such a waste of time? We're looking at you,
dad.

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Sep 20/22
3.75 x 4.25
9780735375635 • $29.00 • clothing
Non Classified • NON-RETURNABLE

Notes

Promotion
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Fall 2022 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

National Parks 1,000 Piece Panoramic Puzzle
by  Galison and  Brass Monkey

Marvel at these four vintage national parks posters – that we cut into a
thousand little pieces. Putting it all back together is fun though, trust us. In
fact, this 1000 piece panoramic puzzle by Brass Monkey is kind of the perfect
way to enjoy some breathtaking views, without breathing exhaust fumes for 7
days. Road trips always sound way better on paper, just ask our parents.

• Features four vintage posters of national parks (Yellowstone, Grand Canyon,
Zion, and Lassen Volcanic Park...to be specific).
• Includes a large fold-out insert to use as a guide (and bonus poster
afterward).
• Box measures 18” wide by 7.5” tall (and 1.75” thick btw).
• Completed 1000 piece puzzle measures 39” wide by 14” tall.
• Minimal puzzle dust. Your human dust is your problem, though.

Author Bio

Brass Monkey
Vintage-inspired Smartassery

Created by Mike Sayre and Melanie Bridges way back in 2020, Brass Monkey
was founded on the idea that there's a world between fine china and
bobblehead dolls. That products can have personality, without becoming
roadside souvenirs. So that's where you'll find them...making beautiful, well-
designed items that just happen to have a sense of humor. Who said that art
school and open-mic nights were such a waste of time? We're looking at you,
dad.

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Sep 20/22
18.55 x 7.75
9780735375833 • $36.00
Non Classified • NON-RETURNABLE

Notes

Promotion
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Fall 2022 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Raising The Bar Game Set
by  Galison and  Brass Monkey

A game about mixing fake drinks – using real cocktail recipes: simply turn over
tiles to find the ingredients you need to make as many imaginary beverages
as possible, building up your bar of supplies while trying to make more drinks
than your opponent. It’s sort of like memory but more challenging. You know,
like trying to remember things when you’ve been drinking.

• Each of the 50 playing cards includes an actual cocktail recipe (including
how to make it). So even if you suck at the game, just have a drink (or 2), and
you won’t care anymore.
• Includes 140 game tiles, 50 playing cards, and a set of instructions (because
it would be really mean not to).
• Designed to be played by 2-4 players. 
• Psst: This isn’t a drinking game... it’s a game about drinking (during which
you can make a drink if you want).
• The outer box measures 4.5” by 5” by 2.25” deep.

Author Bio

Brass Monkey
Vintage-inspired Smartassery

Created by Mike Sayre and Melanie Bridges way back in 2020, Brass Monkey
was founded on the idea that there's a world between fine china and
bobblehead dolls. That products can have personality, without becoming
roadside souvenirs. So that's where you'll find them...making beautiful, well-
designed items that just happen to have a sense of humor. Who said that art
school and open-mic nights were such a waste of time? We're looking at you,
dad.

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Sep 20/22
4.96 x 4.45
9780735375628 • $26.00
Non Classified • NON-RETURNABLE

Notes

Promotion
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Fall 2022 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Rise & Sigh Pedestal Mug
by  Galison and  Brass Monkey

This elevated pedestal 'coffee' mug by Brass Monkey is oozing with vintage
charm, and perfect for whatever beverage helps you (eventually) seize the
day.
Bonus: each mug comes in a giftable box, ready to be presented to your
favorite person (yourself is a valid option).

- Stackable ceramic mug with a fresh mid-century inspired shape.
- Features the same four-color artwork on both sides.
- Holds 10 oz. of liquid, you know, for drinking.
- Box measures 4" by 3.5" by 4" tall.
- Mug measures 3.25" in diameter by 3.75" tall.

Author Bio

Brass Monkey
Vintage-inspired Smartassery

Created by Mike Sayre and Melanie Bridges way back in 2020, Brass Monkey
was founded on the idea that there's a world between fine china and
bobblehead dolls. That products can have personality, without becoming
roadside souvenirs. So that's where you'll find them...making beautiful, well-
designed items that just happen to have a sense of humor. Who said that art
school and open-mic nights were such a waste of time? We're looking at you,
dad.

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Aug 30/22
4.3 x 3.3
9780735375680 • $22.00
Non Classified • NON-RETURNABLE

Notes

Promotion
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Fall 2022 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Small Victories Magic Velvet Pennant Coloring Set
by  Galison and  Brass Monkey

Celebrate even the tiniest of life’s accomplishments with these magic* velvet
pennants by Brass Monkey. Use the 8 included brush-tip markers to color
them, then display them for the world to see (or give them to friends). Think of
them as little diplomas for the real world.

*Not actually magic... they’'re just fuzzy.

•-Features 5 pennants: Didn'’t Cry Today, Functional-ish Adult, Thousandaire,
Made Small Talk, & I Did It! (Barely)
•-Includes 8 quality brush-tip markers to help you color to your heart’s content.

•-The box top features a flocked tip-on that’s the same material and size as
the enclosed pennants.
•-The outer box measures 13” by 6” by 1.5” deep. 
•-Each pennant measures 12.25” by 5.125”

Author Bio

Brass Monkey
Vintage-inspired Smartassery

Created by Mike Sayre and Melanie Bridges way back in 2020, Brass Monkey
was founded on the idea that there's a world between fine china and
bobblehead dolls. That products can have personality, without becoming
roadside souvenirs. So that's where you'll find them...making beautiful, well-
designed items that just happen to have a sense of humor. Who said that art
school and open-mic nights were such a waste of time? We're looking at you,
dad.

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Aug 30/22
9780735375574 • $36.00
Non Classified • NON-RETURNABLE

Notes

Promotion
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Fall 2022 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

This Is A Sign Magic Velvet Zodiac Coloring Set
by  Galison and  Brass Monkey

Explain away all of your (and your friends’) bad habits with this set of twelve
magic* velvet zodiac signs by Brass Monkey. Color them with the 8 included
brush tip markers, then hang them up (and/or hand them out). Either way,
they’re proof that you weren’t trying to be difficult on purpose...mercury is
probably just in retrograde or something.

*Not actually magic... they’re just fuzzy.

• Features all twelve zodiacs – each with a specific (humorous) ‘trait’ of the
sign.
• Includes 8 quality brush-tip markers to help you color to your heart’s content.

• The box top features a flocked tip-on that’s the same material and size as
the enclosed zodiacs.
• The outer box measures 8” by 8” by 1.5” deep. 
• Each zodiac measures 7” by 4.3125”

Author Bio

Brass Monkey
Vintage-inspired Smartassery

Created by Mike Sayre and Melanie Bridges way back in 2020, Brass Monkey
was founded on the idea that there's a world between fine china and
bobblehead dolls. That products can have personality, without becoming
roadside souvenirs. So that's where you'll find them...making beautiful, well-
designed items that just happen to have a sense of humor. Who said that art
school and open-mic nights were such a waste of time? We're looking at you,
dad.

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Aug 30/22
7.75 x 7.75
9780735375581 • $36.00
Non Classified • NON-RETURNABLE

Notes

Promotion
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You Domino It! Domino Game Set
by  Galison and  Brass Monkey

It’s a little-known trivia fact, but you can actually play games with dominos
instead of just lining them up and knocking them over. In fact, this double-six
set of acrylic dominos by Brass Monkey includes everything you need* to play
15 different games (while getting uncomfortably competitive with your friends
and family). 

*Smugness not included.

• Includes 28 double-sided acrylic dominos. In other words, each side features
a unique design so that you can play using either numbers or shapes. Psst:
look at the pictures.
• Features an instruction book that explains how to play 15 different games in
detail (from Bergen to Matador – and everything in between).
• Don’t worry; even though they are double-sided, each face has a randomly
different value, so you can’t cheat (We’re looking at you, grandma).
• The outer box measures 9” by 4.25” by 2.5” deep.
• Each domino measures 1” by 2” by .22” deep.

Author Bio

Brass Monkey
Vintage-inspired Smartassery

Created by Mike Sayre and Melanie Bridges way back in 2020, Brass Monkey
was founded on the idea that there's a world between fine china and
bobblehead dolls. That products can have personality, without becoming
roadside souvenirs. So that's where you'll find them...making beautiful, well-
designed items that just happen to have a sense of humor. Who said that art
school and open-mic nights were such a waste of time? We're looking at you,
dad.

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Aug 30/22
9 x 4.25
9780735375604 • $50.00
Non Classified • NON-RETURNABLE

Notes

Promotion
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Andrea Pippins Flowers In Your Hair Color-In 1000
Piece Panoramic Puzzle
by  Galison, by (artist) Andrea Pippins

Andrea Pippins Flowers In Your Hair Color-In 1000 Piece Panoramic Puzzle
from Galison is double the puzzling fun! The 1000-piece puzzle features a
black and white illustration of botanical elements and after assembling you
can color in the puzzle with the medium of choice and frame for a unique
piece of home décor. Galison puzzles are packaged in matte-finish sturdy
boxes, perfect for gifting, reuse, and storage.
• 1000 Pieces, Ribbon Cut and Virtually no Puzzle Dust
• Box: 14 x 5 x 2.75", 355 x 127 x 70mm
• Puzzle: 39 x 14", 990 x 356mm
• Includes Color Puzzle Insert with Puzzle Image
• Puzzle greyboard contains 90% recycled paper. Packaging contains
contains 70% recycled paper and is made responsibly from FSC-certified
material. Printed with nontoxic inks.

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Jul 26/22
5 x 14
9780735375789 • $28.99
Non Classified • NON-RETURNABLE
Series: GAL Andrea Pippins

Notes

Promotion
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Andrea Pippins I Love My Hair 500 Piece Puzzle with
Shaped Pieces
by  Galison, by (artist) Andrea Pippins

Andrea Pippins I Love My Hair 500 Piece Puzzle with Shaped Pieces from
Galison celebrates the beauty of various hair types and styles and includes 15
whimsical shaped pieces that nestle neatly within the puzzle. Galison puzzles
are packaged in matte-finish sturdy boxes, perfect for gifting, reuse, and
storage.
• 500 Pieces, Ribbon Cut
• Box: 8.75 x 8.75 x 2.25”, 222 x 222 x 57 mm
• Puzzle: 20 x 20”, 508 x 508 mm
• Includes 15 whimsically shaped jigsaw pieces
• Includes Puzzle Insert with Puzzle Image
• Puzzle greyboard contains 90% recycled paper. Packaging contains 70%
recycled paper and is made responsibly from FSC-certified material. Printed
with nontoxic inks.

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Jul 26/22
8 x 8
9780735375796 • $28.99
Non Classified • NON-RETURNABLE
Series: GAL Andrea Pippins

Notes

Promotion
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Sales Rep

Andrea Pippins I Love My Hair Tools 500 Piece Puzzle
by  Galison, by (artist) Andrea Pippins

Andrea Pippins I Love My Hair Tools 500 Piece Puzzle from Galison colorfully
celebrates the hair tools and products for all types of hair and preferences.
Galison puzzles are packaged in matte-finish sturdy boxes, perfect for gifting,
reuse, and storage.
• 500 Pieces, Ribbon Cut
• Box: 8 x 8 x 1.5”, 203 x 203 x 41mm, Puzzle: 20 x 20”, 508 x 508 mm
• Includes Color Puzzle Insert with Puzzle Image
• Virtually No Puzzle Dust
• Puzzle greyboard contains 90% recycled paper. Packaging contains 70%
recycled paper and is made responsibly from FSC-certified material. Printed
with nontoxic inks.

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Jul 26/22
8 x 8
9780735375772 • $21.99
Non Classified • NON-RETURNABLE
Series: GAL Andrea Pippins

Notes

Promotion
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Sales Rep

Ashley Woodson Bailey Endless Love 1000 Piece
Panoramic Puzzle
by Galison, by (photographer) Ashley Woodson Bailey

The Ashley Woodson Bailey Endless Love 1000 Piece Panoramic Puzzle from
Galison is inspired by the symbolism of peonies and Dutch still life
arrangements and features a gorgeous landscape of lush flowers and plants.
Galison puzzles are packaged in matte-finish sturdy boxes, perfect for gifting,
reuse, and storage.
• 1000 Pieces, Ribbon Cut and Virtually no Puzzle Dust
• Box: 14 x 5 x 2.75", 355 x 127 x 70mm
• Puzzle: 39 x 14", 990 x 356mm
• Includes Color Puzzle Insert with Puzzle Image
• Puzzle greyboard contains 90% recycled paper. Packaging contains
contains 70% recycled paper and is made responsibly from FSC-certified
material. Printed with nontoxic inks.

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Jul 26/22
9780735373334 • $28.99
Games / Puzzles • NON-RETURNABLE
Series: GAL Ashley Woodson Bailey

Notes

Promotion
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Autumn in the Neighborhood 1000 Piece Puzzle
by  Galison, by (artist) Joy Laforme

Autumn in the Neighborhood 1000 Piece Puzzle from Galison captures a cozy
fall neighborhood scene, providing hours of puzzling fun. Galison puzzles are
packaged in matte-finish sturdy boxes, perfect for gifting, reuse, and storage.
• 1000 pieces, Random cut
• Box Size: 11.25 x 8.25 x 2", 86 x 210 x 51 mm, Puzzle Size: 27 x 20", 508 x
686 mm
• Includes Color Puzzle Insert with Puzzle Image
• Virtually No Puzzle Dust
• Puzzle greyboard contains 90% recycled paper. Packaging contains 70%
recycled paper and is made responsibly from FSC-certified material. Printed
with nontoxic inks.

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Jul 26/22
11.38 x 8.38
9780735375284 • $25.99
Non Classified • NON-RETURNABLE
Series: GAL Joy Laforme

Notes

Promotion
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Fall 2022 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Bees in the Poppies 1000 Piece Puzzle
by  Galison, by (artist) Troy Litten

Bees in the Poppies 1000 Piece Puzzle from Galison features 43 varieties of
poppies grown, photographed and collaged by Troy Litten with 100 bees
nested within the poppies for a colorful and challenging puzzling experience.
Galison puzzles are packaged in matte-finish sturdy boxes, perfect for gifting,
reuse, and storage.
• 1000 pieces, Random cut
• Box Size: 11.25 x 8.25 x 2", 86 x 210 x 51 mm, Puzzle Size: 27 x 20", 508 x
686 mm
• Includes Color Puzzle Insert with Puzzle Image
• Virtually No Puzzle Dust
• Puzzle greyboard contains 90% recycled paper. Packaging contains 70%
recycled paper and is made responsibly from FSC-certified material. Printed
with nontoxic inks.

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Jul 26/22
11.5 x 8.5
9780735375550 • $25.99
Non Classified • NON-RETURNABLE
Series: GAL Troy Litten

Notes

Promotion
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Fall 2022 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Colors of the Moon 500 Piece Puzzle
by  Galison, by (artist) Marcella Julia Pace

Colors of the Moon 500 Piece Puzzle from Galison highlights the colors of the
full moon, documented by astrophotographer Marcella Julia Pace from
different locations in her native Italy, over a 10-year period. Red or yellow
moons often indicate a moon being seen near the horizon. Blue-colored
moons are rarer and can indicate a moon seen through the atmosphere
carrying larger dust particles. Galison puzzles are packaged in matte-finish
sturdy boxes, perfect for gifting, reuse, and storage.
• 500 Pieces, Ribbon Cut
• Box: 8 x 8 x 1.5”, 203 x 203 x 41mm, Puzzle: 20 x 20”, 508 x 508 mm
• Includes Color Puzzle Insert with Puzzle Image
• Virtually No Puzzle Dust
• Puzzle greyboard contains 90% recycled paper. Packaging contains 70%
recycled paper and is made responsibly from FSC-certified material. Printed
with nontoxic inks.

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Jul 26/22
8 x 8
9780735374942 • $21.99
Non Classified • NON-RETURNABLE
Series: GAL 500 Piece Puzzle

Notes

Promotion
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Fall 2022 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Curiosities 1000 Piece Puzzle in Square Box
by  Galison, by (artist) Ana Hard

Curiosities 1000 Piece Puzzle from Galison features a vignette of various
oddities and wonders of the world for a fun and challenging puzzling
experience. Galison puzzles are packaged in matte-finish sturdy boxes,
perfect for gifting, reuse, and storage. An insert of the full puzzle image is also
included.
• 1000 pieces, Ribbon Cut
• Box Size: 8 x 8 x 2.5", 203 x 203 x 63 mm, Puzzle Size: 27 x 20", 686 x 508
mm
• Includes Color Puzzle Insert with Puzzle Image
• Virtually No Puzzle Dust
• Puzzle greyboard contains 90% recycled paper. Packaging contains 70%
recycled paper and is made responsibly from FSC-certified material. Printed
with nontoxic inks.

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Jul 26/22
8 x 8
9780735374980 • $25.99
Non Classified • NON-RETURNABLE
Series: GAL Ana Hard

Notes

Promotion
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Fall 2022 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Desert Avian Friends 1000 Piece Puzzle
by  Galison, by (artist) Geninne Zlatkis

Desert Avian Friends 1000 Piece Puzzle features stunning images of birds in
the sunny southwestern desert. Galison puzzles are packaged in matte-finish
sturdy boxes, perfect for gifting, reuse, and storage.
• 1000 Pieces, Ribbon Cut
• Box: 8.5 x 10 x 2”, 210 x 286 x 51mm, Puzzle: 20 x 27”, 508 x 686 mm
• Includes Color Puzzle Insert with Puzzle Image
• Virtually No Puzzle Dust
• Puzzle greyboard contains 90% recycled paper. Packaging contains 70%
recycled paper and is made responsibly from FSC-certified material. Printed
with nontoxic inks.

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Jul 26/22
11.38 x 8.38
9780735375307 • $25.99
Non Classified • NON-RETURNABLE
Series: GAL Geninne Zlatkis

Notes

Promotion

LEAD
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Fall 2022 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Donut Club 500 Piece Puzzle
by  Galison, by (artist) Boyoun Kim

Donut Club 500 Piece Puzzle from Galison colorfully celebrates the joy and
wonders of a delicious donut. Now, are you more of a sprinkles or glazed
donut fan? Galison puzzles are packaged in matte-finish sturdy boxes, perfect
for gifting, reuse, and storage.
• 500 Pieces, Ribbon Cut
• Box: 8 x 8 x 1.5”, 203 x 203 x 41mm, Puzzle: 20 x 20”, 508 x 508 mm
• Includes Color Puzzle Insert with Puzzle Image
• Virtually No Puzzle Dust
• Puzzle greyboard contains 90% recycled paper. Packaging contains 70%
recycled paper and is made responsibly from FSC-certified material. Printed
with nontoxic inks.

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Jul 26/22
8 x 8
9780735375147 • $21.99
Non Classified • NON-RETURNABLE
Series: GAL Boyoun Kim

Notes

Promotion
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Fall 2022 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Fireside Friends 1000 Piece Puzzle in Square Box
by  Galison, by (artist) Flore Cousseran

Fireside Friends 1000 Piece Puzzle from Galison features a cozy Christmas
living room scene, perfect for getting into the holiday spirit. Galison puzzles
are packaged in matte-finish sturdy boxes, perfect for gifting, reuse, and
storage. An insert of the full puzzle image is also included.
• 1000 pieces, Ribbon Cut
• Box Size: 8 x 8 x 1.5", 203 x 203 x 41mm, Puzzle Size: 20 x 20", 508 x 508
mm
• Includes Color Puzzle Insert with Puzzle Image
• Virtually No Puzzle Dust
• Puzzle greyboard contains 90% recycled paper. Packaging contains 70%
recycled paper and is made responsibly from FSC-certified material. Printed
with nontoxic inks.

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Jul 8/22
8 x 8
9780735375987 • $25.99
Non Classified • NON-RETURNABLE
Series: GAL 1000 Piece Puzzle Square Box

Notes

Promotion

LEAD
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Fall 2022 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Frank Lloyd Wright Imperial Hotel Stone Wall Mural
250 Piece Wood Puzzle
by  Galison, by (artist) Frank Lloyd Wright

The Frank Lloyd Wright Imperial Hotel Stone Wall Mural 250 Piece Wood
Puzzle from Galison feature’s the iconic artwork from the Frank Lloyd Wright
Foundation. Galison puzzles are packaged in matte-finish sturdy boxes,
perfect for gifting, reuse, and storage. An insert of the full puzzle image is also
included.
• 250 Pieces
• Wood Puzzle Pieces
• Box: 10 x 7.14 x 1.75”, 254 x 181 x 44 mm
• Wood Puzzle: 14 x 10”, 356 x 254mm
• Includes Color Puzzle Insert with Puzzle Image

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Jul 26/22
9780735373136 • $42.99
Games / Puzzles • NON-RETURNABLE
Series: GAL Frank Lloyd Wright

Notes

Promotion
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Fall 2022 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Game Night 1000 Piece Puzzle in Square Box
by  Galison, by (artist) Ana Hard

Game Night 1000 Piece Puzzle from Galison features colorful twists to the
classic games we all know and love for a fun and challenging puzzling
experience. Galison puzzles are packaged in matte-finish sturdy boxes,
perfect for gifting, reuse, and storage. An insert of the full puzzle image is also
included.
• 1000 pieces, Ribbon Cut
• Box Size: 8 x 8 x 2.5", 203 x 203 x 63 mm, Puzzle Size: 27 x 20", 686 x 508
mm
• Includes Color Puzzle Insert with Puzzle Image
• Virtually No Puzzle Dust
• Puzzle greyboard contains 90% recycled paper. Packaging contains 70%
recycled paper and is made responsibly from FSC-certified material. Printed
with nontoxic inks.

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Jul 26/22
8 x 8
9780735374973 • $25.99
Non Classified • NON-RETURNABLE
Series: GAL Ana Hard

Notes

Promotion
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Fall 2022 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Gourds 1000 Piece Puzzle
by  Galison, by (artist) Julie Seabrook Ream

Gourds 1000 Piece Puzzle from Galison features a variety of gourds arranged
by style and color capturing the fall harvest spirit. Galison puzzles are
packaged in matte-finish sturdy boxes, perfect for gifting, reuse, and storage.
• 1000 pieces, Random cut
• Box Size: 11.25 x 8.25 x 2", 86 x 210 x 51 mm, Puzzle Size: 27 x 20", 508 x
686 mm
• Includes Color Puzzle Insert with Puzzle Image
• Virtually No Puzzle Dust
• Puzzle greyboard contains 90% recycled paper. Packaging contains 70%
recycled paper and is made responsibly from FSC-certified material. Printed
with nontoxic inks.

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Jul 26/22
11.5 x 8.5
9780735375741 • $25.99
Non Classified • NON-RETURNABLE
Series: GAL Julie Seabrook Ream

Notes

Promotion
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Fall 2022 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Heirloom Apples 1000 Piece Puzzle
by  Galison, by (artist) Julie Seabrook Ream

Heirloom Apples 1000 Piece Puzzle from Galison features a variety of freshly
picked apples from orchards and arranged by style and color capturing the joy
of the fall apple picking season. Galison puzzles are packaged in matte-finish
sturdy boxes, perfect for gifting, reuse, and storage.
• 1000 pieces, Random cut
• Box Size: 11.25 x 8.25 x 2", 86 x 210 x 51 mm, Puzzle Size: 27 x 20", 508 x
686 mm
• Includes Color Puzzle Insert with Puzzle Image
• Virtually No Puzzle Dust
• Puzzle greyboard contains 90% recycled paper. Packaging contains 70%
recycled paper and is made responsibly from FSC-certified material. Printed
with nontoxic inks.

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Jul 26/22
11.5 x 8.5
9780735375734 • $25.99
Non Classified • NON-RETURNABLE
Series: GAL Julie Seabrook Ream

Notes

Promotion
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Fall 2022 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

House of Astrology 500 Piece Foil Puzzle
by  Galison, by (artist) Michelle Berlin

The House of Astrology 500 Piece Foil Puzzle from Galison is comprised of
interior vignettes illustrated for each of the 12 astrological signs and includes
shiny gold foil accents. Galison puzzles are packaged in matte-finish sturdy
boxes, perfect for gifting, reuse, and storage.
• 500 pieces, some with gold foil accents
• Box Size: 8" x 8" x 1.5", 203 x 203 x 41 mm, Puzzle Size: 20" x 20", 508 x
508 mm
• Includes Puzzle Insert with Full Puzzle Images
• Virtually No Puzzle Dust
• Puzzle greyboard contains 90% recycled paper. Packaging contains 70%
recycled paper and is made responsibly from FSC-certified material. Printed
with nontoxic inks.

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Jul 26/22
8 x 8
9780735374881 • $22.99
Non Classified • NON-RETURNABLE
Series: GAL 500 Piece Foil Puzzle

Notes

Promotion
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Fall 2022 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Houseplant Jungle Multi Puzzle Set
by  Galison, by (artist) Troy Litten

The Houseplant Jungle Multi Puzzle Set includes three 250 Piece
coordinating puzzles of begonias, caladiums and bromeliads grown,
photographed, and collaged by Troy Litten. Galison puzzles are packaged in
matte-finish sturdy boxes, perfect for gifting, reuse, and storage. Three color
inserts of each full puzzle image are also included with some fun botanical
facts. 
• Set of Three 250 Piece Puzzles, Color-coded on reverse for sorting
• Box: 9.25 x 7 x 2”, 235 x 178 x 51 mm
• Puzzle Size: 8.5 x 15”, 220 x 380 mm
• Includes 3 Color Inserts with Puzzle Images

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Jul 26/22
7 x 9.25
9780735375093 • $35.99
Non Classified • NON-RETURNABLE
Series: GAL Troy Litten

Notes

Promotion
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Fall 2022 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Jonathan Adler Arcade A5 Journal
by  Galison, by (artist) Jonathan Adler

Jonathan Adler is a design company that creates luxe and livable interiors and
chic products that are synonymous with modern American glamour. The
Jonathan Adler Arcade A5 Journal from Galison featuring Adler's Arcade
theme. This chic and fashionable notebook includes gilded page edges and a
sticker sheet to customize and brighten journal entries.

- Size: 5.25 x 7.25
- 130 x 180 mm
- Lined pages
- Gold page edges
- Sticker Sheet

Makes the perfect gift!

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Jul 26/22
8.3 x 5.9 • 128 pages
9780735375482 • $32.00 • journal/ diary/blank book
Non Classified • NON-RETURNABLE
Series: GAL Jonathan Adler

Notes

Promotion
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Fall 2022 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Jonathan Adler Arcade Classic Bandana Game
by  Galison, by (artist) Jonathan Adler

Jonathan Adler is a design company that creates luxe and livable interiors and
chic products that are synonymous with modern American glamour. The
Jonathan Adler Arcade Classic Bandana Game from Galison is a unique
game format where the game board is made of cotton and printed with Adler’s
Arcade theme, inspired by the storied arches of the Colosseum in moody
curves and colors. The set includes 16 wooden game pieces, 2 dice and an
instruction booklet which includes five How-to-Style bandana techniques. 
• Two-Piece Colorful Box: 8 x 8 x 1.25", 203 x 32mm
• Bandana Size: 21.25 x 21.25", 552 X 552mm
• 16 Wooden Game Pieces + 2 Dice
• Cotton drawstring pouch
• Instruction booklet includes game instructions and 5 bandana tying tips (3
ways to wear and 2 ways to use)

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Jul 26/22
8 x 8
9780735374829 • $45.00 • ZE - Classic Game
Bandana
Non Classified • NON-RETURNABLE
Series: GAL Jonathan Adler

Notes

Promotion
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Fall 2022 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Jonathan Adler Bargello 1000 Piece Panoramic Puzzle
by  Galison, by (artist) Jonathan Adler

Jonathan Adler is a design company that creates luxe and livable interiors and
chic products that are synonymous with modern American glamour. The
Jonathan Adler Bargello 1000 Piece Panoramic Puzzle includes the
wonderfully bright Bargello theme from Adler’s successful Now House Infinity
line. Galison puzzles are packaged in matte-finish sturdy boxes, perfect for
gifting, reuse, and storage. 
• 1000 Pieces, Ribbon Cut
• Box: 14 x 5 x 2.75", 355 x 127 x 70mm, Puzzle: 39 x 14", 990 x 356mm
• Includes Puzzle Insert with Puzzle Image
• Minimal Puzzle Dust
• Puzzle greyboard contains 90% recycled paper. Packaging contains 70%
recycled paper and is made responsibly from FSC-certified material. Printed
with nontoxic inks.

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Jul 26/22
5 x 14
9780735374805 • $36.00
Non Classified • NON-RETURNABLE
Series: GAL Jonathan Adler

Notes

Promotion
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Fall 2022 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Jonathan Adler Helsinki Classic Bandana Game
by  Galison, by (artist) Jonathan Adler

Jonathan Adler is a design company that creates luxe and livable interiors and
chic products that are synonymous with modern American glamour. The
Jonathan Adler Helsinki Classic Bandana Game from Galison is a unique
game format where the game board is made of cotton and printed with Adler’s
Helsinki theme for a fresh, mood-lifting Scandinavian-modern vibe. The set
includes 16 wooden game pieces, 2 dice and an instruction booklet which
includes five How-to-Style bandana techniques. 
• Two-Piece Colorful Box: 8 x 8 x 1.25", 203 x 32mm
• Bandana Size: 21.25 x 21.25", 552 X 552mm
• 16 Wooden Game Pieces + 2 Dice
• Cotton drawstring pouch
• Instruction booklet includes game instructions and 5 bandana tying tips (3
ways to wear and 2 ways to use)

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Jul 26/22
8 x 8
9780735374836 • $45.00 • ZE - Classic Game
Bandana
Non Classified • NON-RETURNABLE
Series: GAL Jonathan Adler

Notes

Promotion
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Fall 2022 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Jonathan Adler Parrots 500 Piece Puzzle
by  Galison, by (artist) Jonathan Adler

Jonathan Adler is a design company that creates luxe and livable interiors and
chic products that are synonymous with modern American glamour. The
Jonathan Adler Parrots 500 Piece Puzzle from Galison features a colorful
parrot from Adler’s Home Collection and gradient stripes in the background for
a beautiful and challenging puzzling experience. Galison puzzles are
packaged in matte-finish sturdy boxes, perfect for gifting, reuse, and storage.

• 500 Pieces, Ribbon Cut
• Box: 8 x 8 x 1.5”, 203 x 203 x 41mm, Puzzle: 20 x 20”, 508 x 508 mm
• Includes Puzzle Insert
• Virtually No Puzzle Dust
• Puzzle greyboard contains 90% recycled paper. Packaging contains 70%
recycled paper and is made responsibly from FSC-certified material. Printed
with nontoxic inks.

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Jul 26/22
8 x 8
9780735374799 • $29.00
Non Classified • NON-RETURNABLE
Series: GAL Jonathan Adler

Notes

Promotion
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Fall 2022 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Jonathan Adler Pop Peggable Chess Set
by  Galison, by (artist) Jonathan Adler

Jonathan Adler Pop Peggable Chess Set from Galison is a chic and
contemporary set for any game enthusiast. This set features a peggable
chess construction with modernist forms for the 32 chess pieces and symbols.
Adler fans and anyone who loves good design and fun will enjoy this game
set! Makes a perfect gift.
- Box: 7.8 x 7.8 x 2.8?, 198 x 198 x 71 mm
- 32 Wood Chess Pieces
- 1 Portable Chess Board
- Instructions are included
- Perfect for playing on the go!

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Jul 26/22
7.88 x 7.88
9780735375376 • $50.00
Non Classified • NON-RETURNABLE
Series: GAL Jonathan Adler

Notes

Promotion
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Fall 2022 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Jonathan Adler Shelfie 1000 Piece Puzzle
by  Galison, by (artist) Jonathan Adler

Jonathan Adler is a design company that creates luxe and livable interiors and
chic products that are synonymous with modern American glamour. The
Jonathan Adler Shelfie 1000 Piece Puzzle from Galison colorfully highlights
the living room shelf of Jonathan Adler and Simon Doonan’s Shelter Island
living room bookcase for a chic and challenging puzzling experience. Galison
puzzles are packaged in matte-finish sturdy boxes, perfect for gifting, reuse,
and storage. 
• 1000 Pieces, Ribbon Cut
• Box: 8.5 x 10 x 2”, 210 x 286 x 51mm, Puzzle: 20 x 27”, 508 x 686 mm
• Includes Puzzle Insert
• Minimal Puzzle Dust
• Puzzle greyboard contains 90% recycled paper. Packaging contains 70%
recycled paper and is made responsibly from FSC-certified material. Printed
with nontoxic inks.

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Jul 26/22
11.38 x 8.38
9780735375338 • $36.00
Non Classified • NON-RETURNABLE
Series: GAL Jonathan Adler

Notes

Promotion
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Fall 2022 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Kitchen Essentials 500 Piece Puzzle with Shaped
Pieces
by  Galison, by (artist)  Muti

Kitchen Essentials 500 Piece Puzzle with Shaped Pieces from Galison
features a brightly illustrated kitchen shelfie and includes 15 fun shaped
pieces that nestle neatly within the puzzle. Galison puzzles are packaged in
matte-finish sturdy boxes, perfect for gifting, reuse, and storage.
• 500 Pieces, Ribbon Cut
• Box: 8.75 x 8.75 x 2.25”, 222 x 222 x 57 mm
• Puzzle: 20 x 20”, 508 x 508 mm
• Includes 15 whimsically shaped jigsaw pieces
• Includes Puzzle Insert with Puzzle Image
• Puzzle greyboard contains 90% recycled paper. Packaging contains 70%
recycled paper and is made responsibly from FSC-certified material. Printed
with nontoxic inks.

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Jul 26/22
8 x 8
9780735374966 • $28.99
Non Classified • NON-RETURNABLE
Series: GAL 500 Piece Puzzle

Notes

Promotion
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Fall 2022 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Laundry Dogs 500 Piece Puzzle
by  Galison, by (artist) Jialei Sun

Laundry Dogs 500 Piece Puzzle from Galison is a humorous take on
everyone’s favorite chore, featuring adorably illustrated dogs attempting to
wash and fold shirts and towels. Galison puzzles are packaged in matte-finish
sturdy boxes, perfect for gifting, reuse, and storage.
• 500 Pieces, Ribbon Cut
• Box: 8 x 8 x 1.5”, 203 x 203 x 41mm, Puzzle: 20 x 20”, 508 x 508 mm
• Includes Color Puzzle Insert with Puzzle Image
• Virtually No Puzzle Dust
• Puzzle greyboard contains 90% recycled paper. Packaging contains 70%
recycled paper and is made responsibly from FSC-certified material. Printed
with nontoxic inks.

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Jul 26/22
8 x 8
9780735374874 • $21.99
Non Classified • NON-RETURNABLE
Series: GAL 500 Piece Puzzle

Notes

Promotion
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Fall 2022 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Liberty Anita Peggable Chess Set
by  Galison, by (artist)  Liberty

Liberty London is known for its floral and graphic prints and the offering of
innovative and eclectic designs. The Liberty Anita Peggable Chess Set from
Galison highlights Liberty’s classic floral themes, perfect for any game
enthusiast. This set features a peggable chess construction with pops of red
and blue for the 32 chess pieces. Makes a perfect gift.
• Box: 7.8 x 7.8 x 2.8”, 198 x 198 x 71 mm
• 32 Wood Chess Pieces
• 1 Portable Chess Board
• Instructions are included
• Perfect for playing on the go!

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Jul 26/22
7.88 x 7.88
9780735375369 • $49.99
Non Classified • NON-RETURNABLE
Series: GAL Liberty

Notes

Promotion
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Fall 2022 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Liberty Scalloped Shaped Notecard Set
by  Galison, by (artist)  Liberty

Liberty London is known for its floral and graphic prints and the offering of
innovative and eclectic designs. The Liberty Scalloped Shaped Notecard Set
from Galison includes 8 scalloped shaped notecards, each with a unique floral
design from the Liberty Archive, coordinating with a floral-printed envelope.
• Box Size: 6.5 x 4.875 x 1.25”, 165 x 124 x 32 mm
• 8 Scallop Shaped Notecards: 6 x 4.25”, 153 x 108 mm
• 8 Unique Designs on Die-Cut Heavy Cardstock
• Colored Envelopes with Printed Interior
• Foil-Stamped Bellyband

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Jul 26/22
4.88 x 6.63
9780735375079 • $35.99 • notecards
Non Classified • NON-RETURNABLE
Series: GAL Liberty

Notes

Promotion
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Fall 2022 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

MacKenzie-Childs Special Delivery 750 Piece Shaped
Puzzle
by  Galison, by (artist)  MacKenzie-Childs

MacKenzie-Childs produces world-renowned home furnishings. Their
designers and artisans create beautiful products that add joy and grace to
homes throughout the world. Colorful, handmade ceramics, enamelware,
glassware, furniture, and home accessories define their collection. The
MacKenzie-Childs Special Delivery 750 Piece Shaped Puzzle from Galison
features a vintage truck overflowing with holiday presents, Christmas tree
greenery and embellished with MacKenzie- Childs’ signature Courtly Check.
Galison puzzles are packaged in matte-finish sturdy boxes, perfect for gifting,
reuse, and storage. An insert of the full puzzle image is also included.
• 750 Pieces, Random Cut
• Box: 8.5 x 10 x 2”, 210 x 286 x 51mm
• Puzzle: 30.2 x 24.4”, 768 x 621mm
• Includes Puzzle Insert with Puzzle Image
• Puzzle greyboard contains 90% recycled paper. Packaging contains 70%
recycled paper and is made responsibly from FSC-certified material. Printed
with nontoxic inks.

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Jul 26/22
10.07 x 8.58
9780735375864 • $35.99
Non Classified • NON-RETURNABLE
Series: GAL Mackenzie-Childs

Notes

Promotion
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Fall 2022 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Major Arcana 500 Piece Double Sided Puzzle
by Galison, by (artist) Berlin Michelle

Major Arcana 500 Piece Double Sided Puzzle from Galison highlights the tarot
cards that represent life lessons and themes with the first 18 Major Arcana
cards depicted on Side 1 and cards 19 through 22 on Side 2. Puzzle pieces
are printed matte on one side and glossy on the other side for easy sorting.
Galison puzzles are packaged in matte-finish sturdy boxes, perfect for gifting,
reuse, and storage.
• 500 Pieces, Ribbon Cut
• Box Size: 11.5 x 8.5 x 1.5", 292 x 216 x 38 mm, Puzzle Size: 24 x 18", 610 x
458 mm
• Includes Puzzle Insert with Puzzle Image
• Minimal Puzzle Dust
• Puzzle greyboard contains 90% recycled paper. Packaging contains 70%
recycled paper and is made responsibly from FSC-certified material. Printed
with nontoxic inks.

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Jul 26/22
9780735373297 • $28.99
Games / Puzzles • NON-RETURNABLE
Series: GAL Berlin Michelle

Notes

Promotion
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Fall 2022 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Michael Storrings Apple Pickin' 1000 Piece Puzzle
by  Galison, by (artist) Michael Storrings

Award-winning designer, illustrator, and creative director Michael Storrings
celebrates the pure joy of fall apple picking in Michael Storrings Apple Pickin'
1000 Piece Puzzle. Galison puzzles are packaged in matte-finish sturdy
boxes, perfect for gifting, reuse, and storage. 
• 1000 pieces, Ribbon Cut
• Box Size: 11.25 x 8.25 x 2", 86 x 210 x 51 mm, Puzzle Size: 27 x 20", 508 x
686 mm
• Includes Color Puzzle Insert with Puzzle Image
• Virtually No Puzzle Dust
• Puzzle greyboard contains 90% recycled paper. Packaging contains 70%
recycled paper and is made responsibly from FSC-certified material. Printed
with nontoxic inks.

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Jul 26/22
11.38 x 8.38
9780735374911 • $25.99
Non Classified • NON-RETURNABLE
Series: GAL Michael Storrings

Notes

Promotion

LEAD
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Fall 2022 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Michael Storrings Autumn By the Sea 1000 Piece
Puzzle
by  Galison, by (artist) Michael Storrings

Award-winning designer, illustrator, and creative director Michael Storrings
beautifully illustrates a New England Seaside town in the Fall in Michael
Storrings Autumn By the Sea 1000 Piece Puzzle. Galison puzzles are
packaged in matte-finish sturdy boxes, perfect for gifting, reuse, and storage.

• 1000 pieces, Ribbon Cut
• Box Size: 11.25 x 8.25 x 2", 86 x 210 x 51 mm, Puzzle Size: 27 x 20", 508 x
686 mm
• Includes Color Puzzle Insert with Puzzle Image
• Virtually No Puzzle Dust
• Puzzle greyboard contains 90% recycled paper. Packaging contains 70%
recycled paper and is made responsibly from FSC-certified material. Printed
with nontoxic inks.

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Jul 26/22
11.38 x 8.38
9780735374928 • $25.99
Non Classified • NON-RETURNABLE
Series: GAL Michael Storrings

Notes

Promotion

LEAD
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Fall 2022 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Michael Storrings Christmas in New Orleans 1000
Piece Puzzle with Square Box
by  Galison, by (artist) Michael Storrings

Award-winning designer, illustrator, and creative director Michael Storrings
captures the holiday spirit in the French Quarter of New Orleans in Michael
Storrings Christmas in New Orleans 1000 Piece Puzzle. Galison puzzles are
packaged in matte-finish sturdy boxes, perfect for gifting, reuse, and storage.
An insert of the full puzzle image is also included.
• 1000 pieces, Ribbon Cut
• Box Size: 8 x 8 x 1.5", 203 x 203 x 41mm, Puzzle Size: 20 x 20", 508 x 508
mm
• Includes Puzzle Insert
• Virtually No Puzzle Dust
• Puzzle greyboard contains 90% recycled paper. Packaging contains 70%
recycled paper and is made responsibly from FSC-certified material. Printed
with nontoxic inks.

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Sep 6/22
8 x 8
9780735375857 • $25.99
Non Classified • NON-RETURNABLE
Series: GAL Michael Storrings

Notes

Promotion
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Fall 2022 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Michael Storrings Christmas Tree Farm 1000 Piece
Foil Puzzle
by  Galison, by (artist) Michael Storrings

Award-winning designer, illustrator, and creative director Michael Storrings
perfectly captures the holiday spirit with this wintery scene featuring
opalescent white foil in Michael Storrings Christmas Tree Farm 1000 Piece
Foil Puzzle. Galison puzzles are packaged in matte-finish sturdy boxes,
perfect for gifting, reuse, and storage. An insert of the full puzzle image is also
included.
• 1000 pieces, Ribbon Cut
• Box Size: 8 x 8 x 1.5", 203 x 203 x 41mm, Puzzle Size: 20 x 20", 508 x 508
mm
• Includes Puzzle Insert
• Virtually No Puzzle Dust
• Puzzle greyboard contains 90% recycled paper. Packaging contains 70%
recycled paper and is made responsibly from FSC-certified material. Printed
with nontoxic inks.

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Sep 6/22
9780735375840 • $27.99
Non Classified • NON-RETURNABLE
Series: GAL Michael Storrings

Notes

Promotion

LEAD
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Fall 2022 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Mixtape Afternoon 500 Piece Puzzle
by  Galison, by (artist) Tabitha Brown

Mixtape Afternoon 500 Piece Puzzle from Galison will take you back to the
80’s with bright and fun illustrations of old school lo-fi mixtapes and a
boombox to match. Now you just need to create the perfect playlist for hours
of puzzling fun! Galison puzzles are packaged in matte-finish sturdy boxes,
perfect for gifting, reuse, and storage.
• 500 Pieces, Ribbon Cut
• Box: 8 x 8 x 1.5”, 203 x 203 x 41mm, Puzzle: 20 x 20”, 508 x 508 mm
• Includes Color Puzzle Insert with Puzzle Image
• Virtually No Puzzle Dust
• Puzzle greyboard contains 90% recycled paper. Packaging contains 70%
recycled paper and is made responsibly from FSC-certified material. Printed
with nontoxic inks.

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Jul 26/22
8 x 8
9780735375703 • $21.99
Non Classified • NON-RETURNABLE
Series: GAL 500 Piece Puzzle

Notes

Promotion
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Fall 2022 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

The Perfect Peace 1000 Piece Puzzle
by  Galison, by (artist) Tabitha Brown

The Perfect Peace 1000 Piece Puzzle from Galison combines the interests of
collaging, collecting, friendship and puzzling for a wonderfully colorful and
challenging puzzle experience. Galison puzzles are packaged in matte-finish
sturdy boxes, perfect for gifting, reuse, and storage.
• 1000 pieces, Random cut
• Box Size: 11.25 x 8.25 x 2", 86 x 210 x 51 mm, Puzzle Size: 27 x 20", 508 x
686 mm
• Includes Color Puzzle Insert with Puzzle Image
• Virtually No Puzzle Dust
• Puzzle greyboard contains 90% recycled paper. Packaging contains 70%
recycled paper and is made responsibly from FSC-certified material. Printed
with nontoxic inks.

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Jul 26/22
11.5 x 8.5
9780735375710 • $25.99
Non Classified • NON-RETURNABLE
Series: GAL 1000 Piece Puzzle

Notes

Promotion
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Fall 2022 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Planter Perfection 1000 Piece Puzzle with Shaped
Pieces
by  Galison, by (artist) Holly Maguire

Planter Perfection 1000 Piece Puzzle with Shaped Pieces from Galison
celebrates container planting and the newfound focus on upcycling. This
puzzle includes 20 specially shaped pieces for an added challenge. Galison
puzzles are packaged in matte-finish sturdy boxes, perfect for gifting, reuse,
and storage. 
• 1000 Piece Puzzle, Random Cut
• Puzzle Size: 27 x 20", 686 x 508 mm
• Box Size: 11.5 x 8.5 x 2", 292 x 216 x 51 mm, Minimal Puzzle Dust
• Includes 20 Shaped Puzzle Pieces
• Includes Puzzle Insert
• Puzzle greyboard contains 90% recycled paper. Packaging contains 70%
recycled paper and is made responsibly from FSC-certified material. Printed
with nontoxic inks.

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Jul 26/22
11.38 x 8.38
9780735375727 • $38.99
Non Classified • NON-RETURNABLE
Series: GAL 1000 Piece Puzzle

Notes

Promotion
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Fall 2022 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Romare Bearden x DreamYard 500 Piece Double-Sided
Puzzle
by  Galison, by (artist)  DreamYard and Romare Bearden

The Romare Bearden x Dreamyard 500 Piece Double-Sided Puzzle features
Romare Bearden’s Jazz II Deluxe image on the first side and a collage of
images on the reverse side by Dreamyard middle school students. For easy
sorting, puzzles pieces are matte finish and shiny on opposite sides.
DreamYard In School Programs provide over 150 residencies and after school
programs to more than 45 Bronx public schools, combining standards-based
art instruction with social justice pedagogy systems to inspire students to
develop character, scholarship, and artistic voice to create change.
• 500 Double-sided Pieces, Ribbon Cut
• Box Size: 11.5 x 8.5 x 1.5", 292 x 216 x 38 mm, Puzzle Size: 24 x 18", 610 x
458 mm
• Includes Puzzle Insert with Full Puzzle Images
• Virtually No Puzzle Dust
• Puzzle greyboard contains 90% recycled paper. Packaging contains 70%
recycled paper and is made responsibly from FSC-certified material. Printed
with nontoxic inks.

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Jul 26/22
11.5 x 8.5
9780735375475 • $28.99
Non Classified • NON-RETURNABLE
Series: GAL Double Sided Puzzle

Notes

Promotion
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Fall 2022 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Shrooms in Bloom 500 Piece Puzzle
by  Galison, by (artist) Heather Brooks

Shrooms in Bloom 500 Piece Puzzle from Galison is a vibrant collage of
mushrooms from the wonderful and fascinating world of fungi. Galison puzzles
are packaged in matte-finish sturdy boxes, perfect for gifting, reuse, and
storage.
• 500 Pieces, Ribbon Cut
• Box: 8 x 8 x 1.5”, 203 x 203 x 41mm, Puzzle: 20 x 20”, 508 x 508 mm
• Includes Color Puzzle Insert with Puzzle Image
• Virtually No Puzzle Dust
• Puzzle greyboard contains 90% recycled paper. Packaging contains 70%
recycled paper and is made responsibly from FSC-certified material. Printed
with nontoxic inks.

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Jul 26/22
8 x 8
9780735374959 • $21.99
Non Classified • NON-RETURNABLE
Series: GAL 500 Piece Puzzle

Notes

Promotion
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Fall 2022 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Snowy Night 500 Piece Puzzle
by  Galison, by (artist) Joy Laforme

Snowy Night 500 Piece Puzzle from Galison features a wonderfully whimsical
snowy park scene, making it the perfect indoor activity for cold winter nights.
Galison puzzles are packaged in matte-finish sturdy boxes, perfect for gifting,
reuse, and storage.
• 500 Pieces, Ribbon Cut
• Box: 8 x 8 x 1.5”, 203 x 203 x 41mm, Puzzle: 20 x 20”, 508 x 508 mm
• Includes Color Puzzle Insert with Puzzle Image
• Virtually No Puzzle Dust
• Puzzle greyboard contains 90% recycled paper. Packaging contains 70%
recycled paper and is made responsibly from FSC-certified material. Printed
with nontoxic inks.

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Sep 6/22
8 x 8
9780735375970 • $21.99
Non Classified • NON-RETURNABLE
Series: GAL Joy Laforme

Notes

Promotion
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Fall 2022 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Succulent Mosaic 500 Piece Foil Puzzle
by  Galison, by (artist) Mia Chiarro

The Succulent Mosaic 500 Piece Foil Puzzle from Galison illustrates the
multitude of color within the world of succulents, with the plants coming alive
with shiny gold foil accents. Galison puzzles are packaged in matte-finish
sturdy boxes, perfect for gifting, reuse, and storage.
• 500 pieces, some with gold foil accents
• Box Size: 8" x 8" x 2", 203 x 203 x 51 mm, Puzzle Size: 20" x 20", 508 x 508
mm
• Includes Puzzle Insert with Full Puzzle Images
• Virtually No Puzzle Dust
• Puzzle greyboard contains 90% recycled paper. Packaging contains 70%
recycled paper and is made responsibly from FSC-certified material. Printed
with nontoxic inks.

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Jul 26/22
8 x 8
9780735375345 • $22.99
Non Classified • NON-RETURNABLE
Series: GAL 500 Piece Foil Puzzle

Notes

Promotion
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Fall 2022 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Sunflower Blooms 500 Piece Puzzle
by  Galison, by (artist) Julie Seabrook Ream

Sunflower Blooms 500 Piece Puzzle from Galison captures a sunny day in the
sunflower fields. Galison puzzles are packaged in matte-finish sturdy boxes,
perfect for gifting, reuse, and storage.
• 500 Pieces, Ribbon Cut
• Box: 8 x 8 x 1.5”, 203 x 203 x 41mm, Puzzle: 20 x 20”, 508 x 508 mm
• Includes Color Puzzle Insert with Puzzle Image
• Virtually No Puzzle Dust
• Puzzle greyboard contains 90% recycled paper. Packaging contains 70%
recycled paper and is made responsibly from FSC-certified material. Printed
with nontoxic inks.

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Jul 26/22
8 x 8
9780735374904 • $21.99
Non Classified • NON-RETURNABLE
Series: GAL Julie Seabrook Ream

Notes

Promotion
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Fall 2022 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Tea Time 1000 Piece Puzzle with Shaped Pieces
by  Galison, by (artist) Christine de Carvahlo

Tea Time 1000 Piece Puzzle with Shaped Pieces from Galison features a
variety of cozy tea time elements such as tea pots, saucers and spoons. This
puzzle includes 20 specially shaped pieces for an added challenge. Galison
puzzles are packaged in matte-finish sturdy boxes, perfect for gifting, reuse,
and storage. 
• 1000 Piece Puzzle, Random Cut
• Puzzle Size: 27 x 20", 686 x 508 mm
• Box Size: 11.5 x 8.5 x 2", 292 x 216 x 51 mm, Minimal Puzzle Dust
• Includes 20 Shaped Puzzle Pieces
• Includes Puzzle Insert
• Puzzle greyboard contains 90% recycled paper. Packaging contains 70%
recycled paper and is made responsibly from FSC-certified material. Printed
with nontoxic inks.

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Jul 26/22
11.38 x 8.38
9780735374935 • $38.99
Non Classified • NON-RETURNABLE
Series: GAL 1000 Piece Puzzle

Notes

Promotion
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Fall 2022 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Umbrella Lane 1000 Piece Puzzle in Square Box
by  Galison, by (artist) Tara Deacon

Umbrella Lane 1000 Piece Puzzle from Galison features a bright and boldly
illustrated rainy city scene for hours of puzzling fun. Galison puzzles are
packaged in matte-finish sturdy boxes, perfect for gifting, reuse, and storage.
An insert of the full puzzle image is also included.
• 1000 pieces, Ribbon Cut
• Box Size: 8 x 8 x 2.5", 203 x 203 x 63 mm, Puzzle Size: 27 x 20", 686 x 508
mm
• Includes Color Puzzle Insert with Puzzle Image
• Virtually No Puzzle Dust
• Puzzle greyboard contains 90% recycled paper. Packaging contains 70%
recycled paper and is made responsibly from FSC-certified material. Printed
with nontoxic inks.

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Jul 26/22
8 x 8
9780735375321 • $25.99
Non Classified • NON-RETURNABLE
Series: GAL 1000 Piece Puzzle Square Box

Notes

Promotion
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Fall 2022 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Wild Spirit 500 Piece Puzzle
by  Galison, by (artist) Mia Chiarro

Wild Spirit 500 Piece Puzzle from Galison playfully illustrates 12 animal heads
festooned with various beautiful flowers. Galison puzzles are packaged in
matte-finish sturdy boxes, perfect for gifting, reuse, and storage.
• 500 Pieces, Ribbon Cut
• Box: 8 x 8 x 1.5”, 203 x 203 x 41mm, Puzzle: 20 x 20”, 508 x 508 mm
• Includes Color Puzzle Insert with Puzzle Image
• Virtually No Puzzle Dust
• Puzzle greyboard contains 90% recycled paper. Packaging contains 70%
recycled paper and is made responsibly from FSC-certified material. Printed
with nontoxic inks.

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Jul 26/22
8 x 8
9780735375055 • $21.99
Non Classified • NON-RETURNABLE
Series: GAL 500 Piece Puzzle

Notes

Promotion
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Fall 2022 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Wild Tropics 1000 Piece Surprise Puzzle
by  Galison, by (artist) Raxenne Maniquiz

Wild Tropics 1000 Piece Surprise Puzzle from Galison features a jungle-
themed surprise image. Some elements are presented on the box and the
insert, but the complete scene emerges as the puzzle is assembled for a truly
one-of-a-kind puzzling experience. Galison puzzles are packaged in matte-
finish sturdy boxes, perfect for gifting, reuse, and storage. An insert of the full
puzzle image is also included.
• 1000 Pieces, Ribbon Cut 
• Box: 8.5 x 10 x 2”, 210 x 286 x 51mm; Puzzle: 20 x 27”, 508 x 686 mm
• Includes Puzzle Insert
• Minimal Puzzle Dust
• Puzzle greyboard contains 90% recycled paper. Packaging contains 70%
recycled paper and is made responsibly from FSC-certified material. Printed
with nontoxic inks.

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Jul 26/22
9780735373280 • $25.99
Games / Puzzles • NON-RETURNABLE
Series: GAL 1000 Piece Puzzle

Notes

Promotion
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Fall 2022 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Winter Perch 500 Piece Puzzle
by  Galison, by (artist) Cagla Zimmerman

Winter Perch 500 Piece Puzzle from Galison features a wintry scene of
birdhouses, robins, mistletoe, and poinsettias. Galison puzzles are packaged
in matte-finish sturdy boxes, perfect for gifting, reuse, and storage.
• 500 Pieces, Ribbon Cut
• Box: 8 x 8 x 1.5”, 203 x 203 x 41mm, Puzzle: 20 x 20”, 508 x 508 mm
• Includes Color Puzzle Insert with Puzzle Image
• Virtually No Puzzle Dust
• Puzzle greyboard contains 90% recycled paper. Packaging contains 70%
recycled paper and is made responsibly from FSC-certified material. Printed
with nontoxic inks.

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Jul 8/22
8 x 8
9780735376045 • $21.99
Non Classified • NON-RETURNABLE
Series: GAL Holiday Puzzle

Notes

Promotion
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Fall 2022 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Wintry Cats 500 Piece Puzzle
by  Galison, by (artist) Angela Rozelaar

Wintry Cats 500 Piece Puzzle from Galison playfully depicts your favorite
feline friends in cozy and colorful scarves. Galison puzzles are packaged in
matte-finish sturdy boxes, perfect for gifting, reuse, and storage.
• 500 Pieces, Ribbon Cut
• Box: 8 x 8 x 1.5”, 203 x 203 x 41mm, Puzzle: 20 x 20”, 508 x 508 mm
• Includes Color Puzzle Insert with Puzzle Image
• Virtually No Puzzle Dust
• Puzzle greyboard contains 90% recycled paper. Packaging contains 70%
recycled paper and is made responsibly from FSC-certified material. Printed
with nontoxic inks.

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Jul 26/22
8 x 8
9780735373693 • $21.99
Non Classified • NON-RETURNABLE
Series: GAL Holiday Puzzle

Notes

Promotion

LEAD
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Fall 2022 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

A is for Avocado Ring Flash Cards
by  Mudpuppy, illustrated by Lizzy Doyle

A is for Avocado Ring Flash Cards from Mudpuppy teach children age 1+ the
letters of the alphabet with colorful illustrations of your favorite foods such as
A is for Avocado, B is for Broccoli, C is for Cherries and more! The re-closable
ring makes these sturdy flashcards convenient for on-the-go use, and the
cards can be removed from the ring to use for sorting games or to hang as
decorations in a nursery or classroom.
•-26 Double-sided Cards
•-Recloseable Ring - no lost cards
•-Ages 1+
•-Cards: 2.75 x 5", 7 x 13 cm
•-Box: 4.25 x 7 x 2.25", 11 x 17.5 x 6 cm

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Jul 26/22
4.38 x 2.75
9780735375185 • $19.99
Non Classified • Ages 1-3 years • NON-RETURNABLE

Notes

Promotion
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Fall 2022 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

American Sign Language Alphabet 500 Piece Family
Puzzle
by  Mudpuppy, illustrated by Sarah Walsh

Mudpuppy’s American Sign Language Alphabet 500 Piece Family Puzzle
beautifully illustrates the American sign language alphabet for an entertaining
as well as educational children’s activity. Mudpuppy puzzles are packaged in
matte-finish sturdy boxes, perfect for gifting, reuse, and storage.
• 500pc puzzle: 20 x 20", 51 x 51 cm
• Box: 8 x 8 x 2", 20 x 20 x 5 cm
• Ages 8-99
• Puzzle greyboard contains 90% recycled paper. Packaging contains 70%
recycled paper and is made responsibly from FSC-certified material. Printed
with nontoxic soy-based inks.
• All Mudpuppy products adhere to CPSIA, ASTM, and CE Safety Regulations.

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Jul 26/22
8 x 8
9780735374775 • $21.99
Non Classified • Ages 8 years and up • NON-
RETURNABLE

Notes

Promotion
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Fall 2022 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Arctic Above & Below 100 Piece Double-Sided Puzzle
by  Mudpuppy, illustrated by Allison Strine

Mudpuppy's Arctic Above & Below 100 Piece Double-Sided Puzzle features
your favorite arctic animals, land animals such as polar bears on one side and
ocean animals such as seals on the other. This two-in-one puzzle is a great
family activity for adults and children to enjoy together. Puzzle pieces come
packaged in a sturdy and easy-to-wrap box, perfect for gifting, reuse, and
storage.
• 100 pieces double-sided
• Assembled puzzle measures: 22 x 16.5", 55 x 42 cm
• Box measures: 12.5 x 9 x 2", 32 x 23 x 5 cm
• Ages 6+
• Puzzle greyboard contains 90% recycled paper. Packaging contains 70%
recycled paper. Printed with nontoxic soy-based inks.
• All Mudpuppy products adhere to CPSIA, ASTM, and CE Safety Regulations.

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Jul 26/22
9 x 12.5
9780735375192 • $24.99
Non Classified • Ages 6-8 years • NON-RETURNABLE

Notes

Promotion
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Fall 2022 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Art and Culture At the Museum 64 Piece Search & Find
Puzzle
by  Mudpuppy, illustrated by Teresa Bellon

Mudpuppy's Art and Culture At the Museum Search & Find Puzzle is double
the fun! First, children can piece together the 64-piece puzzle featuring a
diverse and colorful assortment of museum items such as sculptures,
artifacts, and more! After putting the puzzle together, children can test their
observation skills to find the 40+ museum items in the border around the
puzzle image. Can you find them all?
• 64-piece puzzle; 23 x 15.5", 59 x 39cm when complete
• Box: 12.5 x 9 x 2", 32 x 23 x 5cm
• Ages 4-7
• Piece the puzzles together, then test your observation skills with 40+ things
to find.
• Puzzle greyboard contains 90% recycled paper. Packaging contains 70%
recycled paper. Printed with nontoxic, soy-based inks.
• All Mudpuppy products adhere to CPSIA, ASTM, and CE Safety Regulations.

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Jul 26/22
9 x 12.5
9780735374683 • $24.99
Non Classified • Ages 4-7 years • NON-RETURNABLE

Notes

Promotion
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Fall 2022 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Bugs & Butterflies 300 Piece Shaped Scene Puzzle
by  Mudpuppy, illustrated by Jonathan Woodward

Bugs & Butterflies 300 Piece Shaped Scene Puzzle from Mudpuppy features
a colorful and bright scene of your favorite bugs and butterflies such as
caterpillars, beetles, ladybugs, and many more! The finished puzzle is die-cut
in the shape of a butterfly adding a wow-factor when completed.
• Shaped puzzle approximately: 23 x 16”, 58 x 40.75 cm
• Box: 11.5 x 8.5 x 2", 15 x 21.5 x 5 cm
• Puzzle greyboard contains 90% recycled paper. Packaging contains 70%
recycled paper. Printed with nontoxic soy-based inks.
• Ages 7+
• All Mudpuppy products adhere to CPSIA, ASTM, and CE Safety Regulations.

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Jul 26/22
8.5 x 11.5
9780735374812 • $24.99
Non Classified • Ages 7 years and up • NON-
RETURNABLE

Notes

Promotion
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Fall 2022 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Bulldozer 48 Piece Mini Puzzle
by  Mudpuppy, illustrated by Victoria FernAndez

The Bulldozer Mini Puzzle from Mudpuppy features a colorful image of a
bulldozer. The 48-piece puzzle measures 8 x 5.75" so it’s perfect for train or
airline tray tables. A two-sided insert includes a larger image of the puzzle on
one side and a diagram with the bulldozer parts labeled on the other! Perfect
for on-the-go travel!
• 48 piece puzzle: 8 x 5.75", 20 x 14.5cm
• Box: 4.5 x 3.25 x 1.25", 11.4 x 8 x 3cm
• Includes insert with puzzle image and fun facts!
• Puzzle greyboard contains 90% recycled paper. Packaging contains 70%
recycled paper. Printed with nontoxic soy-based inks.
• Ages 4+ 
• All Mudpuppy products adhere to CPSIA, ASTM, and CE Safety Regulations.

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Jul 26/22
3.25 x 4.5
9780735375161 • $6.99
Non Classified • Ages 4-8 years • NON-RETURNABLE

Notes

Promotion
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Fall 2022 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Chocolate Shop 500 Piece Search and Find Family
Puzzle
by  Mudpuppy, illustrated by Caroline Dall'Ava

Chocolate Shop 500 Piece Search and Find Family Puzzle from Mudpuppy is
double the fun! First, piece together the 500-piece puzzle featuring a colorful
assortment of your favorite chocolate candies. After piecing the puzzle
together, test your observation skills to find the 40+ items within the puzzle
image. Can you find them all?
• 500 piece puzzle: 20 x 20", 51 x 51 cm when complete
• Box: 8 x 8 x 2”, 20 x 20 x 5 cm
• Ages 8-99
• Puzzle greyboard contains 90% recycled paper. Packaging contains 70%
recycled paper and is made responsibly from FSC-certified material. Printed
with nontoxic soy-based inks.
• All Mudpuppy products adhere to CPSIA, ASTM, and CE Safety Regulations.

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Jul 26/22
8 x 8
9780735375239 • $21.99
Non Classified • Ages 8 years and up • NON-
RETURNABLE

Notes

Promotion
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Fall 2022 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Counting at the Market Numbers Ring Flash Cards
by  Mudpuppy, illustrated by  Mochi Kids

Counting at the Market Numbers Ring Flash Cards from Mudpuppy features
10 extra thick, double-sided cards teaching children ages 1+ numbers 1-10
with fun and colorful images by Mochi Kids, including jars of kimchi,
doughnuts, edamame, and more! The re-closable ring makes these sturdy
flashcards convenient for on-the-go use, and the cards can be removed from
the ring to use for sorting games or to hang as decorations in a nursery or
classroom.
• 10 extra-thick, double-sided Cards
• Recloseable Ring - no lost cards
• Ages 1+
• Cards: 2.75 x 5", 7 x 13 cm
• Box: 4.25 x 7 x 2.25", 11 x 17.5 x 6 cm

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Jul 26/22
4.38 x 2.75
9780735374751 • $19.99
Non Classified • Ages 1-3 years • NON-RETURNABLE

Notes

Promotion
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Fall 2022 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Critter City 500 Piece Family Puzzle
by  Mudpuppy, illustrated by Anja Riebensahm

Mudpuppy’s Critter City 500 Piece Family Puzzle colorfully illustrates a local
city street with all your favorite animals such as monkeys, puppies, zebras,
and more! Mudpuppy puzzles are packaged in matte-finish sturdy boxes,
perfect for gifting, reuse, and storage.
• 500pc puzzle: 20 x 20", 51 x 51 cm
• Box: 8 x 8 x 2", 20 x 20 x 5 cm
• Ages 8-99
• Puzzle greyboard contains 90% recycled paper. Packaging contains 70%
recycled paper and is made responsibly from FSC-certified material. Printed
with nontoxic soy-based inks.
• All Mudpuppy products adhere to CPSIA, ASTM, and CE Safety Regulations.

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Jul 26/22
8 x 8
9780735375253 • $21.99
Non Classified • Ages 8 years and up • NON-
RETURNABLE

Notes

Promotion
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Fall 2022 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Dino Friends 4-in-a-Box Puzzle Set
by  Mudpuppy, illustrated by Kathryn Selbert

Dino Friends 4-in-a-Box Puzzle Set from Mudpuppy includes 4 puzzles, each
with a different level of difficulty. Puzzles with 4, 6, 9 and 12 pieces reveal fun
and exciting scenes featuring colorful dinosaur illustrations.
• 4 Progressive Puzzles - Piece count grows with your child
• 4-piece, 6 piece, 9 piece and 12 piece puzzles included
• Ages 2+
• Box size: 9.5 x 7 x 2.25"
• Each puzzle: 6 x 8", 15 x 20cm
• Puzzle greyboard contains 90% recycled paper. Packaging contains 70%
recycled paper. Printed with nontoxic soy-based inks.
• All Mudpuppy products adhere to CPSIA, ASTM, and CE Safety Regulations.

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Jul 26/22
7 x 9.5
9780735374720 • $21.99
Non Classified • Ages 2-4 years • NON-RETURNABLE

Notes

Promotion
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Fall 2022 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Food Festival 60 Piece Scratch and Sniff Puzzle
by  Mudpuppy, illustrated by Eloise Narrigan

Children will love the fantastic scents found in Mudpuppy's Food Festival
Scratch and Sniff Puzzle. This puzzle includes 60 puzzle pieces, featuring 6
special shaped pieces with 3 of your favorite food festival scents – pizza,
bacon, and vanilla!
•-60 pieces, including 6 special-shaped pieces with 3 scents (each scent is
repeated twice)
•-Ages 4+
•-Puzzle: 15 x 11", 38 x 28 cm
•-Box: 9.5 x 7 x 2", 24 x 18 x 5 cm
•-Puzzle greyboard contains 90% recycled paper. Packaging contains 70%
recycled paper. Printed with nontoxic, soy-based inks.
•-All Mudpuppy products adhere to CPSIA, ASTM, and CE Safety
Regulations.

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Jul 26/22
7 x 9.5
9780735375109 • $18.99
Non Classified • Ages 4-7 years • NON-RETURNABLE

Notes

Promotion
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Fall 2022 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Forest Day & Night 75 Piece Lenticular Puzzle
by  Mudpuppy, illustrated by Katy Tanis

The Forest Day & Night 75 Piece Lenticular Puzzle from Mudpuppy is an
exciting and innovative puzzle format that when put together has a wonderful
picture that transforms and moves right before your eyes. The forest
transforms from day to night and back like magic! Mudpuppy puzzles are
packaged in matte-finish sturdy boxes, perfect for gifting, reuse, and storage.
• 75pc puzzle: 17.75 x 11", 45 x 26 cm
• Box: 9.25 x 7 x 2", 23 x 18 x 5 cm
• Lenticular image on box cover
• Puzzle greyboard contains 90% recycled paper. Packaging contains 70%
recycled paper. Printed with nontoxic soy-based inks.
• Ages 5+

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Jul 26/22
7 x 9.3
9780735374867 • $21.99
Non Classified • Ages 5-12 years • NON-
RETURNABLE

Notes

Promotion
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Fall 2022 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Forest Tracks: What Animal Am I? Lift-the-Flap Board
Book
by  Mudpuppy, illustrated by Hannah Alice

Forest Tracks: What Animal Am I? Lift-the-Flap Board Book from Mudpuppy is
a fun and interactive board book that teaches all about forest animals. Read
the animal’s clues, examine the forest track, and make your guess! Includes
10 flaps to lift, featuring bright and colorful artwork of your favorite forest
animals. 
• 24 pages
• Trim: 6.75 x 7", 17 x 18 cm
• Includes 10 lift the flaps! 
• All Mudpuppy products adhere to CPSIA, ASTM, and CE Safety Regulations.

• Puzzle greyboard contains 90% recycled paper. Packaging contains 70%
recycled paper and is made responsibly from FSC-certified material. Printed
with nontoxic inks.

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Jul 26/22
7 x 6.75
9780735374706 • $18.99
Juvenile Fiction / Animals / General • Ages 0-5 years •
NON-RETURNABLE

Notes

Promotion
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Fall 2022 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Freight Train 48 Piece Mini Puzzle
by  Mudpuppy, illustrated by Victoria FernAndez

The Freight Train Mini Puzzle from Mudpuppy features a colorful image of a
freight train. The 48-piece puzzle measures 8 x 5.75" so it’s perfect for train or
airline tray tables. A two-sided insert includes a larger image of the puzzle on
one side and a diagram with the train parts labeled on the other! Perfect for
on-the-go travel!
• 48 piece puzzle: 8 x 5.75", 20 x 14.5cm
• Box: 4.5 x 3.25 x 1.25", 11.4 x 8 x 3cm
• Includes insert with puzzle image and fun facts!
• Puzzle greyboard contains 90% recycled paper. Packaging contains 70%
recycled paper. Printed with nontoxic soy-based inks.
• Ages 4+ 
• All Mudpuppy products adhere to CPSIA, ASTM, and CE Safety Regulations.

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Jul 26/22
3.25 x 4.5
9780735375178 • $6.99
Non Classified • Ages 4-8 years • NON-RETURNABLE

Notes

Promotion
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Fall 2022 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Fruity Jungle 60 Piece Scratch and Sniff Puzzle
by  Mudpuppy, illustrated by Eloise Narrigan

Children will love the distinctive scents found in Mudpuppy's Fruity Jungle
Scratch and Sniff Puzzle. This puzzle includes 60 puzzle pieces, featuring 6
special shaped pieces with 3 of your favorite fruity scents – banana,
pineapple, and mango!
•-60 pieces, including 6 special-shaped pieces with 3 scents (each scent is
repeated twice)
•-Ages 4+
•-Puzzle: 15 x 11", 38 x 28 cm
•-Box: 9.5 x 7 x 2", 24 x 18 x 5 cm
•-Puzzle greyboard contains 90% recycled paper. Packaging contains 70%
recycled paper. -Printed with nontoxic, soy-based inks.
•-All Mudpuppy products adhere to CPSIA, ASTM, and CE Safety
Regulations.

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Jul 26/22
7 x 9.5
9780735375277 • $18.99
Non Classified • Ages 4-7 years • NON-RETURNABLE

Notes

Promotion
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Fall 2022 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Graceful Ballerinas 75 Piece Lenticular Puzzle
by  Mudpuppy, illustrated by Kathryn Selbert

The Graceful Ballerinas 75 Piece Lenticular Puzzle from Mudpuppy is an
exciting and innovative puzzle format that when put together has a wonderful
picture that transforms and moves right before your eyes. The ballerinas
dance like magic! Mudpuppy puzzles are packaged in matte-finish sturdy
boxes, perfect for gifting, reuse, and storage.
• 75pc puzzle: 17.75 x 11", 45 x 26 cm
• Box: 9.25 x 7 x 2", 23 x 18 x 5 cm
• Lenticular image on box cover
• Puzzle greyboard contains 90% recycled paper. Packaging contains 70%
recycled paper. Printed with nontoxic, soy-based inks.
• Ages 5+

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Jul 26/22
7 x 9.3
9780735374737 • $21.99
Non Classified • Ages 5-12 years • NON-
RETURNABLE

Notes

Promotion
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Fall 2022 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

The Great Plains 300 Piece Shaped Scene Puzzle
by  Mudpuppy, illustrated by Alexander Vidal

The Great Plains 300 Piece Shaped Scene Puzzle from Mudpuppy features a
wonderfully illustrated scene of the animals who inhabit the Great Plains such
as wolves, ferrets, and many more! The finished puzzle is die-cut in the shape
of a bison adding a wow-factor when completed.
• Shaped puzzle approximately: 23 x 16”, 58 x 40.75 cm
• Box: 11.5 x 8.5 x 2", 15 x 21.5 x 5 cm
• Puzzle greyboard contains 90% recycled paper. Packaging contains 70%
recycled paper. Printed with nontoxic soy-based inks.
• Ages 7+
• All Mudpuppy products adhere to CPSIA, ASTM, and CE Safety Regulations.

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Jul 26/22
8.5 x 11.5
9780735375208 • $24.99
Non Classified • Ages 7 years and up • NON-
RETURNABLE

Notes

Promotion
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Fall 2022 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Hey Neighbors! 1000 Piece Family Puzzle
by  Mudpuppy, illustrated by Lindsey Balbierz

Piece together Mudpuppy’s Hey Neighbors! 1000 Piece Family Puzzle to
reveal a beautifully illustrated local neighborhood enjoying a beautiful day
filled with laughter, caring, rainbows, balloons and more! Mudpuppy puzzles
are packaged in matte-finish sturdy boxes, perfect for gifting, reuse, and
storage.
• 1000pc puzzle: 27 x 20”, 68.5 x 51 cm
• Box: 11.25 x 8.25 x 2”, 28.5 x 21 x 5 cm
• Ages 8-99
• Puzzle greyboard contains 90% recycled paper. Packaging contains 70%
recycled paper and is made responsibly from FSC-certified material. Printed
with nontoxic soy-based inks.
• All Mudpuppy products adhere to CPSIA, ASTM, and CE Safety Regulations.

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Jul 26/22
11.5 x 8.5
9780735375246 • $25.99
Non Classified • Ages 8 years and up • NON-
RETURNABLE

Notes

Promotion
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Fall 2022 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

I Can Be... A Chef! Magnetic Play Set
by  Mudpuppy, illustrated by Carly Gledhill

Mudpuppy's I Can Be… A Chef! Magnetic Play Set includes 2 illustrated
background scenes and 3 sheets of mix and match magnets for dressing up
the chef for all their daily cooking and baking activities. The sturdy tin package
offers hours of imaginative play with easy cleanup and storage. Mudpuppy's
Magnetic Tins are the perfect children's travel toy and quiet time activity.
•-3 sheets of mix & match magnets + 2 illustrated background scenes
•-Hinged tin: 6.25 x 8.75 x 1", 16 x 22 x 2.5 cm
•-Ages 4+
•-Magnets adhere to tin package for compact, portable fun
•-All Mudpuppy products adhere to CPSIA, ASTM, and CE Safety
Regulations.

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Jul 26/22
6.3 x 8.66
9780735374591 • $24.99
Non Classified • Ages 4-8 years • NON-RETURNABLE

Notes

Promotion
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Fall 2022 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

I Can Be... A Veterinarian! Magnetic Play Set
by  Mudpuppy, illustrated by Carly Gledhill

Mudpuppy's I Can Be… A Veterinarian! Magnetic Play Set includes 2
illustrated background scenes and 3 sheets of mix and match magnets for
dressing up the veterinarian for all their daily vet activities. The sturdy tin
package offers hours of imaginative play with easy cleanup and storage.
Mudpuppy's Magnetic Tins are the perfect children's travel toy and quiet time
activity.
•-3 sheets of mix & match magnets + 2 illustrated background scenes
•-Hinged tin: 6.25 x 8.75 x 1", 16 x 22 x 2.5 cm
•-Ages 4+
•-Magnets adhere to tin package for compact, portable fun
•-All Mudpuppy products adhere to CPSIA, ASTM, and CE Safety
Regulations.

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Jul 26/22
6.3 x 8.66
9780735374607 • $24.99
Non Classified • Ages 4-8 years • NON-RETURNABLE

Notes

Promotion
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Fall 2022 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

In the Mountains 64 Piece Search & Find Puzzle
by  Mudpuppy, illustrated by Kaley McKean

Mudpuppy’s In the Mountains Search & Find Puzzle is double the fun! First,
children can piece together the 64-piece puzzle featuring a colorful
assortment of animals that live in the Himalaya Mountains, such as a bear, a
toucan, butterflies, and more! After putting the puzzle together, children can
test their observation skills to find the 40+ animals, insects, and plant life in
the border around the puzzle image. Can you find them all?

• 64-piece puzzle: 23 x 15.5", 59 x 39 cm when complete
• Box: 12.5 x 9 x 2", 32 x 23 x 5cm
• Ages 4-7
• Piece the puzzles together, then test your observation skills with 40+ things
to find.
• Puzzle greyboard contains 90% recycled paper. Packaging contains 70%
recycled paper. Printed with nontoxic, soy-based inks.
• All Mudpuppy products adhere to CPSIA, ASTM, and CE Safety Regulations

Author Bio

Kaley McKean is an illustrator based in Toronto. Visit her at kaleymckean.com

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Jul 26/22
9 x 12.5
9780735374669 • $24.99
Non Classified • Ages 4-7 years • NON-RETURNABLE

Notes

Promotion
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Fall 2022 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Little Park Ranger National Parks Map of the U.S.A.
Geography Puzzle
by  Mudpuppy, illustrated by Erica Harrison

With the Little Park Ranger National Parks Map of the U.S.A Geography
Puzzle from Mudpuppy, children can learn about the national parks of the
United States! This 70-piece puzzle labels all of the national parks of the
United States such as Yosemite, Great Smokey Mountains and Big Bend, and
includes 18 special shaped pieces highlighting wildlife of the parks! Featuring
colorful illustrations, this puzzle is both engaging and educational. It is
packaged in a sturdy box perfect for safekeeping and gift giving.
• 70-piece puzzle: 23 x 16.5", 59 x 42cm when complete
• Includes 18 shaped pieces
• Ages 5-9
• Box: 12.5 x 9 x 2", 32 x 23 x5 cm
• Puzzle greyboard contains 90% recycled paper. Packaging contains 70%
recycled paper. Printed with nontoxic, soy-based inks.
• All Mudpuppy products adhere to CPSIA, ASTM, and CE Safety Regulations.

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Jul 26/22
9 x 12.5
9780735374768 • $24.99
Non Classified • Ages 5-9 years • NON-RETURNABLE

Notes

Promotion
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Fall 2022 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Music Festival 500 Piece Search and Find Family
Puzzle
by  Mudpuppy, illustrated by Caroline Dall'Ava

Music Festival 500 Piece Search and Find Family Puzzle from Mudpuppy is
double the fun! First, piece together the 500-piece puzzle highlighting a fun
and exciting music festival. After piecing the puzzle together, test your
observation skills to find the 40+ items within the puzzle image. Can you find
them all?
• 500 piece puzzle: 20 x 20", 51 x 51 cm when complete
• Box: 8 x 8 x 2”, 20 x 20 x 5 cm
• Ages 8-99
• Puzzle greyboard contains 90% recycled paper. Packaging contains 70%
recycled paper and is made responsibly from FSC-certified material. Printed
with nontoxic soy-based inks.
• All Mudpuppy products adhere to CPSIA, ASTM, and CE Safety Regulations.

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Jul 26/22
8 x 8
9780735375222 • $21.99
Non Classified • Ages 8 years and up • NON-
RETURNABLE

Notes

Promotion
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Fall 2022 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

My Hair, My Crown 300 Piece Puzzle
by  Mudpuppy, illustrated by Tabitha Brown

My Hair, My Crown 300 Piece Family Puzzle from Mudpuppy features bright
and bold illustrations of a diverse range of beautiful Black hairstyles.
Mudpuppy puzzles are packaged in matte-finish sturdy boxes, perfect for
gifting, reuse, and storage.
• 300pc puzzle: 20 x 20", 51 x 51 cm
• Box: 8 x 8 x 2", 20 x 20 x 5 cm
• Ages 7+
• Puzzle greyboard contains 90% recycled paper. Packaging contains 70%
recycled paper. Printed with nontoxic soy-based inks.
• All Mudpuppy products adhere to CPSIA, ASTM, and CE Safety Regulations

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Jul 26/22
8 x 8
9780735374621 • $19.99
Non Classified • Ages 7 years and up • NON-
RETURNABLE

Notes

Promotion
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Fall 2022 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Ocean Friends 4-in-a-Box Puzzle Set
by  Mudpuppy, illustrated by Natalie Marshall

Ocean Friends 4-in-a-Box Puzzle Set from Mudpuppy includes 4 puzzles,
each with a different level of difficulty. Puzzles with 4, 6, 9 and 12 pieces
reveal fun and colorful scenes of your favorite ocean friends.
• 4 Progressive Puzzles - Piece count grows with your child
• 4-piece, 6 piece, 9 piece and 12 piece puzzles included
• Ages 2+
• Box size: 9.5 x 7 x 2.25"
• Each puzzle: 6 x 8", 15 x 20cm
• Puzzle greyboard contains 90% recycled paper. Packaging contains 70%
recycled paper. Printed with nontoxic soy-based inks.
• All Mudpuppy products adhere to CPSIA, ASTM, and CE Safety Regulations.

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Jul 26/22
7 x 9.5
9780735374713 • $21.99
Non Classified • Ages 2-4 years • NON-RETURNABLE

Notes

Promotion
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Fall 2022 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Open for Business 500 Piece Family Puzzle
by  Mudpuppy, illustrated by  Niniwanted

Open for Business 500 Piece Family Puzzle from Mudpuppy features bright
illustrations of local stores and restaurants in Japan warmly welcoming the
locals. Mudpuppy puzzles are packaged in matte-finish sturdy boxes, perfect
for gifting, reuse, and storage.
• 500pc puzzle: 20 x 20", 51 x 51 cm
• Box: 8 x 8 x 2", 20 x 20 x 5 cm
• Ages 8-99
• Puzzle greyboard contains 90% recycled paper. Packaging contains 70%
recycled paper and is made responsibly from FSC-certified material. Printed
with nontoxic soy-based inks.
• All Mudpuppy products adhere to CPSIA, ASTM, and CE Safety Regulations.

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Jul 26/22
8 x 8
9780735375567 • $21.99
Non Classified • Ages 8 years and up • NON-
RETURNABLE

Notes

Promotion
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Fall 2022 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Picnic Party 1000 Piece Panoramic Family Puzzle
by  Mudpuppy, illustrated by Loo McNulty

Mudpuppy’s Picnic Party 1000 Piece Panoramic Family Puzzle colorfully
highlights everything you can find at a picnic like potato salad, jello, roasted
marshmallows, and more! Mudpuppy puzzles are packaged in matte-finish
sturdy boxes, perfect for gifting, reuse, and storage.
• 1000pc puzzle: 39 x 14", 99 x 35.4 cm
• Box: 14 x 5 x 2.75", 35.6 x 12.7 x 7 cm
• Ages 8-99
• Puzzle greyboard contains 90% recycled paper. Packaging contains 70%
recycled paper and is made responsibly from FSC-certified material. Printed
with nontoxic soy-based inks.
• All Mudpuppy products adhere to CPSIA, ASTM, and CE Safety Regulations.

Author Bio

Ever since her first graduation, Loo has wanted to make patterns and
illustrations. Driven by a love of creating art that makes people happy, Loo
focuses on things that make her smile - nature, quirky animals, unusual
pairings and found objects. Loo is also the founder of the purpose-driven
lifestyle brand Happy Just Happy - you can head on over there and find out
how to spread some happiness in your own world!! www.happyjusthappy.com

Loo McNulty is an artist and graphic designer based in Collingwood, Ontario.

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Jul 26/22
5 x 14
9780735374843 • $28.99
Non Classified • Ages 8 years and up • NON-
RETURNABLE

Notes

Promotion
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Fall 2022 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Rainbow Daisy Wooden Yo-Yo
by  Mudpuppy, illustrated by Kristin Carder

Mudpuppy'’s Rainbow Daisy Wooden Yo-Yo is a fun twist on the classic
children’s activity featuring an illustrated Rainbow Daisy on each side. This
bright and colorful wooden yo-yo is the perfect gift for children 6 and up, party
favors and stocking stuffers. 
•-Wooden with full-color artwork
•-Peggable box with window
•-Box: 2.5 x 2.5 x 1.5”, 6 x 6 x 4 cm
•-Ages 6+
•-Box contains 90% recycled material. Printed with nontoxic inks. 
•-All Mudpuppy products adhere to CPSIA, ASTM, and CE Safety
Regulations.

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Jul 26/22
2.5 x 2.5
9780735375536 • $8.99
Non Classified • Ages 6 years and up • NON-
RETURNABLE

Notes

Promotion
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Fall 2022 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Rub-a-Dub Dinos! Color Magic Bath Book
by  Mudpuppy, illustrated by Teresa Bellon

Children will be amazed with Mudpuppy’s Rub-a-Dub Dinos! Color Magic Bath
Book as bright and bold colors will magically appear with water! Your favorite
dinosaurs come to life at bath time in this entertaining bath book.
•- 6 x 6", 15 x 15 cm
•- 6 color-changing pages
•- Safe for all ages
•- Colors appear in water
•- Keep babies and toddlers engaged and entertained at bath time
•- All Mudpuppy products adhere to CPSIA, ASTM, and CE Safety
Regulations.

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Jul 26/22
6 x 6
9780735375062 • $14.99
Juvenile Fiction / Activity Books • Ages 0-4 years •
NON-RETURNABLE

Notes

Promotion
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Fall 2022 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Space Mission 100 Piece Double-Sided Puzzle
by  Mudpuppy, illustrated by Wenjia Tang

Mudpuppy's Space Mission Above & Below 100 Piece Double-Sided Puzzle
features all things out of this world, land rovers and space stations on one
side and planets and asteroids on the other. This two-in-one puzzle is a great
family activity for adults and children to enjoy together. Puzzle pieces come
packaged in a sturdy and easy-to-wrap box, perfect for gifting, reuse, and
storage.
• 100 pieces double-sided
• Assembled puzzle measures: 22 x 16.5", 55 x 42 cm
• Box measures: 12.5 x 9 x 2", 32 x 23 x 5 cm
• Ages 6+
• Puzzle greyboard contains 90% recycled paper. Packaging contains 70%
recycled paper. Printed with nontoxic soy-based inks.
• All Mudpuppy products adhere to CPSIA, ASTM, and CE Safety Regulations.

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Jul 26/22
9 x 12.5
9780735374782 • $24.99
Non Classified • Ages 6-8 years • NON-RETURNABLE

Notes

Promotion
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Fall 2022 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Space Shuttle 48 Piece Mini Puzzle
by  Mudpuppy, illustrated by Victoria FernAndez

The Space Shuttle Mini Puzzle from Mudpuppy features a colorful image of a
space shuttle. The 48-piece puzzle measures 8 x 5.75" so it’s perfect for train
or airline tray tables. A two-sided insert includes a larger image of the puzzle
on one side and a diagram with the space shuttle parts labeled on the other!
Perfect for on-the-go travel!
• 48 piece puzzle: 8 x 5.75", 20 x 14.5cm
• Box: 3.25 x 4.5 x 1.25", 8 x 11.4 x 3cm
• Includes insert with puzzle image and fun facts!
• Puzzle greyboard contains 90% recycled paper. Packaging contains 70%
recycled paper. Printed with nontoxic soy-based inks.
• Ages 4+ 
• All Mudpuppy products adhere to CPSIA, ASTM, and CE Safety Regulations.

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Jul 26/22
3.25 x 4.5
9780735375154 • $6.99
Non Classified • Ages 4-8 years • NON-RETURNABLE

Notes

Promotion
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Fall 2022 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

T-Rex Wooden Yo-Yo
by  Mudpuppy, illustrated by Rob Hodgson

Mudpuppy’s T-Rex Wooden Yo-Yo is a fun twist on the classic children’s
activity featuring an illustrated T-Rex on one side and a T-Rex skeleton on the
other. This bright and colorful wooden yo-yo is the perfect gift for children 6
and up, party favors and stocking stuffers.
• Wooden with full-color artwork
• Peggable box with window
• Box: 2.5 x 2.5 x 1.5”, 6 x 6 x 4 cm
• Ages 6+
• Box contains 90% recycled material. Printed with nontoxic inks. 
• All Mudpuppy products adhere to CPSIA, ASTM, and CE Safety Regulations.

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Jul 26/22
2.5 x 2.5
9780735375543 • $8.99
Non Classified • Ages 6 years and up • NON-
RETURNABLE

Notes

Promotion
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Fall 2022 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Unicorn Dreams Color Magic Bath Book
by  Mudpuppy, illustrated by Clementine Derodit

Children will be amazed with Mudpuppy’s Unicorn Dreams Color Magic Bath
Book as bright and bold colors will magically appear with water! Your favorite
whimsical unicorns come to life at bath time in this entertaining bath book.
•- 6 x 6", 15 x 15 cm
•- 6 color-changing pages
•- Safe for all ages
•- Colors appear in water
•- Keep babies and toddlers engaged and entertained at bath time
•- All Mudpuppy products adhere to CPSIA, ASTM, and CE Safety
Regulations.

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Jul 26/22
6 x 6
9780735374638 • $14.99
Juvenile Fiction / Activity Books • Ages 0-4 years •
NON-RETURNABLE

Notes

Promotion
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Fall 2022 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Unicorns Illuminated 300 Piece Glow in the Dark
Family Puzzle
by  Mudpuppy, illustrated by Rebecca Jones

Piece together a magical and enchanted unicorn scene with Mudpuppy's
Unicorns Illuminated 300 Piece Glow in the Dark Family Puzzle. After you
complete the puzzle, turn out the lights to reveal glowing unicorns and other
surprises!
• 300pc puzzle: 19 x 19”, 48.25 x 48.25 cm
• Box: 8 x 8 x 2", 20 x 20 x 5 cm
• Ages 7-99
• Puzzle greyboard contains 90% recycled paper. Packaging contains 70%
recycled paper. Printed with nontoxic soy-based inks.
• All Mudpuppy products adhere to CPSIA, ASTM, and CE Safety Regulations.

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Jul 26/22
8 x 8
9780735375215 • $21.99
Non Classified • Ages 7 years and up • NON-
RETURNABLE

Notes

Promotion
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Fall 2022 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

We Are Colorful Skin Tone Colored Pencils
by  Mudpuppy, illustrated by Courtney Ahn

The We Are Colorful Skin Tone Colored Pencils from Mudpuppy is the perfect
companion to the We Are Colorful Activity Book and the We Are Colorful Skin
Tone Crayon Set, celebrating the wonderful range of skin tones. This colored
pencil set includes 12 skin toned crayons, beyond just peach and brown,
helping children feel represented. Makes a wonderful gift! 
•-Box with die-cut window: 3.5 x 7", 9 x 18 cm
•-Includes 12 skin tone colored pencils
•-Ages 5+
•-Companion to We Are Colorful Activity Book and the We Are Colorful Skin
Tone Crayon Set
•-All Mudpuppy products adhere to CPSIA, ASTM, and CE Safety Regulations

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Jul 26/22
3.6 x 7.1
9780735374645 • $14.99
Non Classified • Ages 5 years and up • NON-
RETURNABLE

Notes

Promotion
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Fall 2022 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Wetlands 300 Piece Shaped Scene Puzzle
by  Mudpuppy, illustrated by Kaley McKean

Wetlands 300 Piece Shaped Scene Puzzle from Mudpuppy features a bright
and colorful scene of your favorite animals found in the wetlands, including an
alligator, panther, dragonflies, and many more! The finished puzzle is die-cut
in the shape of a turtle adding a wow-factor when completed.

• Shaped puzzle approximately: 23 x 16”, 58 x 40.75 cm
• Box: 11.5 x 8.5 x 2", 15 x 21.5 x 5 cm
• Puzzle greyboard contains 90% recycled paper. Packaging contains 70%
recycled paper. Printed with nontoxic soy-based inks.
• Ages 7+
• All Mudpuppy products adhere to CPSIA, ASTM, and CE Safety Regulations.

Author Bio

Kaley McKean is an illustrator based in Toronto. Visit her at kaleymckean.com

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Jul 26/22
8.5 x 11.5
9780735374676 • $24.99
Non Classified • Ages 7 years and up • NON-
RETURNABLE

Notes

Promotion
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Fall 2022 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

The Wizard's Library 500 Piece Family Puzzle
by  Mudpuppy, illustrated by  Niniwanted

The Wizard’s Library 500 Piece Family Puzzle from Mudpuppy boldly
highlights every young wizard’s favorite reading space, the library. Mudpuppy
puzzles are packaged in matte-finish sturdy boxes, perfect for gifting, reuse,
and storage.
• 500pc puzzle: 20 x 20", 51 x 51 cm
• Box: 8 x 8 x 2", 20 x 20 x 5 cm
• Ages 8-99
• Puzzle greyboard contains 90% recycled paper. Packaging contains 70%
recycled paper and is made responsibly from FSC-certified material. Printed
with nontoxic soy-based inks.
• All Mudpuppy products adhere to CPSIA, ASTM, and CE Safety Regulations.

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Jul 26/22
8 x 8
9780735375260 • $21.99
Non Classified • Ages 8 years and up • NON-
RETURNABLE

Notes

Promotion
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Fall 2022 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Animal Lovers Trivia

In a striking and portable box, these 140 questions are a fun trivia challenge
wherever you want to play! These multiple-choice questions cover the entire
animal kingdom—from marine life to land dwellers.

Games Room
On Sale: Sep 27/22
5 x 3.62
0810073341531 • $18.00 • DK - deck, 5 x 3 5/8 x 2 1/8
in, 140 cards
Games / Trivia • NON-RETURNABLE

Notes

Promotion
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Fall 2022 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Literary Charades

This beautifully–packaged party game comes with 140 cards, each with 5
literary categories to choose from, including Classics, Bestsellers, Nonfiction,
Book to Film, and Children’s books. Simply act out the titles of the latest-and-
greatest books—without speaking a word—for your team to guess.

Games Room
On Sale: Sep 27/22
5 x 3.62
0810073341562 • $18.00 • ZE - Game, 5 x 3 5/8 x 2
1/8 in, 140 cards
Non Classified • NON-RETURNABLE

Notes

Promotion

LEAD
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Fall 2022 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Ludo

In a beautiful box, this LUDO set comes with a colorful wooden board, a six-
sided die, and sixteen wooden playing pieces. Simply move your pieces
across the board according to the number rolled on the die and get back to
home base before your opponents. Fun, fast-paced, and easy to play, LUDO
will have your friends and family racing to win!

Games Room
On Sale: Sep 27/22
10.8 x 10.8
0810073341609 • $40.00
Non Classified • NON-RETURNABLE

Notes

Promotion
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Fall 2022 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Mancala

In a beautiful, bright box, this package offers a vibrant update to one of the
world’s first board games. Complete with a folding wooden game board and
playing pieces, this two-player strategy game is all about collecting as many
stones as you can. The player at the end with the most stones is the declared
winner. Quick and simple, MANCALA is the perfect addition to your family’s
game night!

Games Room
On Sale: Sep 27/22
5.6 x 9
0810073341593 • $40.00
Non Classified • NON-RETURNABLE

Notes

Promotion
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Fall 2022 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Mythology Trivia

With 140 mythological trivia questions in a gorgeous and compact box,
MYTHOLOGY TRIVIA puts your knowledge of the world’s mythologies to the
ultimate test! These multiple-choice questions cover worldwide myths and
folklore—from gods and heroes to magical beasts and monsters.

Games Room
On Sale: Sep 27/22
5 x 3.62
0810073341548 • $18.00 • DK - box, 5 x 3 5/8 x 2 1/8
in, 140 cards
Games / Trivia • NON-RETURNABLE

Notes

Promotion
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Fall 2022 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Star Checkers

In a beautiful six-sided box, this reimagined classic game comes with a
colorful gameboard and sixty marbles. Based on the nineteenth-century game
of Halma, the rules for STAR CHECKERS are straightforward: Race your
pieces to the other side before your opponents can!

Games Room
On Sale: Aug 16/22
14.5 x 12.5 • 60 pages
0810073342170 • $30.00
Non Classified • NON-RETURNABLE

Notes

Promotion
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Fall 2022 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Tres Risque Truth or Dare

Featuring 100 sweet and sultry prompts on 50 double-sided sticks, these
couples-only questions and tantalizing dares, along with the gorgeous
packaging, make this the perfect game to explore your relationship or dare to
try something new on date night!

Games Room
On Sale: Sep 27/22
2.25 x 2.25
0810073341579 • $22.50 • ZE - box, 2 1/4 x 2 1/4 x 6
½, 50 double-sided sticks
Non Classified • NON-RETURNABLE

Notes

Promotion
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Fall 2022 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

You Don't Say Guessing Game

A brightly colored and portable box filled with brain–teasing guessing
challenges for the whole family! Try to get your teammates to guess the
person, place, or thing named on your card. But there’s a catch: You can’t use
the five off-limits words listed below the prompt. Use your wits and teamwork
to become the game night champion!

Games Room
On Sale: Sep 27/22
5 x 3.62
0810073341555 • $18.00 • ZE - box, 5 x 3 5/8 x 2 1/8
in, 140 cards
Non Classified • NON-RETURNABLE

Notes

Promotion
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Fall 2022 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Coffee Date Gift Set
by Games Room

Curl up on the couch with a pal and a cup of joe and break out these
conversation starters. Filled with endless topics ranging from guilty pleasures
to superpower of choice, these inspiring cards will have you chatting and
sipping for hours.

Games Room
On Sale: Sep 13/22
11.5 x 3.75
0810073341036 • $37.00 • mugs
Non Classified • NON-RETURNABLE

Notes

Promotion
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Fall 2022 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

The Art of the Board Puzzle
by Created by  Gibbs Smith Gift

The Art of the Board Puzzle features stunning photography from its
companion book title, The Art of the Board

Gibbs Smith
On Sale: Aug 16/22
27.5 x 19.5
1000 pieces
9781423662471 • $29.99 • ZJ - Jigsaw
Games / Puzzles • Non Returnable

Notes

Promotion
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Fall 2022 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Blooms & Dreams Puzzle
by Created by  Gibbs Smith Gift

Art of the Board and Blooms & Dreams features stunning photography from
their companion book titles, Blooms & Dreams and Art of the Board .

27.50" x 19.50"

Gibbs Smith
On Sale: Aug 16/22
27.5 x 19.5
1000 pieces
9781423662488 • $29.99 • ZJ - Jigsaw
Games / Puzzles • Non Returnable

Notes

Promotion
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Fall 2022 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Beautiful Birds Bookmark Box
by Created by  Gibbs Smith Gift

24 pack of bookmarks on the go for those who love inspiring quotes,
fun graphics.
This bookmark box contains 24 bookmarks, 2 each of 12 designs

Gibbs Smith
On Sale: Aug 16/22
2.13 x 7.13
4/c illustrations t/o
9781423662501 • $14.99 • PT - Bookmark
Non Classified • Non Returnable

Notes

Promotion
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Fall 2022 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Dream Big Bookmark Box
by Created by  Gibbs Smith Gift

24 pack of bookmarks on the go for those who love inspiring quotes,
fun graphics.
This bookmark box contains 24 bookmarks, 2 each of 12 designs

Gibbs Smith
On Sale: Aug 16/22
2.13 x 7.13
4/c illustrations t/o
9781423662495 • $14.99 • PT - Bookmark
Non Classified • Non Returnable

Notes

Promotion
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Fall 2022 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Literary Bookmark Box
by Created by  Gibbs Smith Gift

24 pack of bookmarks on the go for those who love inspiring quotes,
fun graphics.
This bookmark box contains 24 bookmarks, 2 each of 12 designs

Gibbs Smith
On Sale: Aug 16/22
2.13 x 7.13
4/c illustrations t/o
9781423662518 • $14.99 • PT - Bookmark
Non Classified • Non Returnable

Notes

Promotion
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Fall 2022 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

299 Fish (and a diver) 300 Piece Puzzle
An Aquatic Cluster Puzzle
illustrated by Lea Maupetit

A JIGSAW WITH A TWIST -No two shapes are the same, and each piece is
a fish (or other sea creature, plus one that's a diver! See if you can spot it!)

HOURS OF MADDENING FUN Have you got what it takes to assemble all
299 fish into a perfect puzzle?

CHARMING ILLUSTRATIONS by Lea Maupetit

STURDY & ATTRACTIVE BOX perfect for gifting and storage

Have you got what it takes to corral all 299 sea creatures into a perfect
puzzle? In this cunning cluster puzzle, there are no regular jigsaw shapes:
each piece takes the outline of the creature itself. And there are 299 of them!
Can you fit them all together?

Author Bio

Lea Maupetit is a French illustrator living and working in Paris. Her clients
include the New York Times and Moet Hennessy.

Laurence King Publishing
On Sale: Jul 19/22
11 x 11 • 300 pages
9780857829535 • $32.99
Games / Puzzles • NON-RETURNABLE

Notes

Promotion
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Fall 2022 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Agatha Christie Bingo
by Agatha Christie Limited, illustrated by Ilya Milstein

FUN FOR DETECTIVE NOVEL FANS - the whole family will love this high-
stakes game featuring 64 characters and clues from Agatha Christie's novels

PLAY AND LEARN - this board game comes with a leaflet packed with
Agatha Christie trivia. Learn about Poirot's toughest cases, Agatha Christie's
medicine cabinet and more!

GREAT GIFT - perfect for dedicated crime fans and bingo players

SOMETHING TO TREASURE - this is a quality product made to last, with
bespoke illustration and sleek and stylish packaging

EXPLORE THE ENTIRE SERIES - this game is part of the bestselling bingo
series, a collection of games for nature lovers and enthusiastic board gamers.
Other games in the series include James Bond Bingo, Bug Bingo, Cat Bingo,
Dog Bingo, Monkey Bingo, Ocean Bingo and Royal Bingo

Follow the trail of murder, blackmail and mystery set by the Queen of Crime.
Travel down the Nile, on the Orient Express and into the drawing rooms of
quaint English country cottages hot on the heels of Poirot, Miss Marple and
other famous characters while you play this fun new bingo game. Includes a
booklet packed full of Agatha Christie trivia for discerning crime fans.

Author Bio

Agatha Christie Ltd (Author)
Agatha Christie Limited (ACL) has been managing the literary and media
rights to Agatha Christie's works around the world since 1955, when the
company was set up by Christie herself. It is now chaired and managed by
Agatha Christie's great grandson James Prichard.

Ilya Milstein (Illustrator)
Ilya Milstein is a graphic artist who was born in Milan, raised in Melbourne,
and presently lives and works in New York. In 2018 he was a winner of ADC
Young Guns.

Laurence King Publishing
On Sale: Oct 11/22
9.38 x 10.31
64 colour images
9781399602983 • $52.00
Fiction / Mystery & Detective / International Mystery &
Crime • NON-RETURNABLE

Notes

Promotion
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Fall 2022 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

The Amazing Maurice Jigsaw Puzzle
by Terry Pratchett

This family jigsaw puzzle is the perfect way to explore the world of Bad Blintz
after enjoying the film, featuring the historic town in all its glory with the
educated rodents in their very own town right in the centre. The
accompanying poster gives behind-the-scenes info about the film, including
"making of" highlights that adults can enjoy just as much as children.

Author Bio

Terry Pratchett was an English author of fantasy novels, especially, comical
works. He is best known for his Discworld series of 41 novels. Pratchett, with
more than 90 million books sold worldwide in 37 languages, was the UK's
bestselling author of the 1990s. He was awarded an OBE in 1998 and
knighted for services to literature in 2019.

Laurence King Publishing
On Sale: Nov 1/22
9781399604956 • $24.99
Games / Puzzles • NON-RETURNABLE

Notes

Promotion
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Fall 2022 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

The Amazing Maurice Matching Game
by Terry Pratchett

This family matching and memory game is the perfect way to explore the
world of The Amazing Maurice and His Educated Rodents after enjoying the
film. The games features 25 pairs of characters and objects from the film - can
you be the first to remember where they are and match them up? But watch
out! Just like in the film, there are traps everywhere: mind you don't get
caught! Includes an illustrated booklet with bios of all the characters.

Author Bio

Terry Pratchett was an English author of fantasy novels, especially, comical
works. He is best known for his Discworld series of 41 novels. Pratchett, with
more than 90 million books sold worldwide in 37 languages, was the UK's
bestselling author of the 1990s. He was awarded an OBE in 1998 and
knighted for services to literature in 2019.

Laurence King Publishing
On Sale: Nov 1/22
9781399604949 • $22.50
Games / Card Games / General • NON-RETURNABLE

Notes

Promotion
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Fall 2022 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

The Big Poop Quiz
by Aidan Onn, illustrated by Natasha Durley

150 QUIZ QUESTIONS ALL ABOUT POOP! This sturdy box contains 50
illustrated quiz cards, perfect for long journeys and wet afternoons

COLOURFUL ILLUSTRATIONS keep everything bright and fun

A GAME FOR ALL THE FAMILY- no potty mouths here!

Do you know what bat poop has in common with fireworks? Ever wondered
what you call a person who studies poop? Brush up on your toilet trivia with
these family-friendly quiz cards all about the stinky stuff.Each card features an
easy, medium, and hard question guaranteed to challenge even the most
knowledgeable poop-head.

Author Bio

Writer Aidan Onn was born in the UK but grew up in Hong Kong. After
returning to the UK to study design and film production, he settled in London.
His other titles for Laurence King include Who Did This Poo?, Monster Hotel
and Poo Bingo .

Natasha Durley is an illustrator based near Bournemouth in the UK who
creates vibrant and playful images inspired by her favorite subject, the natural
world. Her work has been commissioned for a wide range of applications:
murals, homeware, stationery, apparel, toys and apps.

Laurence King Publishing
On Sale: Jul 19/22
4.19 x 5.25
50 colour illustrations
9781399602990 • $22.50
Juvenile Nonfiction / Concepts / Body • Ages 6 years
and up • NON-RETURNABLE

Notes

Promotion
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Fall 2022 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Dino Dash
illustrated by Caroline Selmes

There are 49 unique puzzle pieces, each in the shape of an entire dinosaur,
clustered together along with an asteroid. Build the frame to hold the pieces
together and then assemble the dinos into one big group. This is a cluster
puzzle, so the pieces don't lock together the way traditional jigsaw pieces do.
A super challenge for dinosaur lovers and keen puzzlers!

Author Bio

Caroline Selmes is an illustrator and former advertising art-director based in
London. Her projects for Laurence King include I Saw It First! Jungle, I Saw It
First! Ocean, Dinosaur Bingo and Jungle Bingo.

Laurence King Publishing
On Sale: Sep 6/22
8.75 x 8.75
1 colour illustration
9781399601269 • $24.99
Games / Puzzles • NON-RETURNABLE

Notes

Promotion
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Fall 2022 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Fiction Prescriptions
by Ella Berthoud

In times of trouble, worry or strife, a fiction prescription is just what the doctor
ordered. Discover over 120 reading recommendations for great literature to
soothe your soul and offer a cure for modern life, from Ageing through to
Boredom via Hangovers and Procrastination.

Reach for the perfect book in any situation with insightful and surprising
recommendations for classic and current literature that offer words of wisdom,
comfort and inspiration.

The perfect gift for book lovers (or anyone) in uncertain times, from
bibliotherapist and co-author of the bestselling The Novel Cure

Author Bio

Ella Berthoud is an artist, writer, School of Life bibliotherapist, author of The
Art of Mindful Reading and co-author of the bestselling The Novel Cure and
The Story Cure . She has worked with the World Economic Forum, the
Guardian, The New Yorker and co-wrote a column for the Independent

Laurence King Publishing
On Sale: Sep 27/22
4.31 x 6.69 • 80 pages
Four-colour illustrated box
9780857829344 • $29.99
Literary Criticism / Books & Reading • NON-
RETURNABLE

Notes

Promotion
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Fall 2022 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Find My Behind
by Daniel Frost

A FUN FAMILY CARD GAME for ages 3+

SILLY ILLUSTRATIONS to mix and match

TEST YOUR MEMORY or get creative

Help! These mixed-up animals have misplaced their bottoms! Match up the
front and back of each creature to win this hilarious memory game for all the
family.

Creative kids will love making their own mix-and-match combinations. What
does a croco-phant look like? How many legs does a peng-ypus have? Can a
rab-lebee fly? Anything goes in Find My Behind

Author Bio

Daniel Frost (Author, Illustrator)
Daniel Frost is an award-winning British artist living and working in
Copenhagen. He has worked with a wide range of prestigious clients in the
worlds of advertising, fashion and publishing. An author and illustrator of both
fiction and non-fiction picture books, his works have been enjoyed around the
world and have been translated into many languages. Daniel's charming and
playful illustrations are created using a range of artistic materials. He
approaches his work with passion and curiosity, which breathes life into every
piece he makes.

Laurence King Publishing
On Sale: Jul 12/22
5.69 x 3.94 • 50 pages
50 colour images
9780857829160 • $24.99
Self-Help / Personal Growth / Memory Improvement •
Ages 3 years and up • NON-RETURNABLE

Notes

Promotion
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Fall 2022 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

For the Love of Cats: 20 Individual Notecards and
Envelopes
by Ana Sampson

20 notecards with envelopes featuring artwork from The Book of Cat Poems
illustrated by Sarah Maycock. Features the feline friends inspired by the
poems of John Keats, Margaret Atwood and Oscar Wilde among others,
alongside short quotations from the works on the back. Beautifully packaged
in a presentation box. The cards are blank inside for your personal message.

Laurence King Publishing
On Sale: Aug 23/22
5.5 x 4.5
20 four-colour illustrations
9781399600125 • $22.50
Poetry / Anthologies (Multiple Authors) • NON-
RETURNABLE

Notes

Promotion
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Fall 2022 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

For the Love of Dogs: 20 Individual Notecards and
Envelopes
by Ana Sampson

20 notecards with envelopes featuring artwork from The Book of Dog Poems
illustrated by Sarah Maycock. Features the canine companions inspired by the
poems of William Wordsworth, Rudyard Kipling, Emily Dickinson and Thomas
Hardy among others, alongside short quotations from the works on the back.
Beautifully packaged in a presentation box. The cards are blank inside for
your personal message.

Laurence King Publishing
On Sale: Aug 23/22
5.5 x 4.5
20 four-colour illustrations
9781399600149 • $22.50
Poetry / Anthologies (Multiple Authors) • NON-
RETURNABLE

Notes

Promotion
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Fall 2022 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Ian Rankin's Edinburgh
by Ian Rankin

Enter the world of Inspector John Rebus and explore highlights of his career
in this detailed 1000-piece jigsaw puzzle. Featuring key scenes and
characters from every single one of Ian Rankin's Rebus novels, this detailed
puzzle leads you through the dark heart of Edinburgh and beyond. On the
accompanying poster Ian identifies the scenes, characters and evidence
featured throughout, along with a playlist of John Rebus's favourite tracks to
listen to while piecing the case together.

Author Bio

Ian Rankin (Author)
Ian Rankin is the multimillion-copy worldwide bestseller of over thirty novels
and creator of John Rebus. His books have been translated into thirty-six
languages and have been adapted for radio, the stage and the screen.

Rankin is the recipient of four Crime Writers' Association Dagger Awards,
including the Diamond Dagger, the UK's most prestigious award for crime
fiction. In the United States, he has won the celebrated Edgar Award and
been shortlisted for the Anthony Award. In Europe, he has won Denmark's
Palle Rosenkrantz Prize, the French Grand Prix du Roman Noir and the
German Deutscher Krimipreis.

He is the recipient of honorary degrees from universities across the UK, is a
Fellow of The Royal Society of Edinburgh and a Fellow of The Royal Society
of Literature, and has received an OBE for his services to literature.

Website: IanRankin.net
Twitter: @Beathhigh
Facebook: IanRankinBooks

Laurence King Publishing
On Sale: Nov 1/22
10.5 x 10.5
1 large format illustration
9781399601276 • $31.99
Games / Puzzles • NON-RETURNABLE

Notes

Promotion
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Fall 2022 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Matchmaking: The Jane Austen Memory Game
by John Mullan

PUT YOUR MEMORY SKILLS TO THE TEST as you pair up Austen's most
famous couples

SIMPLE GAME PLAY that everyone will understand and enjoy

THE PERFECT GIFT for fans of Jane Austen

LEARN MOREABOUT THE CHARACTERS and their relationships in the
accompanying booklet

'It is a truth universally acknowledged, that a single man in possession of a
good fortune must be in want of a wife'! Help Jane Austen's most eligible
characters find their perfect partners in this matchmaking memory game. With
all the cards face down, you must turn over two at a time in hopes of pairing
up Elizabeth Bennet and Mr. Darcy, Emma Woodhouse and Mr. Knightley, and
many more couples besides. Put your literary knowledge and memory skills to
the test as you piece together romanticcourtships, rash, ill-advised matches,
long, comfortable marriages and everything in-between.

Author Bio

Professor John Mullan is Lord Northcliffe Chair of Modern English Literature
and head of the English department at UCL.

Laurence King Publishing
On Sale: Sep 27/22
5.69 x 3.94
50 colour images
9781399601252 • $24.99
Games / Card Games / General • Ages 8 years and up
• NON-RETURNABLE

Notes

Promotion
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Fall 2022 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Monster Math
illustrated by Rob Hodgson

EDUCATIONAL FUN: children learn best through play, this game is ideal for
practicing elementary math skills

10 GAMES IN 1: for 2-4 players aged 5+

INCLUDES PARENTAL GUIDANCE in the rulebook, plus 52 playing cards
featuring fun monsters

PERFECT STOCKING FILLER or birthday present

When the monsters declare a Monster War, start a Monster Race or mix up
their order in the Monster Line. . . can you play by the rules and sort them
out? Develop math skills as you play 10 fun games in 1 with Monster Math

Author Bio

Rob Hodgson was born in a seaside town in the south of England in 1988.
Today he lives in Bristol where he spends his days making a mess and turning
it into quality illustration projects and books. In 2017 he released his first
picture book, The Cave, and since then has published a small bookshelf
more.

Laurence King Publishing
On Sale: Jul 19/22
5 x 3.94
52 colour images
9780857829375 • $24.99
Juvenile Nonfiction / Games & Activities / Card Games
• Ages 5 years and up • NON-RETURNABLE

Notes

Promotion
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Fall 2022 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

My Feelings Bingo
by Emily Midouhas, illustrated by Bee Grandinetti

SENSITIVE, ENGAGING ILLUSTRATIONS. Bee Grandinetti's approachable
illustrations clearly and amusingly depict each emotion so that they can be
recognized and explored in a fun, low-pressure way
EDUCATIONAL. Features 48 emotions ranging from happiness and sadness
to anger, apathy, and anxiety. Written by Dr Emily Midouhas, a developmental
psychologist and associate professor at UCL, specializing in the effects of the
social and built environment on the emotional and behavioural problems of
children and the mental health of children with special educational needs
across childhood and adolescence, particularly children with ADHD and
autism
EASY TO PLAY. An easy-to-play bingo game for the whole family: be the first
to get all 16 emotions on your card to win BINGO!
COLLECT THE SERIES. Follows the successes of bestselling Dinosaur
Bingo, Scary Bingo, Jungle Bingo, Poo Bingo and more!THEPERFECT GIFT.
Beautifully designed, illustration-led, high-spec product for maximum gifting
potential

A fun and engaging way for kids and adults to talk about their emotions. The
gameboard features 48 emotions as characters, illustrated by Bee Grandinetti
whose warm and sensitive illustrations have been featured by Headspace and
Airbnb. Each player gets a card with 16 emotions. An accompanying booklet
by developmental psychologist Dr. Emily Midouhas explains each emotion in
child-friendly language and gives tips on learning to express emotions and
allow them to be felt in healthy ways.

Author Bio

Dr Emily Midouhas is a developmental psychologist who specializes in
children's emotions.

Bee Grandinetti is a Brazilian director, designer, animator and illustrator
based in Stockholm.

Laurence King Publishing
On Sale: Sep 20/22
.38 x 8.75
48 colour illustrations
9781399602891 • $33.99
Games / Board • NON-RETURNABLE

Notes

Promotion
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Fall 2022 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

The Real Women of Greek Myth Jigsaw
by Natalie Haynes

Think you know these women? Put the pieces together and you will start to
think again.

In this beautifully illustrated 1,000-piece jigsaw puzzle, rediscover the lives
and stories of the women of Greek myth, portrayed by author, broadcaster
and classicist Natalie Haynes with illustrator Natalie Foss.

A large fold-out poster of the artwork accompanies the jigsaw and also
includes an original essay from the author, expanding on the stories,
relationships and context surrounding these infamous women.

Featuring mortals and goddesses alike, from Medusa and Medea to Helen,
Euridice, Aphrodite, Phaedra, Artemis and more, uncover the truth about the
women of the classics.

Author Bio

Natalie Haynes is a writer, broadcaster and classicist. She was once a stand-
up comic, but retired when she realised she preferred tragedy to comedy. She
has published three novels, The Amber Fury (The Furies in the US) in 2014,
The Children of Jocasta (2017) and the New York Times bestseller, A
Thousand Ships (2019), which was shortlisted for the Women's Prize for
Fiction 2020. She has also published two non-fiction books, The Ancient
Guide to Modern Life (2010) and Pandora's Jar (2020). She also has a radio
series, Natalie Haynes Stands Up for the Classics, which is available on BBC
Sounds and Audible.

Laurence King Publishing
On Sale: Aug 23/22
8.87 x 12.37
1 four-colour jigsaw puzzle artwork plus poster
9781399601665 • $31.99
Social Science / Folklore & Mythology • NON-
RETURNABLE

Notes

Promotion
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Fall 2022 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

The Shakespeare Game
by Adam Simpson

PLAY AND LEARN: learn Shakespeare as you play this new board game for
all the family

SCREEN-FREE FUN for 2-5 players aged 8 and up

SOMETHING TO TREASURE: this is a quality product made to last, with
bespoke illustration and sleek and stylish packaging

EXPLORE THE ENTIRE SERIES: this game is part of our bestselling
Shakespeare range illustrated by Adam Simpson, including The World of
Shakespeare: 1000-piece Jigsaw Puzzle and Shakespeare Playing Cards

Journey from Stratford to London in the footsteps of the world's best loved
playwright, collect characters and race round London's theatres to put on as
many plays as you can before other playwrights steal your ideas, burn down
your theatres or spread the plague! In this fun family board game, you will
absorb details of Elizabethan England as well as learn loads of references to
Shakespeare's plays. The winner is the player whose plays take the most
money at the box office, and the fastest in the race to fame and glory.

Author Bio

Adam Simpson (Author, Illustrator)
Adam Simpson's work always features a strong emphasis on drawing. He has
contributed to major exhibitions in London, New York, Edinburgh, Bologna and
Japan. His work has been shortlisted for a British Design Award.

Laurence King Publishing
On Sale: Jul 19/22
10.38 x 10.5
60 colour illustrations
9780857829184 • $52.00
Games / Board • Ages 8 years and up • NON-
RETURNABLE

Notes
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Fall 2022 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

Sherlock Holmes Playing Cards
by Nicholas Utechin, illustrated by Doug John Miller

FUN, COLOURFUL ILLUSTRATIONS of the characters, places and objects
important to super-sleuth Sherlock Holmes appear on every single card

LEARN MORE ABOUT HOLMES in the accompanying booklet, which
includes expert notes on everything in the deck

A 54 CARD DECK with standard playing card suits, numbers and court cards:
can be used in exactly the same way as regular playing cards

EASY HANDLING: these high-quality cards will not crack or bend when
shuffled or flexed

THE PERFECT GIFT for any bookworm, or fan of Sherlock Holmes

The game is afoot! Play your card games with Holmes and Watson, and other
well-known characters from Arthur Conan-Doyle's thrilling series. Discover
more about the great detective's comrades, clients and adversaries in a
booklet packed with expert notes.

Author Bio

Nicholas Utechin is the official historian of the Sherlock Holmes Society of
London and author of numerous books on Sherlock Holmes.

Doug John Miller is an illustrator currently working in London. His drawings
explore small narratives and experiment with colorful and highly detailed
compositions of surreal and fantastical architecture. Previous clients include
The New York Times, WIRED, Empire and The Atlantic

Laurence King Publishing
On Sale: Jul 26/22
3.56 x 4.5 • 54 pages
54 colour illustrations
9780857829214 • $22.50
Games / Card Games / General • NON-RETURNABLE
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Fall 2022 Raincoast Omnibus Gift

Sales Rep

The Street Photography Challenge
by David Gibson

Capture a reflection, play with layers, blatantly blur, or just try and 'shoot
nothing'. The Street Photography Challenge is a boxed set of 50 cards, each
giving keen photographers a simple prompt or idea for snapping great images
in everyday environments. Flip the card over for an example image and turn to
the enclosed booklet when you need more detail. Also includes 10 bonus
cards of inspirational quotes and key tips from some of the legends of street
photography, from Daido Moriyamato Joel Meyerowitz. Forget about lenses,
shutter speeds and apertures - just grab your camera or phone, pull a card,
and get out there!

Author Bio

David Gibson is a UK-based street photographer, writer and teacher. He is the
author of The Street Photographer's Manual - now in its second edition - as
well as Street Photography: A History in 100 Iconic Images (2019)

Laurence King Publishing
On Sale: Sep 6/22
4.69 x 6.25 • 50 pages
40 illustrations
9780857829177 • $24.99
Photography / Subjects & Themes / Street
Photography  • NON-RETURNABLE

Notes

Promotion
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Sweary Bingo
A party game for the potty-mouthed
by  Greenfinch

Experience the sheer joy of swearing at your friends and loved ones in this
simple, highly addictive and hilarious board game. There are a selection 64
insulting and creative swear words to shout out, in this potty-mouthed version
of the classic game. Liberating, stress-relieving and &^%*ing good fun!

Laurence King Publishing
On Sale: Sep 27/22
9 x 9
9781529425635 • $36.99
Non Classified • Non Returnable

Notes

Promotion
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Tree Bingo
by Tony Kirkham, illustrated by Holly Exley

FUN FOR THE WHOLE FAMILY - everyone will love this traditional game
featuring 64 of the world's best loved and fascinating trees
PLAY AND LEARN - this board game comes with a leaflet with interesting
information and quirky facts for all the trees featured in the game. Learn about
familiar trees such as the chestnut, oak, magnolia, and ash, as well as lesser
known species like the blue quandong and dragon's blood.
GREAT GIFT - perfect for nature or conservation lovers of all ages, for
families who love playing games, and for families who enjoy spending quality
time together
SOMETHING TO TREASURE - this is a quality product made to last, with
beautiful illustrations and attractive packaging
EXPLORE THE ENTIRE SERIES - this game is part of the bestselling bingo
series, a collection of games for nature lovers and enthusiastic board gamers.
Other games in the series include Bug Bingo, Cat Bingo, Dog Bingo, Monkey
Bingo, Ocean Bingo and Royal Bingo

Play bingo with 64 spectacular trees from around the world. Each player gets
a game card with 25 trees: be the first to get all the trees on your card to win
BINGO! The accompanying booklet notes the distinguishing features of each
tree, along with fascinating nuggets of information about how humans and
animals live alongside them.

Author Bio

Tony Kirkham MBE, VMH was the Head of the Arboretum, Gardens and
Horticultural Services when he retired from The Royal Botanic Gardens Kew
in 2021 after 43 years' service. In 2009 he was awarded the Associate of
Honour by the RHS for distinguished service to horticulture, the RHS Victoria
Medal of Honour in 2019 and an MBE in 2019 for services to the Royal
Botanic Gardens, Kew, and Arboriculture and made an Honorary Lifetime
fellow of the Arboricultural Association in 2015. His projects for Laurence King
include Match a Leaf, Tree Vision and Tree Families .

Holly Exley is an illustrator and watercolour enthusiast based in Derbyshire.
She has illustrated several products for Laurence King, including Match a
Leaf and Ocean Bingo

Laurence King Publishing
On Sale: Sep 6/22
9.38 x 10.38
64 colour illustrations
9781399602778 • $47.99
Games / Board • NON-RETURNABLE

Notes

Promotion

LEAD
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The Vegan Kit
by Veganuary, illustrated by Cachetejack

START YOUR VEGAN CHALLENGE TODAY with the help of the Vegan Kit
from Veganuary

INSPIRATION, SECRET TRICKS & TIPS for a fulfilling vegan lifestyle

THE PERFECT GIFT for the vegan-curious: do your bit for the animals, for the
people, for the planet, and for yourself

Join the Vegan revolution! Going vegan and staying vegan is simple with the
Vegan Kit. Inside you'll find everything you need to plan the weekly shop,
navigate dinners out, make informed nutritional decisions and more. Start your
vegan challenge today!

Author Bio

Veganuary (Author)
Veganuary is a charity registered in England and Wales, UK, inspiring people
to try vegan for January and throughout the rest of the year.

Cachetejack (Illustrator)
Cachetejack are a Spanish illustration duo with a nomadic lifestyle, whose
work is full of colors, energy, humor and irony.

Laurence King Publishing
On Sale: Oct 25/22
6.38 x 4.81
40 colour illustrations
9781399601245 • $24.99
Cooking / Vegan  • NON-RETURNABLE

Notes

Promotion
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The World of the Brontes
by Amber Adams

A 1000-PIECE PUZZLE inspired by the life and works of the Bronte family.
The perfect challenge for book lovers - or anyone who loves a good jigsaw.

ALL YOUR FAVOURITE CHARACTERS can be found hidden in this detailed
puzzle, as well as some real-life historical figures who played a part in their
lives.

INCLUDES A PULL-OUT POSTERidentifying all the characters and telling
their tales

THE WORLD OF. . . " JIGSAWSare a fun way of celebrating the lives and
works of creative greats. Also available in the series: The World of Frida
Kahlo, The World of Shakespeare, The World of Jane Austen

SCREEN-FREE FUN from one of the world's leading publishers of books and
gifts on the creative arts. Laurence King Publishing works with some of the
world's best illustrators, designers, artists, and photographers to create
beautifully produced books and gifts which are acclaimed for their
inventiveness, beautiful design and authoritative texts.

Enter the world of the Brontes with this 1000-piece jigsaw puzzle. Travel
across the blustery Yorkshire moors and into the dark, gloomy schoolrooms
and weathered stone buildings of nineteenth-century England to spot Cathy
and Heathcliff at Wuthering (...)

Author Bio

Amber M. Adams (Writer)Amber M. Adams worked as a librarian in the
libraries of County Down and Queen's University Belfast and was Executive
Editor of the Journal of Documentation. Upon retiring, she was appointed
Editor of Bront e Studies, a post she held for 15 years. She now lives in
Western Canada.

Eleanor Taylor (Illustrator)Eleanor Taylor is an artist and illustrator who lives
and works in Hastings, UK. She works on many different projects: illustrating
picture books, designing book covers and working for clients like the New
York Time s and New Yorker . In 2012 she was shortlisted for the Jerwood
Drawing Prize and in 2015 won the Prize for Illustration

Laurence King Publishing
On Sale: Oct 11/22
10.5 x 10.5
One large-format illustration
9781399600118 • $31.99
Games / Puzzles • NON-RETURNABLE
Series: World Of... Puzzles

Notes

Promotion

LEAD
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The World of Frankenstein
illustrated by Adam Simpson

Enter the gothic World of Frankenstein in this stunning jigsaw puzzle by Adam
Simpson. Packed with characters from the story, the illustration covers all the
key scenes in incredible detail so that every piece has something to capture
the imagination. This richly rewarding puzzle is accompanied by an illustrated
poster and explanatory text detailing who's who in the grisly world of Victor
Frankenstein and his monster.

Author Bio

Adam Simpson's work always features a strong emphasis on drawing. He has
contributed to major exhibitions in London, New York, Edinburgh, Bologna and
Japan. His work has been shortlisted for a British Design Award.

Laurence King Publishing
On Sale: Nov 1/22
10.5 x 10.5
1 colour illustration
9780857829443 • $31.99
Games / Puzzles • NON-RETURNABLE
Series: World Of... Puzzles

Notes

Promotion

LEAD
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You Are the President
by Thomas Howey

Should football be state funded? Should soldiers vote on whether to go to
war? Should robots be given legal rights? You are the President. You decide.

A SOCIAL BOARD GAME that'll have you debating hot topics with your
friends and family

TACKLE ETHICAL DILEMMAS: will you stick to your principles or sell your
soul for power?

SCREEN-FREE FUNfor 3-6 players

The President has been assassinated and you, the Senators, must vote on
the issues facing your fictional state - while keeping one eye on the
presidency, of course! Wrestle with political dilemmas of the past, present and
future and navigate the election without damaging your image. As you get
closer to the top spot, you'll find out how well you really know your friends and
discover what you'll do for power.

Author Bio

Alexander Glandien is an artist and illustrator who currently works and lives in
Vienna. His clients include The New York Times, The New Yorker, The
Guardian, BMW, Porsche, Financial Times and The Economist .

Tom Howey is a book designer and typographer based in Berlin. He has
designed hundreds of book covers, and dozens of complete books, including
Why Your Five Year Old Could Not Have Done That (Thames & Hudson) one
of The Independent 's 'Art Books of the Year' for 2012. Tom has also written
books about typography, design and architecture including Design: The
Whole Story (Thames & Hudson, 2016)

Laurence King Publishing
On Sale: Sep 6/22
10.5 x 10.5
9780857829351 • $52.00
Games / Board • NON-RETURNABLE

Notes

Promotion
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Dice, Dragons, and Beyond
The Magical Journal for Tabletop RPG Fantasy Games
(unofficial journal)
by Robin K. Miller, illustrated by Lilia Garvin

The Perfect Journal for Fantasy Games DICE, DRAGONS, AND BEYOND
is the ideal journal for lovers of fantasy games. New or seasoned players
can boost their magical gaming experience with this note-keeping gem!
Oh, the joys of RPGs. Whether you're the fantasy world builder (or game
master) or a swashbuckling adventurer in any tabletop role playing game, you
have an important "roll to play," and this journal is the secret weapon players
need to keep organized while on your mystic quests.
Roll the dice and control your destiny. Alongside your trusty character
sheet, this guided journal helps you boost your creative thinking, keep track of
unfolding plots, character developments, character alignments, and remember
where that NPC's name was or what city that shop was in. While your GM is
planning adventures and customizing your campaign game, you can stay in
the moment and keep up to date in this thoughtfully organized journal.
Inside, you'll find:
• Prompts to help you establish character personality traits, morality,
strengths, quirks, and much more for all your fantasy character needs
• Plenty of blank journal space for tracking long campaigns, character and

dragon lore, your fantasy lands, and all other important details
• Dedicated space to help track details about NPCs, locations, and other

party members in your fictional world

If you enjoyed journals like the RPG CHARACTER JOURNAL or THE
BOOK OF HOLDING, then you'll love DICE, DRAGONS, AND BEYOND.

Author Bio

Robin K. Miller is an editor, writer, Game Master, and all-around nerd
originally from Toledo, Ohio. A member of Phi Beta Kappa, Robin graduated
magna cum laude from Gettysburg College with degrees in English and
religious studies. She began playing RPGs in high school and hasn't looked
back. After searching for the perfect journal to use during her latest campaign
(and not finding what she wanted), this project took shape in her head. A huge
fan of character-driven narratives, you can bet any character she creates has
a deep (if not always dark) past. She currently lives in Miami with her
husband, two cats, and an axolotl.
Lilia Garvin is a graphic designer, illustrator, writer, and wannabe dragonrider
from the wilds around Chicago, Illinois, with a degree in Illustration and Design
from the Illinois Institute of Art. She is a second-generation TTRPG player and
Dungeon Master who grew up hearing TTRPGs evangelized by her father, a

l f AD&D i th 1980 ( hi h h thi k k hi ld ) H i

Mango Publishing
On Sale: Sep 13/22
6.69 x 9.61 • 128 pages
30 b/w illustrations throughout
9781684810185 • $21.95 • diary
Games / Role Playing & Fantasy • Non Returnable

Notes

Promotion
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Flourish and Bloom Journal
A Cute Notebook of Buds, Blossoms, and Petals
by Niki Irving

Write Beautifully with the FLOURISH AND BLOOM JOURNAL Do you
take the time to stop and smell the roses? Get your daily dose of
blossoms and blooms with a stylish and fresh lined journal for your
notes. Featuring Nikki Irving's beautiful flower photography, buds, and
petals, this writing journal adds floral fun to your day!The perfect journal
for flower lovers. The FLOURISH AND BLOOM JOURNAL is a multi-
purpose tool for unleashing your thoughts, to-do lists, recipes, study notes,
doodles, and floral sightings. This book is a must-have for on-the-go writing,
notes, or diary keeping.
Modern pages for lovers of roses, lilies, peonies, and violets. With this
cute flower journal of petals, blossoms, and buds, pages are transformed into
inspired creations. Its vibrantly illustrated Demask flexcover, high-quality
cream paper, and lay-flat binding make it perfect for everyday outings and
comfortable reading and writing.
With the FLOURISH AND BLOOM JOURNAL, you can do anything,
including:
• Keeping to-do lists, recipes, study notes, and more 
 • Serving your creative needs 
 • Brightening up your day with peonies, lilies, violets, and roses

If you're looking for stationery supplies, notebooks for studying, recipe
books to write in, or vintage journals - ;like Moleskin, Peter Pauper
Press, or Rifle Paper Co journals - ;then you'll love FLOURISH AND
BLOOM JOURNAL

Author Bio

Niki Irving is a co-owner of Flourish Flower Farm. After years of working in
education and outdoor education, she finally turned the dream of becoming a
Farmer-Florist into reality. As the daughter of a landscaper and tree farmer,
you could say that her love of plants was inevitable. Niki loves growing,
nurturing and creating beauty. She currently resides in Asheville, North
Carolina.

Mango Publishing
On Sale: Sep 13/22
6.69 x 9.61 • 128 pages
9781642509601 • $21.95 • journal/ diary/blank book
Crafts & Hobbies / Flower Arranging • Non Returnable

Notes

Promotion
<p><b>Instagram:</b></p><ul><li>Business page for
her company, Flourish Flower Farm</li><li>Currently
at 69.9K subscriber as of June 2021</li><li>Account
has gained 25K+ subscriber between 2020 and
2021</li><li>Popular subscriber locations are
Asheville, NC (3.2%), New York City, NY (1.8%),
Charlotte, NC (1.3%), Atlanta, GA (1.1%), and Raleigh,
NC (1.1%)</li><li>Largest age group is 25-34 year
olds (38.6%), followed by 35-44 year olds (26.8%) and
45-54 year olds (15.1%)</li><li>93.3% of subscribers
identify as Female and 6.7% identify as
Male</li><li>Most popular posts with subscribers are
photos of flowers</li><li>Like average: 6K
-60K</li><li>Comments from audiences are inquiries
into how author takes care of her farm and
complimenting the flowers in her
photos</li></ul><p><b>Website:
</b></p><ul><li>Features workshop, online flower
shop, blog, wedding venue information, and press
information</li><li>Been awarded Top 100 Flower
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Flower Lover's Journal
Notebook of Fresh Flowers for Flower Bouquet and Floral
Arrangement Enthusiasts
by Niki Irving

Delight in This Blank Journal with Fresh Flowers on the CoverFlower
bouquet enthusiasts will love this beautiful notebook featuring Niki
Irving's stunning photographs of fresh flowers on the cover.
The perfect journal for all fresh flower lovers. The FLOWER LOVER'S
JOURNAL is a multi-purpose gift for unleashing your thoughts, to-do lists,
recipes, study notes, doodles, and floral sightings. Whether you're searching
for a cute journal or a new notebook, the FLOWER LOVER'S JOURNAL is a
must-have for on-the-go writing, notes, or diary keeping.
High quality content for floral arrangement admirers. This journal includes
a vibrantly illustrated Demask flexcover with high-quality paper. FLOWER
LOVER'S JOURNAL is just the right size for your purse, backpack, or
desktop. It's perfectly portable - ;made to catch every one of your personal
musings.
Inside you'll find:
• Pages to take notes, write to-do lists, and write recipes
 • High-quality cream paper, and lay-flat binding perfect for journaling
 • A beautiful cover with a floral design

If you're looking for stationery supplies, notebooks for studying, recipe
books to write in, or vintage journals - ;like Moleskin, Peter Pauper
Press, or Rifle Paper Co journals - ;then you'll love FLOWER LOVER'S
JOURNAL

Author Bio

Niki Irving is a co-owner of Flourish Flower Farm. After years of working in
education and outdoor education, she finally turned the dream of becoming a
Farmer-Florist into reality. As the daughter of a landscaper and tree farmer,
you could say that her love of plants was inevitable. Niki loves growing,
nurturing and creating beauty. She currently resides in Asheville, North
Carolina.

Mango Publishing
On Sale: Sep 13/22
6.69 x 9.61 • 128 pages
9781642509595 • $21.95 • journal/ diary/blank book
Gardening / Flowers / Annuals • Non Returnable

Notes

Promotion
<p><b>Instagram:</b></p><ul><li>Business page for
her company, Flourish Flower Farm</li><li>Currently
at 69.9K subscriber as of June 2021</li><li>Account
has gained 25K+ subscriber between 2020 and
2021</li><li>Popular subscriber locations are
Asheville, NC (3.2%), New York City, NY (1.8%),
Charlotte, NC (1.3%), Atlanta, GA (1.1%), and Raleigh,
NC (1.1%)</li><li>Largest age group is 25-34 year
olds (38.6%), followed by 35-44 year olds (26.8%) and
45-54 year olds (15.1%)</li><li>93.3% of subscribers
identify as Female and 6.7% identify as
Male</li><li>Most popular posts with subscribers are
photos of flowers</li><li>Like average: 6K
-60K</li><li>Comments from audiences are inquiries
into how author takes care of her farm and
complimenting the flowers in her
photos</li></ul><p><b>Website:
</b></p><ul><li>Features workshop, online flower
shop, blog, wedding venue information, and press
information</li><li>Been awarded Top 100 Flower
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Mushroom Lover's Journal
by Aria Jones

Enjoy this beautifully illustrated Demask flexcover journal packed with high-
quality cream paper, and lay-flat binding. This beautiful journal is just the right
size for your purse, backpack, or desktop. It's perfectly portable. An ideal
companion for outdoor writing and journaling—made to catch every one of
your personal musings.

Author Bio

Aria Jones is a multimedia artist. She works as a designer with Yellow Pear
Press creating beautiful covers and interiors. Aria is an animal lover who
currently resides in New Orleans, Louisiana.

Mango Publishing
On Sale: Aug 9/22
6.69 x 9.61 • 128 pages
9781684810598 • $19.95 • diary
Self-Help / Journaling • Non Returnable

Notes

Promotion
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Claw This Journal
An Activity Book for Cats and Their Humans
by Sassafras Lowrey

Cat Care Strategies, Tips and Secret Tricks

There are over 95 million pet cats in the United States, and most cat
owners will tell you that they have the best cat, so why not prove it with
this one-of-a-kind keepsake for cat lovers. Following in the paw prints of
Sassafras's beloved journal, CHEW THIS JOURNAL!, comes this creative
cat care activity tracker, CLAW THIS JOURNAL!

Show some love for your emotional support cat. Many cat people
incorporate their fur babies into their coping strategies for their emotional well
being, and since our cats do so much for us, it's about time we support their
emotional wellness too! CLAW THIS JOURNAL guides you on how to have
fun and intentional time with your house cat.

The cat lover's craft book. Skip the expensive cat furniture and cat carrier
backpack, and instead opt to pamper your pet with exciting DIY cat care tricks
like enrichment activities and cat crafts that are sure to keep even senior cats
from indulging in too many cat naps!

Inside this cat care tracker you'll find:
• Crafts like cozy, DIY cat beds, mouth-watering treats for cats, and a memory
book of your pet's milestones, silly moments, and adorable faces
• Brainbusters for your cats to ponder over such as cat puzzles, cardboard

forts, and DIY cat toys
• Journaling pages to track your cat's grooming, training, and activity progress

If you love pet training journals (...)

Author Bio

Sassafras Lowrey is an author, dog trainer, and the 2013 winner of the
Lambda Literary Emerging Writer Award. Sassafras' books have been
honored by organizations ranging from the American Library Association to
the Dog Writers Association of America. Sassafras is a winner of a 2020 Muse
Award from the Cat Writer Association and holds an MFA from Goddard
College in Fiction.
Sassafras is a member of the Dog Writers Association of America and The
Association of Professional Dog Trainers. Sassafras has toured widely giving
readings, workshops, and keynotes at colleges, conferences, bookstores, and
festivals ranging from Atlanta to Berlin to Toronto to NYC Oakland and

Mango Publishing
On Sale: Oct 11/22
6.5 x 6.5 • 200 pages
100 color illustrations throughout
9781642509656 • $24.95 • cl
Pets / Cats / Breeds • Non Returnable

Notes

Promotion
<li>In 2020, Americans spent a new record of $103.6
billion on their pets. From cat groomers and massage
therapists to organic food, pet parents are constantly
looking for new ways to enrich the lives of their cats.
</li> <li>It's estimated there are over 95 million pet
cats in the United States.</li> <li>76% of Millennials
identify as pet parents - 35% of them have cats. A new
study shows that 49% of those survey find joy in
pampering their pets, and 43% report that they think of
their pets like their kids.</li> <li>Publicity hooks
include the positive physical, mental and emotional
health impacts of increasing enrichment into the lives
of domestic cats.</li> <li>Sassafras offers a
compelling voice that brings together real experience
with fun and humor readers can identify with. </li>
<li>Sassafras is an active cat writer for a variety of
national magazines including <i>Catster</i>, and
<i>Cuteness</i>. </li> <li>Sassafras the 2020 winner
of the Cat Writer Association National Muse award for
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Faeries and Magical Creatures
Tarot Card Magic and Mysticism (78 Tarot Cards and
Guidebook)
by Francesca Matteoni, illustrated by Otto Gabos

The Mysticism and Magic of Tarot Cards and the Passion of Italian
Illustration in One Enchanted DeckTarot cards, witchcraft, and magical
folklore. There is an invisible population living in our midst - ;enchanted "little
people" including elves, fairies, and other magical creatures. They exist all
over the world, and while they may be called by a variety of names, their
mystical qualities are the same.
Rider-Waite tarot deck quality. This exquisitely illustrated set of 78 tarot
cards made in the Rider-Waite-Smith standard reveals the magical stories of
these mystical creatures to help us better understand both them and
ourselves. Illustrated by Otto Gabos, a celebrated Italian comic artist and
illustrator, FAERIES AND ENCHANTED CREATURES is a unique gift for
collectors and tarot card enthusiasts.
Tarot card magic from a scholar.The guidebook that accompanies the tarot
cards describes the peculiarities of the magical creatures in the card deck in
detail. It is authored by Francesca Matteoni, a scholar with expertise in the
history of religion, anthropology of magic and witchcraft, and mysticism and
magic in the Renaissance. She teaches at American universities in Florence,
Italy. and holds workshops on tarot cards, fables, and poetry.
In this 78 tarot card deck and guidebook, find:
• Creatures related to well-known traditions, such as the Leprechaun-Magician
or the Anguana-High Priestess in the twenty-two cards of the Major Arcana
 • Tarot card expertise and Italian craftsmanship
 • An ideal companion for self-exploration and insight

If you are new to tarot card magic or a fan of THE RIDER TAROT DECK ,
LIGHT SEER'S TAROT , or THE MODERN WITCH TAROT DECK, FAERIES
AND ENCHANTED CREATURES: TAROT CARD MAGIC (...)

Author Bio

Francesca Matteoni teaches history (history of religion, anthropology of
magic and witchcraft, mysticism and magic in the Renaissance) at a number
of American Universities in Florence and holds workshops on tarot cards,
fables and poetry. She lived in England, where she earned a doctorate and
conducted researches in modern history, elaborating the processes of
witchcraft, the magic of bodies and medical folklore. She is the author of a
number of publications.
Otto Gabos has been part of the primary movements in Italian illustration and
comics and has collaborated with a number of magazines. His graphic novels
i l d ESPERANTO bli h d b C t LA GIUSTIZIA SIAMO NOI

Mango Publishing
On Sale: Sep 13/22
4.5 x 6.38 • 78 pages
70 full color illustrations
9781684810369 • $28.95
Body, Mind & Spirit / Mysticism • Non Returnable

Notes

Promotion
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The One Week Journal
A Time Capsule of You
by Karen Chen and Nico Marceca

The One Week Journal combines the best of both worlds: it is partially an
adult coloring book with whimsical hand-drawn illustrations which can both
soothe and stimulate. It's also a guided journal that captures the mood of the
moment, helping the reader/journaler to better reflect on their inner world.
People color and journal for many reasons: to engage with books to take a
break from the world, to self-reflect, to allow thoughts to surface without the
distraction of their cell phone, and to enjoy being in solitude for a short while in
a world which has forgotten how to spend time in the moment.
The journal is comprehensive without being intimidating or overwhelming. It is
presented as a weeklong project which guides the participant through two
exploratory topics each day. The end goal is to create a unique time capsule,
which will be valuable and cherished as the years pass, makes it unlike any
other guided journal currently on the market.

Author Bio

Karen Chen is the designer of Karen Sue Studios. Originally from Dallas,
Texas, she is now based out of Sacramento, California. Karen developed a
deep passion for art, creation, and mixed media at a young age. After
graduating from the McCombs School of Business at the University of Texas
at Austin, Karen has been pursuing her dream to create and design everyday.
She has combined her love for nature and animals with her love for art in
order to produce six self-published coloring books: Life of the Wild, Flora and
Fauna, Mandala Daydream, Mandalas for Peace, Mandalas Secret Garden,
and Magic Ocean . Karen also designs and curates handmade jewelry
collections available for purchase. She also has a line of 100+ greetings cards
available for sale in retail stores and online.
Nico Marceca has a history of launching products and is a co-founder of four
businesses. He got his MBA at the Institute for Management Development in
Switzerland (IMD) but is known most amongst his friends for being a rock
climber and traveler. His first experience producing a viral work was when he
formed a team to raise money through becoming the first to scale all 37
volcanoes in Guatemala in just 27 days, which received press from numerous
international publications including Men's Journal and Yahoo Travel, and was
sponsored by Merrell.
Nico has had a life-long passion for writing. He became interested in
journaling, mindfulness, and meditation in 2009 during his sociology BA
focused on new religious movements and communities. Most recently, Nico
worked for Amazon, first in Europe, and then Seattle, where he specialized in
and lead trainings for launching new products and creating bestsellers.

Mango Publishing
On Sale: Oct 11/22
6.69 x 9.61 • 112 pages
50 b/w illustrations throughout
9781642509939 • $21.95 • pb
Games / Activity Books (Incl. Coloring Books)  • Non
Returnable

Notes

Promotion
<h3>Marketing Plan</h3> <h4>Marketing
Budget</h4> <p>The authors will contribute a $10,000
marketing budget to the launch of this book. The
allocation of the $10,000 is open for discussion, but
should primarily  be for Amazon Ads and
collaborations with influencers (as described below).
</p> <h4>Engage in Amazon Ads</h4> <p>Amazon's
Ad platform allows sellers to bid on keywords in
search, as well as display space on similar products.
Nico specializes in digital marketing and analytics on
Amazon. The basics of the approach are to cast a
broad net, spending to collecting thousands of
keywords that drive impressions, then filtering them
down based on various metrics, and then using those
keywords to either drive direct sales or product
awareness. He combines this strategy with an
approach of building sales velocity and organic page
ranking, which makes the products more discoverable
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This Isn't Brave
by Laetitia Duveau

This Isn't Brave is a guided journal packed with beautiful illustrations
empowering you towards self-acceptance. Your body is yours, so
choose today to love your body!

Love your body with curated art. This Isn't Brave is packed with curated art
pages featuring a diverse set of beautiful girls from all walks of life. As you
gaze upon the unique beauty of each woman, you'll learn how to accept what
makes you unique as well. Instagram girls could never!

Learn how to care for your body. Being a real woman with a real body is
hard so prepare your mind and heart with this self-esteem guided journal.
Learn about hormonal changes, sexual reproduction, and radical feminism.
Self-acceptance is right around the corner; this is the perfect gift for brave girls
learning body positivity! 

Inside, you'll find:

- Unique and empowering ways to love yourself, journal pages for self-
expression
- Delicately curated art embodying all types of brave girls
- A brave girls guide to radical self-acceptance and body positivity 

If you like promoting female artists or liked books such as A Body to Love,
Women Don't Owe You Pretty, or Body Talk, you'll love This Isn't Brave.

Author Bio

Laetitia Duveau is a French musician and artist who became an art curator
when she moved to Berlin in 2016. There, she started her project Curated by
GIRLS, a platform to empower women through the work of other female artists
and women in general.

Mango Publishing
On Sale: Oct 11/22
6.5 x 8.5 • 160 pages
70 full color illustrations throughout
9781684810390 • $33.95 • journal/ diary/blank book
Self-Help / Eating Disorders • Non Returnable

Notes

Promotion
<b>Main platform</b> <p>Instagram: 197k followers
www.instagram.com/curatedbygirls/
</p><p><span>Curated by Girls is a popular platform
for female empowerment and body
positivity</span></p><p>The author will use her
platform to promote and showcase the book</p>
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Hard City
by Nathan Russell, illustrated by Luis F. Sanz

A roleplaying game of mystery and hardboiled action in a city that never
sleeps.

I woke with a start, my mouth tasting like an old glove and my head pounding
from the events of the previous evening, though I wasn't sure if it was the
beating from Benny's boys or the half bottle of drugstore whiskey that had
done the most damage. I lifted my eyelids like stubborn blinds to find my gaze
fall on a dame with a hundred-dollar purse in one hand and a cheap bean-
shooter in the other. I groaned and cursed myself for ever getting involved in
this mess. . .

In Hard City, character creation is swift and simple, generating competent yet
flawed individuals and focusing on what sets them apart as they walk the fine
line between right and wrong. Fast action resolution places the emphasis on
the momentum of the plot, while the sandbox setting provides evocative hooks
for adventures - fight crooks, rescue the innocent, thwart blackmail plots (or
start them!), or uncover corruption in the Mayor's office.

Stalk the mean streets of a world filled with two-bit thugs, hard-nosed
gumshoes, intrepid reporters, gangsters, and femme fatales, all doing what
they must to survive in the concrete jungle. With trouble around every corner,
a secret on every lip, and a gun in every pocket, danger is never far away in
the hard city.

Author Bio

Nathan Russell is a teacher, writer, father, and man of imaginary action. He
has fought vampires, flown spaceships, plundered dungeons, and rescued
Viking princesses. That is what he loves about tabletop adventuring - you can
go anywhere and be anything. He has been playing, tweaking, and writing
roleplaying games for 30 years and, in 2005, began publishing games for
others to enjoy, including the popular Freeform Universal and Neon City
Overdrive . Nathan lives in Australia with his far-too-indulgent wife, children,
and pugs.

Osprey
On Sale: Oct 18/22
6.02 x 9.02 • 112 pages
9781472849526 • $33.00 • CL - With dust jacket
Games / Role Playing & Fantasy • Non Returnable
Series: Osprey Roleplaying

Notes

Promotion
Online ads targeted on such gaming sites as
BoardGameGeek and The Dice Tower<BR>,Online
ads targeted at fans of previous Osprey roleplaying
games<BR>,Promoted in Osprey eblasts, direct mail,
blogs, and social networking sites<BR>,Advertisement
and catalog features with ACD and Alliance<BR>,
Launch at top gaming events such as GenCon<BR>,
National publicity campaign
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Jackals: Travelers on the War Road
by John-Matthew DeFoggi, illustrated by Guillaume Ducos and
John McCambridge

A supplement for Jackals, introducing new rites, talents, and virtues for
players as well as an exploration of the history and cultures of the
Zaharets.

Jackals: Travelers on the War Road is a supplement exploring the regions of
the Zaharets and the cultures established in Jackals. It expands the lore for
each of the four cultures introduced in the core book - Luathi, Gerwa, Melkoni,
and Trauj - describing their various tribes, clans, and city-states, their beliefs,
strongholds, and day-to-day lives, adding more nuance and depth to the world
and giving players more ways to personalize their characters. New rites,
virtues, and talents provide further customization options, while adventure
hooks scattered throughout the book hint at new menaces to be battled, new
challenges to be overcome. . . and new glories to be won!

Author Bio

J-M DeFoggi has been fascinated by the cultures, languages, and myths of
the Ancient Near East for most of his life. This passion, and a love of theology
and writing, led him to pursue a master's degree in Theology, with an
emphasis on Biblical languages, at Fuller University. An avid gamer, he lives in
Colorado Springs with his wife and son. 

John McCambridge is a versatile artist, having worked a long time as a
concept artist for video games such as Bulletstorm, Runescape, and Saga,
Rage of Vikings. More recently he has worked on books and board games,
including Elysium, T.I.M.E. Stories, and the illustrated edition of Game of
Thrones. He lives in the Fens with his wonderful wife and son.

Osprey
On Sale: Nov 22/22
6.02 x 9.02 • 160 pages
Colour illustrations throughout
9781472852632 • $33.00 • CL - With dust jacket
Games / Role Playing & Fantasy • Non Returnable
Series: Osprey Roleplaying

Notes

Promotion
Online ads targeted on such gaming sites as
BoardGameGeek and The Dice Tower<BR>,Online
ads targeted at fans of previous Jackals titles<BR>,
Promoted in Osprey eblasts, direct mail, blogs, and
social networking sites<BR>,Advertisement and
catalog features with ACD and Alliance<BR>,Launch
at top gaming events such as GenCon<BR>,National
publicity campaign
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Pulp!
by Marco Arnaudo, illustrated by Dimitris Martin

A set of wargames rules covering heroic adventure and dastardly
villains during the early 20th Century.

Enter a world of perilous adventure and explore steaming jungles, desert
canyons, and arctic wastes! Brave the perils of nature and discover lost ruins,
ancient treasures, and the secrets of forgotten civilizations! Race against rival
adventurers and face off against diabolical villains! Take to the city streets and
fight back against gangsters, spies, and sinister cults!

Pulp!is a scenario-driven skirmish wargame set during the interwar years of
the early 20th Century. Players build teams of bold explorers, daring
archaeologists, hardboiled detectives, and costumed avengers - or criminal
masterminds and evil geniuses - and dive into a world of fortune, glory. . . and
menace. Designed for both solo and cooperative play as well as the classic
head-to-head mode,Pulp! contains all the rules needed to game globetrotting
escapades in this rip-roaring era.

Author Bio

Marco Arnaudo is a professor at Indiana University, Bloomington, where he
teaches classes about games, comics, and military history. He is the author of
the volumeStorytelling in the Modern Board Game (McFarland, 2018). He is
the designer of the narrative gameFour against the Great Old Ones
(Ganesha, 2020)

Osprey
On Sale: Oct 18/22
7.24 x 9.76 • 64 pages
9781472849632 • $27.00 • pb
Games / Role Playing & Fantasy • Non Returnable
Series: Osprey Wargames

Notes

Promotion
Online ads targeted on such gaming sites as
BoardGameGeek and The Dice Tower<BR>,Online
ads targeted at fans of previous Osprey roleplaying
games<BR>,Promoted in Osprey eblasts, direct mail,
blogs, and social networking sites<BR>,Advertisement
and catalog features with ACD and Alliance<BR>,
Launch at top gaming events such as GenCon<BR>,
National publicity campaign
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Stargrave: Hope Eternal
by Joseph A. McCullough, illustrated by Biagio D'Alessandro
and Helge C. Balzer

Take on the pirate fleets in this campaign for Stargrave, featuring full
rules for playing the game solo or cooperatively.

Since the end of the Last War, the great pirate fleets have roamed the ruins of
the galaxy, pillaging, extorting, and enslaving. No one has had the power to
stand against them, and the desperate few who have tried, have been quickly
and brutally crushed. However, when the independent crews are hired for a
simple hostage rescue, it leads to a dangerous opportunity to strike a blow
against tyranny. Two of the largest and most vicious pirate fleets are meeting
for a parlay near the ruins of anancient research station. . . one that once
experimented with 'supernova-level events'. If the crews can locate the
station, slip past the pirates, and infiltrate the facility, it might be possible to
release such an event just as the fleets have gathered. . .

Hope Eternal is a solo and cooperative expansion for Stargrave . Along with
full rules for playing the game in this new style, the book contains an intricate
campaign of connected scenarios. Whether you brave the perils of the
campaign alone, or enlist the aid of another independent crew, this is your
chance to bring back a little hope to the ravaged galaxy!

Author Bio

Joseph A. McCullough's first brush with writing for games was as co-author of
The Grey Mountains supplement for the Middle-Earth Role-Playing Game,
and he has remained passionate about Fantasy gaming since, going on to
become an award-winning game designer. He is the creator of the Frostgrave
Family" of skirmish wargames (the Fantasy titles Frostgrave, Ghost
Archipelago, Rangers of Shadow Deep, and the Sci-Fi evolution, Stargrave )
and of the Oathmark Fantasy battle game and The Silver Bayonet, a game of
Napoleonic Gothic Horror. The latest information on his game design and
other writing can be found at: josephamccullough.com.

Osprey
On Sale: Sep 27/22
7.48 x 9.53 • 96 pages
9781472852205 • $40.00 • pb
Games / Role Playing & Fantasy • Non Returnable
Series: Stargrave

Notes

Promotion
Online ads targeted on such gaming sites as
BoardGameGeek and The Dice Tower<BR>,Online
ads targeted at fans of previous <i>Stargrave</i> and
<i>Frostgrave</i> titles<BR>,Online ads targeted at
fans of author Joseph A. McCullough<BR>,Promoted
in Osprey eblasts, direct mail, blogs, and social
networking sites<BR>,Advertisement and catalog
features with ACD and Alliance<BR>,Launch at top
gaming events such as GenCon<BR>,National
publicity campaign
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Undaunted: Stalingrad
A Campaign for the Board Game Geek Award-Winning WWII
Deckbuilding Game
by Trevor Benjamin, David Thompson and Robbie MacNiven

Stalingrad, 1942. Before you awaits a gruelling conflict in this cornerstone
battleground. As the bullets and bombs tear the city asunder, only through wits
and valour can you seize the cornerstone of the entire Eastern Front and
change the course of history.

A heavy burden rests on your shoulders. Every casualty suffered in battle will
weaken your forces for the entire campaign. Every bomb blast and mortar
shell leaves the very ground for which you are fighting in further ruin. Every
inch lost to the enemy brings you closer to the jaws of defeat. Over the course
of up to fifteen branching scenarios, you will decide the fate of Stalingrad and,
perhaps, the war itself. Even though the consequences of your actions will
persist, the game itself canbe fully reset and replayed, allowing you to explore
every potential outcome.

Undaunted: Stalingrad is a monumental standalone game that expands the
series' scope and challenge beyond anything that's come before. Featuring
more than 300 unique illustrations by Roland MacDonald and 150 evocative
mission briefings written by acclaimed author Robbie MacNiven, immerse
yourself in this campaign at the heart of the war.

Ages:14+
Players:2
Playing Time:45-60 minutes
Contents:300 + cards, 100+ map tiles, 4 dice, tokens, campaign booklets

Author Bio

Trevor Benjamin was born and raised in New Brunswick, Canada, but has
spent his entire adult life living abroad. He has taught English and
Mathematics in China and Taiwan, and studied and taught Linguistics in
Germany, Belgium, and the Netherlands. He now lives in the UK with his wife
and two children, where he has had the great fortune of meeting David and
the rest of the Cambridge design community. His published games to date
include Dice Heist, Light & Dark, Cafe Fatal, Orc-lympics, Warchest, and
Rolling Bandits . 

David Thompson was born in Savannah, Georgia. He grew up playing
Dungeons & Dragons and other roleplaying games, but turned his attention to
Eurogames and Wargames in the 2000s. He began designing games in 2014,

Osprey
On Sale: Oct 25/22
9781472852670 • $120.00
Games / Board • Non Returnable

Notes

Promotion
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Xenos Rampant
by Daniel Mersey and Richard Cowen, illustrated by Michael
Doscher

Science Fiction wargame rules for large skirmishes, based on the
popular Rampant system.

Xenos Rampant is a setting agnostic, large skirmish, miniature wargame for
fighting science fiction battles using 28mm figures. Developed from the award-
winning ruleset Lion Rampant, the core mechanics featured within will be
instantly recognisable to those familiar with the other Rampant systems, while
still being accessible to new players. Xenos Rampant contains all the rules,
army lists, and scenarios required to fight science fiction battles as well as a
whole host of subgenres including: raygun gothic, post-apocalyptic, weird war,
near future. So, whatever your science fiction preference, the rules can cover
it - just let your imagination run rampant.

Author Bio

Daniel Mersey has spent more than three decades leading miniature armies
to spectacular defeat on tabletop battlefields. He has won no medals and his
armies will never salute him. Daniel has been writing books, gaming articles,
and rulesets since the 1990s. His rulebooks for Osprey Publishing include two
Origins Award-nominated titles, Lion Rampant and Dragon Rampant, and the
UK Games Expo Judges' Award-winning Rebels and Patriots (with Michael
Leck). In 2021, Daniel was appointed as the University of Edinburgh's first
ever Games Designer in Residence. 

As for many wargamers, it was HeroQuest and Space Crusade that drew
Richard Cowen into the hobby in the early 1990s. . . and he has never
managed to leave. Richard has written fan rules and fiction for decades, with
a passion for simple yet evocative systems that can translate science fiction
books and films to the tabletop. Much of his recent work has been posted on
his blog (richardcowen.wordpress.com) and he is also working on a series of
novels in a Fantasy World War I setting. 

Mike Doscher is a concept artist and illustrator living in the American
Midwest. While growing up in California he acquired an interest in both art and
how machines worked. Discovering digital art in college, he left ceramics
behind and joined the game industry where he remained for fifteen years and
counting.

Osprey
On Sale: Nov 22/22
7.48 x 9.53 • 160 pages
9781472852366 • $47.00 • CL - With dust jacket
Fiction / Science Fiction / Military • Non Returnable

Notes

Promotion
Online ads targeted on such gaming sites as
BoardGameGeek and The Dice Tower<BR>,Online
ads targeted at fans of previous Osprey roleplaying
games<BR>,Promoted in Osprey eblasts, direct mail,
blogs, and social networking sites<BR>,Advertisement
and catalog features with ACD and Alliance<BR>,
Launch at top gaming events such as GenCon<BR>,
National publicity campaign
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Baby Keepsake Milestone Moment Cards

Today I sat up for the first time! Today my first tooth arrived!

Mark your little one's milestones with these Milestone Moment Cards from
Petit Collage.

From a first smile to a first swim, these sweet cards can help commemorate
small steps and big wins. Just pick a card and snap a pic to treasure these
special growing moments in your baby's life.

With 12 moment cards and 12 age cards (1-12 months), you'll be able to
capture numerous significant memories. Printed on FSC paper with vegetable
inks.

Packaging includes all languages, product is English only

Petit Collage
On Sale: Oct 11/22
4.5 x 6
0810073341999 • $21.00 • pb
Non Classified • NON-RETURNABLE

Notes

Promotion
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Ballet Dancers Magnetic Dress Up

Help these graceful ballet dancers prepare for the performance of a lifetime in
this Ballet Dancers Magnetic Dress Up set from Petit Collage. 

With 30 magnetic pieces you can make over 100 costume combinations, and
once you've picked out the best outfit, place the dancers in front of the
theatrical stage set so that the show can go on!

Ages 3+. Printed using recycled board and vegetable inks.

Petit Collage
On Sale: Oct 11/22
7.3 x 9.6
0810073341951 • $36.00 • organizer
Non Classified • Non Returnable

Notes

Promotion
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Busy Ideas for Bored Kids Travel Edition

Out of ideas for how to interest bored kids? Pick a card!

This card pack in a handy tin includes 50 fun ideas to keep boredom at bay as
kids are traveling.

Choose cards with the PLANE icon for plane travel ideas, CAR icon for road
trip ideas, and the SHOE icon for walking ideas.

Perfect for ages 4+, take them on your next vacation to keep the kids
entertained. Plastic-free packaging.

Text heavy contents, English only

Petit Collage
On Sale: Oct 11/22
2.9 x 4 • 1 pages
0810073341944 • $15.00
Non Classified • Non Returnable

Notes

Promotion

LEAD
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Busy Readers Decoder Puzzle

See what you can discover inside the books of these animal friends in this
Busy Readers Decoder Puzzle from Petit Collage!

It's a reading roundup for these bookworm buddies. Once you've completed
the puzzle, use the decoder masks to find the objects hiding in this busy
bookstore scene.

Perfect for ages 4+. Printed using vegetable inks on FSC paper.

Petit Collage
On Sale: Oct 11/22
11 x 10.5
0810073341920 • $27.00 • puzzle
Non Classified • NON-RETURNABLE
Series: Decoder Puzzle

Notes

Promotion
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Dominoes Spot the Difference Doggies

Can you make a match and spot the difference in these Doggies Dominoes
from Petit Collage?

This is the classic game of Dominoes...with a twist, each player takes turns
adding a domino to match, but no two domino images are exactly the same.
Each player must spot the difference on their doggie domino match before
play moves onto the next player. This 2-in-1 game is double the fun, with the
other side of the dominoes featuring traditional dots to build number skills! 

Perfect for ages 3+ and 2-6 players. The picture card dominoes are made
from 80% recycled paper and come in a travel-friendly pouch made from
recycled polyester.

Petit Collage
On Sale: Oct 11/22
7 x 6
0810073341883 • $15.00
Non Classified • Non Returnable

Notes

Promotion
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Dominoes Spot the Difference Feelings Friends

Can you make a match and spot the difference in these Feelings Dominoes
from Petit Collage?

This is the classic game of Dominoes...with a twist, each player takes turns
adding a domino to match, but no two domino images are exactly the same.
Each player must spot the difference on their feelings domino match before
play moves onto the next player.

In this Feelings Dominoes set, little ones need to spot the matching emotion
(happy, sad, calm, etc.) and name the feeling of their match, encouraging the
development of emotional intelligence skills. This 2-in-1 game is double the
fun, with the other side of the dominoes featuring traditional dots to build
number skills!

Perfect for ages 3+ and 2-6 players. The picture card dominoes are made
from 80% recycled paper and come in a travel-friendly pouch made from
recycled polyester.

Petit Collage
On Sale: Oct 11/22
7 x 6
0810073341890 • $15.00
Non Classified • Non Returnable

Notes

Promotion
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Little Farm Wind Up and Go Play Set

It's another busy day on the farm! Wind up the truck and watch it zip around
the barnyard with this Little Farm Wind Up + Go Playset from Petit Collage.

An easy-to-assemble track keeps this vehicle on its route. Perfect for hours of
imaginative play, the set is also easily portable with a cotton cord handle.

For ages 3+. Printed using vegetable inks on FSC paper. Plastic-free
packaging.

Petit Collage
On Sale: Oct 11/22
7.6 x 5.5
0810073341906 • $30.00 • organizer
Non Classified • NON-RETURNABLE

Notes

Promotion
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Matching Alphabet Two-Piece Puzzles

It's fun to learn your ABCs with this collection of 26 two-piece puzzles from
Petit Collage.

The perfect way to start introducing your child to the alphabet. Each two-piece
puzzle features an uppercase and lowercase letter on one piece and a bright
picture on the other. E is for Elephant, O is for Owl, and R is for Rainbow!
Young puzzlers can then use their fingers to trace the debossed letters for a
tactile learning experience. 

Perfect for ages 18mo+, this puzzle collection supports the development of
fine motor skills, hand-eye coordination, and letter & shape recognition.

Printed using vegetable inks on FSC paper.

Alphabet letters on cards correspond to English only words.

Petit Collage
On Sale: Oct 11/22
7 x 5.7
0810073342019 • $27.00 • puzzle
Non Classified • NON-RETURNABLE

Notes

Promotion
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Multi-Theme Matching Wooden Memory Game

Test your memory and make a match with this Wooden Memory Game from
Petit Collage.

This multi-theme matching game includes 6 double-sided picture sheets (for a
total of 12 games!) and 16 wooden markers for hours of early learning fun.
Each sheet has a different theme: Nature, Vehicles, Fruits, Toys, Objects, and
Animals.

The perfect gift for a growing child, it promotes fine motor skills, hand-eye
coordination and improves memory.

For ages 3+. Made using FSC wood.

Petit Collage
On Sale: Oct 11/22
8.7 x 8.5
0810073342002 • $37.00
Non Classified • NON-RETURNABLE

Notes

Promotion
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Nature Stroll Stroller Cards

These eight sturdy nature-themed Stroller Cards from Petit Collage will keep
baby entertained on the go.

Featuring illustrations of things baby would spot while out on a nature stroll,
like a mushroom, a squirrel, a bird, and a tree! 

Bound by a fabric strap made from recycled polyester, they can be attached
easily to the stroller.

For ages 6mo+. Printed using vegetable inks on FSC paper.

Petit Collage
On Sale: Oct 11/22
5 x 6.3
0810073341975 • $15.00
Non Classified • NON-RETURNABLE

Notes

Promotion
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Party Animals On-the-Go Magnetic Play Set

Make fun and silly animal friends with this Party Animals Magnetic Play Set
from Petit Collage.

These animals are ready for a celebration! Mix and match the 38 magnetic
pieces to get the party started!

For ages 3+. Travel-friendly tin packaging for on-the-go fun.

Petit Collage
On Sale: Oct 11/22
6.5 x 6.5
0810073341968 • $22.50 • organizer
Non Classified • NON-RETURNABLE

Notes

Promotion
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Petit Friends Stroller Cards

These eight sturdy animal-themed Stroller Cards from Petit Collage will keep
baby entertained on the go.

Featuring illustrations of your petit friends' animal faces and other sweet
things like a rainbow and an apple, these will delight baby while out on a stroll!

Bound by a fabric strap made from recycled polyester, they can be attached
easily to the stroller.

For ages 6mo+. Printed using vegetable inks on FSC paper.

Petit Collage
On Sale: Oct 11/22
5 x 6.3
0810073341982 • $15.00
Non Classified • NON-RETURNABLE

Notes

Promotion
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Pets Trivia 50 Quiz Cards

Expand your little one's knowledge with this Pets Trivia set from Petit Collage.

Start expanding little minds about favorite family friends. The 50 fun question
and answer cards will surprise and delight!

Perfect for ages 5+, this set is a great way to learn together. Printed on FSC
paper using vegetable-based inks.

Text heavy contents, English only

Petit Collage
On Sale: Oct 11/22
3.5 x 5
0810073341937 • $18.00 • desk calendar, page-a-day
Non Classified • NON-RETURNABLE

Notes

Promotion
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Safari Floor Puzzle

Piece together this Safari Floor Puzzle from Petit Collage. 

With 24 large pieces illustrated with vibrant and engaging artwork, your little
puzzler will enjoy building this wild scene. But little do they know, they'll also
be developing their problem-solving and matching skills at the same time!

Packaged in a sturdy box with a cotton rope handle, it's great for on-the-go
fun. Assembled puzzle measures 24" x 18" (61cm x 46cm). Printed with
vegetable inks on FSC paper. Suitable for ages 3+

Petit Collage
On Sale: Oct 11/22
10.5 x 9.3 • 1 pages
0810073341913 • $27.00 • puzzle
Non Classified • NON-RETURNABLE

Notes

Promotion
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Shape Sorter Wooden Play Set

Little ones can get their house in order with this Shape Sorter Wooden Play
Set from Petit Collage.

The wooden house is a beautiful addition to a toddler's bedroom, and will
provide hours of fun while improving fine motor skills and hand-eye
coordination.

With bold, colorful shapes and cheerful animal friends, this shape-sorter
house is a perfect fit!

For ages 18mo+. Made using FSC wood.

Petit Collage
On Sale: Oct 11/22
6 x 7.7
0810073341876 • $45.00 • toy
Non Classified • NON-RETURNABLE

Notes

Promotion
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Story Time Magnetic Play Scene

Decorate these scenes and tell a story on a magical hill or in a fantasy forest
with this Story Time Magnetic Play Scene from Petit Collage.

This portable play set features two backgrounds and 47 magnetic pieces.
Little ones can use their imagination to create an endless combination of
fantastical scenes.

Perfect for ages 3+. Box made using recycled board and printed using
vegetable inks.

Petit Collage
On Sale: Oct 11/22
9.3 x 7
0810073342040 • $30.00
Non Classified • NON-RETURNABLE

Notes

Promotion
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Two Sided On-the-Go Puzzle Woodland

Piece together this Woodland Puzzle from Petit Collage to see the sweet
animal friends in the day and nighttime forest scene! 

This charming 49-piece puzzle features unique designs on either side for
double the fun. 

The portable storage pouch makes it ideal to take along on every kind of trip.
Assembled puzzle measures 14" x 11.5" (36cm x 29cm). Mindful of the
environment, the pouch is made from recycled polyester, and the puzzle is
printed using vegetable inks on FSC paper. Suitable for ages 5+

Petit Collage
On Sale: Oct 11/22
6.8 x 6.7
0810073342033 • $18.00 • puzzle
Non Classified • NON-RETURNABLE

Notes

Promotion
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Classic Cookbooks
by Richard Baker

A colorful collection of iconic and quirky vintage cookbook covers from artist
and illustrator Richard Baker, a visual feast of a puzzle for bibliophiles and
foodies alike.

Piece together your own colorful collection of vintage cookbook covers!
Classic Cookbooks 1000-Piece Puzzle features artist Richard Baker's
amazing paintings of beloved real cookbooks, both iconic like The Joy of
Cooking, Mastering the French Kitchen, and The Dooky Chase Cookbook and
quirky, like Fabulous Fondues and Love & Knishes . Each book portrait
captures the telltale signs of wear from years in the kitchen. The perfect gift for
foodies, home chefs, book lovers and collectors everywhere.

Author Bio

Richard Baker is a Brooklyn-based still-life painter who started painting dog-
eared copies of vintage paperbacks several years ago. He scours used
bookstores in search of appropriately careworn paperbacks to immortalize in
his portraits: No precious first editions, no rare things-just your common
companions." He depicts paperback editions from the 1960s and '70s,
faithfully portraying not only the front cover's original details, but also signs of
its passage through time-creases, wornbindings, and all.

Princeton Architectural Press
On Sale: Jul 26/22
8.38 x 11.38
9781648961700 • $26.95
Games / Puzzles • NON-RETURNABLE

Notes

Promotion

LEAD
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In the Winter
by Luci Gutierrez

One moment in time on a perfect winter day: this 1000 piece puzzle is packed
with a whimsical cast of low-temp characters, unexpected chilly details, and
tons of cold-weather action.

This richly layered puzzle contains almost every classic reason to love the
wintertime, but each with an unexpected twist: a man rolls around in a
snowball, Christmas trees sing, a skier goes up instead of down, a fox pours
salt on the road. Spanish illustrator Luci Gutierrez brings her love of funny
characters and fascinating details to the classic winter scene. A whimsical
cataloging of the joy found in outdoors in the winter, and a true celebration of
the winter season, this puzzle is sure to provide hours of puzzling fun for the
whole family.

Author Bio

Luci Gutierrez is a freelance illustrator living in Barcelona. Since 2007, she
has been working for publications such as the New York Times, Wall Street
Journal, and the New Yorker, in which she illustrates the Shouts & Murmurs
section. She is the author of English Is Not Easy and Manual de Autodefensa

Princeton Architectural Press
On Sale: Aug 16/22
8.38 x 11.38
9781648961724 • $26.95
Games / Puzzles • NON-RETURNABLE
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Jingle Stamps
by Princeton Architectural Press

A Christmas-themed mix-and-match rubber stamp set for adults to create
endless festive combinations.

Jingle Stamps is a jolly collection of twenty-two shapes and textures waiting to
be mixed and matched into any festive Christmas scene you can dream up.
Triangles become Santa hats or, when stacked vertically, evergreen trees.
Dots and squares become wrapped gifts. The pieces of a candle can be
repurposed into a decorative ornament. An assortment of shapes and textures
offer infinite combinations and endless fun.

Princeton Architectural Press
On Sale: Aug 16/22
6.5 x 5.75
9781648961670 • $38.95 • kit
Crafts & Hobbies / Printmaking • NON-RETURNABLE

Notes
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Pigology
by Camilla Pintonato

From the Berkshire Pig to the Warty Pig to the Vietnamese Potbelly Pig,
Pigology is a delightful (and educational!) puzzle for anyone who appreciates
the appeal of this classic barnyard staple.

From baby piglets to enormous hogs, this lively puzzle, with content drawn
from Pigology (F21), is a charming and vibrant celebration of our porcine
friends. Everyone young and old: nature- and animal-loving young readers,
pig enthusiasts, pig farmers, and pet pig owners alike will go hog-wild to for
this endearing tableau of more than 60 adorable swine.

Author Bio

Camilla Pintonato is an author, illustrator, and graphic designer based in
Venice, Italy. She studied illustration at Mimaster in Milan and completed her
master's degree in editorial design at ISIA in Urbino. Her books include
Chickenology, Pigology, Full Moon, and Detective MolePrinceton Architectural Press

On Sale: Jul 26/22
8.38 x 11.38
9781648961632 • $26.95
Games / Puzzles • NON-RETURNABLE
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The Grief Deck
by Adriene Jenik and Artists' Literacies Institute

No matter where you are in your grief journey, The Grief Deck offers
sensitive and supportive tools to help you process your emotions. Its
sixty illustrated cards, created by a diverse array of artists and grief
workers, offer thoughtful prompts, simple activities, richly textured
artwork, and grounding resources for coping with loss.

Everyone faces grief in their own way, and in their own time. The Grief Deck
provides accessible entry points to meet you where you are in that process,
and activities to guide you forward. The sixty beautiful cards in this deck
include meditations for reconnecting with your body and senses and taking
moments to reflect in nature; prompts to help you address anxiety, hold a vigil,
or create rituals of remembrance; and guidance on finding time for intentional
rest and developing daily routines. These activities-each one paired with
artwork for reflection-can be explored in any order, at any time as needed.

Although each person's journey is unique, this interactive deck will help you
constructively address grief in daily life, a little bit at a time.

Author Bio

Adriene Jenik (she/they) is an artist, educator, and end-of-life doula who
resides in the high desert of California. Jenik is a professor at the School of
Art, Arizona State University, affiliate faculty in the School for the Future of
Innovation in Society and Desert Humanities Center, and a sustainability
scientist in the Global Institute of Sustainability and Innovation.

The Artists' Literacies Institute was established in 2018 by artist, teacher, and
producer Andrew Freiband, to be a research agency for artists, putting artists'
unique ways of knowing to use in building a just, sustainable, post-capitalist
and post-colonial world. As a supplement and corrective to contemporary
Western art education, and as an agent and advocate for artists in developing
meaningful civic and social engagements, ALI helps artists bring forth the
knowledge they produce as their primary contribution, circumventing
commodity markets and undercutting the exploitative economy within which
artists are typically caught. ALI is a partner within the NYC Voluntary
Organizations Active in Disaster, from which The Grief Deck emerged.

Princeton Architectural Press
On Sale: Oct 18/22
5.63 x 3.83
9781648961441 • $29.95
Self-Help / Death, Grief, Bereavement • NON-
RETURNABLE
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Writing and Drawing Comics
by Princeton Architectural Press, contributions by Jeremy
Nguyen and Simon Bailly

A guided sketchbook with templates for graphic storytelling, with ideas, tips,
and tricks from comic artists.

This colorful, engaging guided sketchbook contains a mini-course in graphic
storytelling and hundreds of pages of blank templates. Designed for an adult
audience with YA crossover, the notebook contains artwork from eight
established comic artists, each piece annotated with tips and tricks, for
example, 10 panels that always work. The journal also features exercises in
character creation, storyboarding, and graphic narrative building. With
differing styles and backgrounds, the artists offerilluminating and insightful
ideas to expand anyone's drawing and storytelling skills. The book includes
funny and engaging exercises for how to convey emotion, time, and
perspective through drawing, sequencing, and storytelling.

Author Bio

SIMON BAILLY is a French artist, illustrator, and graphic designer who has
worked on graphic novels and whose work has appeared in Citrus Review,
Economic Alternatives, The Express, France.fr, and many more.

Princeton Architectural Press
On Sale: Oct 18/22
7.25 x 9.25 • 160 pages
9781648961274 • $27.95 • diary
Games & Activities / Activity Books • Non Returnable
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100 Music Jokes

Pump up the jam with these 100 Music Jokes from Ridley's Games! These in
key music themed jokes printed on cassette-style cards will hit all the right
notes.

Perfect for the music lover and suitable for ages 8+, this set of joke cards
come in boombox style packaging, and the cards are printed on FSC paper
and with vegetable inks.

English only

Ridley's Games
On Sale: Oct 11/22
4 x 2.6
0810073341722 • $12.00
Non Classified • NON-RETURNABLE
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Promotion
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Adulting Party Game

Get ready for a hilarious night in for fully groan-up adults with Adulting from
Ridley's Games!

Finally, a game where you're rewarded for when you do the dishes straight
away and show up to work on time! 

First, pick a badge randomly and read it to yourself without showing the other
players. Then, it's time to put those hustling skills you earned working three
jobs to cover off rent and your cat's deluxe silk bed and organic food
subscription to use! 

Do ANYTHING you can think of to EARN that badge while other players try to
guess what achievement your badge is for. This isn't charades though -- you
can speak, make noise and use nearby stuff like furniture, props, and even
people!

The player who has earned the most badges and pins by the end of the game
is the ultimate adult!

Perfect for millennials and any other adults who still don't know how to throw a
proper dinner party, it's suitable for 3-5 players and has an average 20 minute
gameplay. Can be played with roommates in your shared apartment, at the
dinner table in your parent's house, or at your married friend's three-bedroom
bungalow.

English only

Ridley's Games
On Sale: Oct 11/22
6.3 x 8
0810073341623 • $22.50
Non Classified • NON-RETURNABLE
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Awk-Word

Act fast and shout out in the game of Awk-Word from Ridley's Games!

In this hella cool game, you'll want to collect the most chips by shouting words
really fast.

So what's the 411? After the dice have been rolled, players take turns
shouting words that fit a topic. For example, if the topic is PIZZA TOPPINGS,
you might shout “Pepperoni" or "Olives" or “Anchovies” BUT you can’t shout a
word that begins with any of the letters showing on the dice! When you shout
a valid answer that the referee approves, you get to take a chip. 

But be quick with your answers (like, two seconds max), because if the
referee feels you're taking too long, they can ring the Awk-Word bell on you
and you'll be out for that round! You'll be totally buggin, but don't worry, you'll
be able to play again in the next round.

Play continues until each player has been the referee three times, and if you
have the most chips, you win! Booyah!

Perfect for groups of friends, families and 90s lovers, it's suitable for ages 13
+, 2-7 players and has an average 15 minute gameplay.

English only

Ridley's Games
On Sale: Oct 11/22
9.8 x 3.5
0810073341661 • $32.00
Non Classified • NON-RETURNABLE
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Cheese and Wine Playing Cards

A cheese board of delicious cheeses and their perfect wine pairings await you
in these Cheese & Wine Playing Cards from Ridley's Games! 

Play your favorite card games with this 54 playing card deck featuring
beautiful illustrations of classic cheeses and wines. Savor the ideal pairings on
each card, like Champagne & Brie, and get inspired for your next cheese &
wine night!

Perfect for wine & cheese lovers, this deck comes packaged in a handy
storage tin for play at home or on-the-go. Looking to devour more cheese &
wine? Check out our Cheese + Wine 500 Piece Jigsaw Puzzle!

Box has description in FIGs on back; text on cards is English only but not
essential to gameplay

Ridley's Games
On Sale: Oct 11/22
3.25 x 4
0810073341418 • $15.00
Non Classified • NON-RETURNABLE

Notes

Promotion
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Cheese and Wine Playing Cards CDU of 6

6-copy Counter Display Unit

A cheese board of delicious cheeses and their perfect wine pairings await you
in these Cheese & Wine Playing Cards from Ridley's Games! 

Play your favorite card games with this 54 playing card deck featuring
beautiful illustrations of classic cheeses and wines. Savor the ideal pairings on
each card, like Champagne & Brie, and get inspired for your next cheese &
wine night!

Perfect for wine & cheese lovers, this deck comes packaged in a handy
storage tin for play at home or on-the-go. Looking to devour more cheese &
wine? Check out our Cheese + Wine 500 Piece Jigsaw Puzzle!

Ridley's Games
On Sale: Oct 11/22
5.8 x 4.2
0810073342156 • $88.00 • counterpack, filled
Non Classified • NON-RETURNABLE

Notes
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Draw It, See It, Say It

Draw, memorize, or bluff your way to victory in Draw It, See It, Say It from
Ridley's Games!

In this awesome party game trio that will have everyone guessing, there's
three ways to play: drawing, seeing, or saying.

Roll the dice and take a category card that matches the color shown on the
dice. Pink means it's time to test your artistic skills, and the player then needs
to draw one of the two prompts (easy or hard) with all other players guessing
what it is. 

Yellow puts your memory to the test, with the player trying to memorize and
then recall the color of one of the symbols on the card randomly selected by
another player. 

Green will test your bluffing skills, with the player trying to convince the other
players whether or not they're being truthful about what's on the card.

The game ends when any player has won 3 cards of each color, and the
player with the most points is the winner!

Perfect for families and groups of friends, it's suitable for ages 8+, 2-8 players,
and has an average of 30 minute gameplay.

English only

Ridley's Games
On Sale: Oct 11/22
5 x 6
0810073341692 • $27.00
Non Classified • NON-RETURNABLE
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Grab a Slice

Get a 'pizza' the action with Grab A Slice from Ridley's Games! 

In this supreme pizza game with all the tasty toppings, try to win points by
rolling the dice to match the good type of toppings on a pizza card. Start by
grabbing a slice card that could come in handy later! Then, roll as many times
as you like to try to win a pizza card, hopefully rolling enough of the good
ingredients pictured in order to win it! But other players may challenge you for
that pizza card! And if you roll too many of the bad ingredients listed, you'll go
bust for that turn! But beware, at the end of the game, the leading player rolls
a die one final time to select a topping— the player who grabbed the slice with
that topping at the start of the game gets bonus points, and could potentially
come out in the lead! The player with the most points wins the game as the
ultimate pizza aficiona-dough! 

Freshly delivered in a pizza style box, it's perfect for pizza lovers or anyone
who loves a cheesy party game. With gameplay for both small and large
groups, it's suitable for ages 8+, 2-6 players and has an average 30 minute
gameplay. Printed on FSC paper using vegetable inks.

English only

Ridley's Games
On Sale: Oct 11/22
7.5 x 7.5
0810073341685 • $22.00
Non Classified • NON-RETURNABLE
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Jigsaw Duel Cocktail Clash

Down in one! Get ready to quickly sip your way to victory in this Cocktail Clash
Jigsaw Duel from Ridley's Games!

In this innovative competitive puzzle game, you and your fellow puzzler each
have a 70-piece tasty tipple-themed jigsaw to complete -- but there's only one
final piece that fits both puzzles! 

First choose your preferred cocktail (Pina Colada or Manhattan) and then get
puzzling! The first person to put their jigsaw pieces together and then grab the
final double-sided piece to finish is the winner!

Perfect for those looking to jazz up their jigsaws, it also comes with two
picture guides and a wooden stand to hold that final, coveted piece! Printed
using vegetable inks on FSC paper.

Ridley's Games
On Sale: Oct 11/22
7.7 x 4
0810073341708 • $18.00
Non Classified • NON-RETURNABLE
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Jigsaw Duel Sugar Showdown

See who will be the fastest junk food junkie to claim a sweet victory in this
Sugar Showdown Jigsaw Duel from Ridley's Games!

In this innovative, competitive puzzle game, you and your fellow puzzler each
have a 70 piece sugary treat-themed jigsaw to complete -- but the cherry on
top is that there's only one final piece that fits both puzzles! 

First choose your preferred dessert (cupcakes or donuts) and then get
puzzling! The first person to put their jigsaw pieces together and then grab the
final, double-sided piece to finish is the winner!

Perfect for those looking to jazz up their jigsaws, it also comes with two
picture guides and a wooden stand to hold that final, coveted piece! Printed
using vegetable inks on FSC paper.

Ridley's Games
On Sale: Oct 11/22
7.7 x 4
0810073341715 • $50.00
Non Classified • NON-RETURNABLE
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Map of the Stars Playing Cards

These Map of the Stars Playing Cards from Ridley's Games are out of this
world!

Play your favorite card games with this 54 playing card deck featuring
beautiful illustrations of stars and constellations. Trace constellations found in
the southern and northern hemispheres, like Cassiopeia and the Big
Dipper/Plough, on each card, and get inspired to do your own star gazing!

Perfect for astronomy lovers, this deck comes packaged in a handy storage
tin for play at home or on-the-go. Looking for more celestial fun? Check out
our Map of the Stars 1000 Piece Jigsaw Puzzle!

Box has description in FIGs on back; text on cards is English only but not
essential to gameplay

Ridley's Games
On Sale: Oct 11/22
3.2 x 4
0810073341777 • $15.00
Non Classified • NON-RETURNABLE
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Map of the Stars Playing Cards CDU of 6

6-copy Counter Display Unit

These Map of the Stars Playing Cards from Ridley's Games are out of this
world!

Play your favorite card games with this 54 playing card deck featuring
beautiful illustrations of stars and constellations. Trace constellations found in
the southern and northern hemispheres, like Cassiopeia and the Big
Dipper/Plough, on each card, and get inspired to do your own star gazing!

Perfect for astronomy lovers, this deck comes packaged in a handy storage
tin for play at home or on-the-go. Looking for more celestial fun? Check out
our Map of the Stars 1000 Piece Jigsaw Puzzle!

Ridley's Games
On Sale: Oct 11/22
5.8 x 4.2
0810073342163 • $88.00 • counterpack, filled
Non Classified • NON-RETURNABLE

Notes
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Neon Kick cassette game CDU of 6

6-copy Counter Display Unit

Join the party and throw down some new hilarious shapes with Neon Kick
from Ridley's Games! Do you have what it takes to burn up the dance floor?

The DJ gets the dance party started by taking two cards and reading out the
random two-word phrases listed, like "Neon Kick" + "Jumpy Dolphin", and
using the spinner to select a required body part!

Players must then make up and perform their own unique dance move that
relates to the cards and the body part, for example using the arms as the main
feature of the dance!

The DJ chooses their favorite of the dances and then performs it, with
everyone following suit! The DJ and the winning player each take one of the
two cards as a LIKE, with the player at the end of the game with the most
LIKES being the ultimate dancing dynamo!

Perfect for dancing enthusiasts or lovers of improv-style games, it's suitable
for ages 8+, 2-8 players, and has an average 15 minute gameplay.

Ridley's Games
On Sale: Oct 11/22
4.4 x 2.8
0810073342132 • $88.00 • counterpack, filled
Non Classified • NON-RETURNABLE
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Neon Kick Dance Party Game

Join the party and throw down some new hilarious shapes with Neon Kick
from Ridley's Games! Do you have what it takes to burn up the dance floor?

The DJ gets the dance party started by taking two cards and reading out the
random two-word phrases listed, like "Neon Kick" + "Jumpy Dolphin", and
using the spinner to select a required body part!

Players must then make up and perform their own unique dance move that
relates to the cards and the body part, for example using the arms as the main
feature of the dance!

The DJ chooses their favorite of the dances and then performs it, with
everyone following suit! The DJ and the winning player each take one of the
two cards as a LIKE, with the player at the end of the game with the most
LIKES being the ultimate dancing dynamo!

Perfect for dancing enthusiasts or lovers of improv-style games, it's suitable
for ages 8+, 2-8 players, and has an average 15 minute gameplay.

English only

Ridley's Games
On Sale: Oct 11/22
4.3 x 2.8
0810073341630 • $15.00
Non Classified • NON-RETURNABLE
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Pie Y'All

Try not to get pied in this game of Pie Y'all from Ridley's Games!

In this fun-filled, family-friendly twist on the classic game of Sh*thead, don't be
the one left with pie on your face!

On your turn, try to play a card of equal or higher value if you can, and if not
you need to pick up the entire discard pile.

The object of the game is to not be the last person to be rid of all your cards,
so you'll want to try to give away as much pie as possible! 

Be sure to keep a pie out for several upper crust cards like the Key Lime Pie-
rate and the Lemon Buff Pastry!

Perfect for pie enthusiasts, families, and groups of friends, it comes in a sweet
pie illustrated tin and is suitable for ages 8+, 2-5 players, and has an average
15 minute gameplay.

Ridley's Games
On Sale: Oct 11/22
4.5 x 4.3
0810073341739 • $15.00
Non Classified • NON-RETURNABLE

Notes
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Pie Y'all game CDU of 6

6-copy Counter Display Unit

Try not to get pied in this game of Pie Y'all from Ridley's Games!

In this fun-filled, family-friendly twist on the classic game of Sh*thead, don't be
the one left with pie on your face!

On your turn, try to play a card of equal or higher value if you can, and if not
you need to pick up the entire discard pile.

The object of the game is to not be the last person to be rid of all your cards,
so you'll want to try to give away as much pie as possible! 

Be sure to keep a pie out for several upper crust cards like the Key Lime Pie-
rate and the Lemon Buff Pastry!

Perfect for pie enthusiasts, families, and groups of friends, it comes in a sweet
pie illustrated tin and is suitable for ages 8+, 2-5 players, and has an average
15 minute gameplay.

Ridley's Games
On Sale: Oct 11/22
4.6 x 4.5
0810073342118 • $88.00 • counterpack, filled
Non Classified • NON-RETURNABLE

Notes
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Stomp the Monster

See who's the best at monster spotting in this snap card game Stomp the
Monster from Ridley's Games!

You and your friends are out searching for the elusive Stomp, the Monster. But
on your trek, you've lost your batteries and only have one working camera
between you all!

The aim of the game is to be the first player to find two batteries and have the
camera in front of you to snap a picture of Stomp to win!

As you play, you'll want to try to collect batteries by either getting a double
battery card or winning a snap on a numbered card that features batteries on
it, as when you do you get to keep that battery card. And each time there is a
snap, the camera card moves to the next player. So you'll want to have
collected two batteries and have the camera card in front of you when the
Stomp card comes up, for if you do, you've won!

Packaged in a sasquatch style container, this game is perfect for families and
groups of friends, for Halloween or year-round monster fun!

Ridley's Games
On Sale: Oct 11/22
4 x 5
0810073341821 • $24.00
Non Classified • NON-RETURNABLE

Notes

Promotion
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Stomp the Monster CDU of 6

6-copy Counter Display Unit

See who's the best at monster spotting in this snap card game Stomp the
Monster from Ridley's Games!

You and your friends are out searching for the elusive Stomp, the Monster. But
on your trek, you've lost your batteries and only have one working camera
between you all!

The aim of the game is to be the first player to find two batteries and have the
camera in front of you to snap a picture of Stomp to win!

As you play, you'll want to try to collect batteries by either getting a double
battery card or winning a snap on a numbered card that features batteries on
it, as when you do you get to keep that battery card. And each time there is a
snap, the camera card moves to the next player. So you'll want to have
collected two batteries and have the camera card in front of you when the
Stomp card comes up, for if you do, you've won!

Packaged in a sasquatch style container, this game is perfect for families and
groups of friends, for Halloween or year-round monster fun!

Ridley's Games
On Sale: Oct 11/22
8.3 x 5
0810073342057 • $124.00 • counterpack, filled
Non Classified • NON-RETURNABLE

Notes

Promotion
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Versus Verses cassette game CDU of 6

6-copy Counter Display Unit

It's time for the rap battle to commence with Versus Verses from Ridley's
Games! Get your mics at the ready in this rap battle card game where two
teams compete to create the ultimate "madlib" rap song! 

After splitting into two teams - The East Side and The West Side -- and
generating your MC name with a Rap Title card, one team picks one of their
New Demo cards and makes up a verse that follows the prompt, like "must
include a place". Then, teams compete back and forth, freestyling to add a
rhyming line! 

But watch out -- the slicker you are with your rhymes, the harder it gets! When
a team loses a round, they get to serve the winning team one of their New
Demo cards with a rule they must follow for the rest of the game that will make
it even trickier! Only through adversity can your group become triumphant,
and the first team to collect four New Demo cards are the rap battle
champions!

Perfect for rap enthusiasts or lovers of improv-style games, it's suitable for
ages 8+, 2-8 players, and has an average 15 minute gameplay.

Ridley's Games
On Sale: Oct 11/22
4.4 x 2.8
0810073342149 • $88.00 • counterpack, filled
Non Classified • NON-RETURNABLE
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Versus Verses Rap Battle Game

It's time for the rap battle to commence with Versus Verses from Ridley's
Games! Get your mics at the ready in this rap battle card game where two
teams compete to create the ultimate "madlib" rap song!

After splitting into two teams - The East Side and The West Side -- and
generating your MC name with a Rap Title card, one team begins by making
up the first verse, with the teams then competing back and forth, freestyling to
add a new rhyming line!

But watch out -- the slicker you are with your rhymes, the harder it gets! When
a team loses a round, they get to serve the winning team one of their New
Demo cards with a rule they must follow for the rest of the game that will make
it even trickier!

Only through adversity can your group become triumphant, and the first team
to collect four New Demo cards are the rap battle champions! Perfect for rap
enthusiasts or lovers of improv-style games, it's suitable for ages 8+, 2-8
players, and has an average 15 minute gameplay.

English only

Ridley's Games
On Sale: Oct 11/22
4.3 x 2.8
0810073341654 • $15.00
Non Classified • NON-RETURNABLE

Notes

Promotion
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Where's Your Head At?

Develop helpful mindfulness techniques to combat stress and burnout with
this Where's Your Head At? game from Ridley's Games.

This solo game is a guided mindfulness practice to promote wellness and self
care in your day-to-day. 

Simply roll the wooden dice and deal out four cards that match the symbols
you've rolled. There are 6 categories, including 'Notice Your Thoughts' and
'Time In Nature', and each card will contain a prompt that will encourage you
to take a moment to engage the five senses. 

Whether it's labelling your thoughts or focusing on the soothing sensation of
the wind against your skin, you'll feel more equipped to tune into your
surroundings and practice self-compassion, which can help you thrive and live
life to its fullest.

This meditative, screen-free activity is the perfect way to relax, unwind, and
reconnect with yourself.

Packaged in a thought bubble-shaped tin, this quick 10-15 minute game can
be slotted into a daily routine in the morning or evening, or even during a
break in the middle of a busy day, to give you a much deserved moment of
calm. Plastic-free packaging. Printed on FSC paper using vegetable inks.

English only

Ridley's Games
On Sale: Oct 11/22
5.3 x 3.5
0810073341760 • $26.00
Non Classified • NON-RETURNABLE

Notes
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2023 Black Hollywood Wall Calendar
A Year of Reimagining Iconic Movie Moments
by Carell Augustus

Pay tribute to the classics like you've never seen before in this inspiring film
calendar!
From visionary photographer Carell Augustus comes a yearlong exploration of
Hollywood reimagined, with Black actors cast in film's most iconic roles! This
2023 photography wall calendar features today's greatest stars like Dule Hill,
Karamo Brown, and Amber Stevens West recreating yesterday's beloved
Hollywood movies and classic TV shows, from Singing in the Rain toI Love
Lucy. Explore what Hollywood could have been like and celebrate Black
excellence all year with this unique monthly hanging calendar, the perfect gift
for film buffs and anyone interested in Black history, representation, or
photography! Keep for yourself or give as at holiday stocking stuffer, birthday
gift or Christmas gift for family and friends!
Features:
• 12-month wall art calendar (January 2023-December 2023) with 13 stunning
film imagesand fascinating information and insight from Carell Augustus on
the Black Hollywood project
 • 12 x 12" trim size and sturdy hole for easy hanging
 • Environmentally responsible, FSC certified paper
 • Striking, full-color photography printed on high-quality, glossy paper stock
• Ample writing space each day to stay organized and jot down important

reminders, tasks, and appointments, plus notes sections
• Holidays and observances

Author Bio

CARELL AUGUSTUS is a Los Angeles-based photographer whose career has
taken him around the world to shoot some of the biggest stars on the planet.
His celebrity clients have included Viola Davis, Beverly Johnson, Mariah
Carey, Elizabeth Banks, Pierce Bronson, Meghan Markle, Serena Williams,
Snoop Dogg, and more.

Sourcebooks
On Sale: Sep 6/22
12 x 12 • 24 pages
9781728262147 • $20.99 • wall calendar
Photography / Subjects & Themes / Celebrity • Non
Returnable
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2023 Dad Jokes Wall Calendar
365 Days of Punbelievable Jokes
by Sourcebooks

What sticks around for 12 months and never loses its sense of humor? The
Dad Jokes wall calendar!
Prepare yourself for 365 days of guaranteed laugh-out-loud, eye rolling dad
jokes! In this clean and hilarious, 2023 hanging monthly calendar, you'll find a
year's worth of groan-worthy comedy: cheesy quips, silly banter, witty one-
liners, and horribly awesome puns to enjoy daily. But remember, you don't
have to be a dad to tell dad jokes!
Share endless laughs with family, new dads, friends, bosses, coworkers, or
any pun lover in your life! This joke calendar makes an amazing holiday
stocking stuffer, white elephant, or funny gag gift from any kid, wife, or partner.
Whether it's for Father's Day, Christmas, birthdays, or just for a good
punchline, every day is a day for dad jokes!
Additional details:
• 12-month funny wall calendar (January-December 2023) with over 375
hilarious dad jokes and vibrant internals
• 12 x 12" trim size and sturdy hole for easy hanging on a wall or fridge in

your office and home
• Environmentally responsible, FSC certified paper printed to high-quality on

glossy stock
• Ample writing space each day to stay organized and jot down important

notes, tasks, and appointments, plus bonus silly "dadvice" and witty reminders

 • 2024 calendar year at a glance
 • Holidays and observances

So Iheard that the local bakery burned down yesterday. The business is toast.
I booked a hotel room for my vacation, but I'm not sure about it. I have
reservations.
Q: What did Earth say to the other planets?
A: "You guys have no life!

Sourcebooks
On Sale: Aug 1/22
12 x 12 • 24 pages
9781728264356 • $20.99 • wall calendar
Humor / Form / Puns & Word Play • Non Returnable
Series: World's Best Dad Jokes Collection
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2023 This Day in Black History Boxed Calendar
365 Days of Inspiring Icons, Incredible Achievements, and
Extraordinary Events
by EBONY Magazine

Discover awe-inspiring icons, achievements, and extraordinary events from
Black history in this incredible 2023 boxed calendar!
From one of the most renowned brands and amplifiers of Black voices,
EBONY(Reg TM), comes a remarkable day-by-day celebration of Black
achievement and excellence. Packed with incredible information and
fascinating facts about key moments in Black history and the remarkable
people involved, this 2023 desk calendar is a call to explore, embrace, and
celebrate extraordinary world events, serving as a fierce reminder that Black
history is made each and every day.
Driven by EBONY(Reg TM)'s commitment to elevating the honest stories and
lives of Black storytellers, this yearlong daily calendar has never been more
needed. Perfect for history lovers and trivia fans alike, this on this day
calendar of events is the ideal teacher gift, history buff gift for men and
women, holiday stocking stuffer, Father's Day gift, and anyone looking for an
honest and thoughtful reflection on the moments that have shaped Black lives
yesterday and today.
Additional details:
• 4.25 x 4.5" page trim size with protective 5" x 5" outer box
• 100% recyclable and plastic-free with no shrink-wrapping! Cardboard easel

backing is perfect for sturdy display on tabletop or desk
 • Environmentally responsible, FSC certified paper
• Daily calendar with easy, tear-off pages featuring 365 days of inspiring

achievements and people in Black history
• Holidays and observances

Author Bio

Since 1945, EBONY magazine has shined a spotlight on the worlds of Black
people in America and worldwide, telling stories-for us, by us. Our
commitment to showcasing the best and brightest as well as highlighting
disparities in Black life has been, and will always be, cornerstone to EBONY.
Today, EBONY is still one of the most relevant and recognizable brands in
America. Our voice is needed more than ever. Our commitment to making
information a lifestyle is only the beginning. We will document social justice,
health & wellness, beauty, fashion, sports, education and all of the important
life moments that matter and contribute to the American fabric.

Sourcebooks
On Sale: Aug 1/22
4.25 x 4.5 • 320 pages
9781728259000 • $20.99 • desk calendar, page-a-day
History / African American • Non Returnable
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2023 This Day in Black History Wall Calendar
365 Days of Inspiring Icons, Incredible Achievements, and
Extraordinary Events
by EBONY Magazine

Discover the awe-inspiring men, women, and events from Black history in this
incredible 2023 wall calendar!
From one of the most renowned brands and amplifiers of Black voices,
EBONY(Reg TM), comes a yearlong celebration of Black achievement and
excellence. Packed with stunning photographs and 365 days of incredible
facts and inspiring individuals, this hanging wall calendar is a call to explore,
embrace, and celebrate extraordinary world events, serving as a fierce
reminder that Black history is made each and every day.
Driven by EBONY(Reg TM)'s commitment to elevating the honest stories and
lives of Black storytellers, this history calendar has never been more needed.
Perfect for history lovers and trivia fans alike, this on this day monthly
calendar of events is the ideal teacher gift, history buff gift for men and
women, holiday stocking stuffer, Father's Day gift, and anyone looking for an
honest and thoughtful reflection on themoments that have shaped Black lives
yesterday and today.
Additional Details:
• 12-month history wall calendar (January-December 2023) with 24 stunning
images and a year of fascinating events in Black history
 • Striking, full-color photography printed on high-quality, glossy paper stock
• 12 x 12" trim size with sturdy hole for easy hanging and environmentally

responsible, FSC certified paper
• Ample writing space each day to stay organized and jot down important

reminders, tasks, and appointments
 • 2024 calendar year at a glance
• Holidays and observances

Author Bio

Since 1945, EBONY magazine has shined a spotlight on the worlds of Black
people in America and worldwide, telling stories-for us, by us. Our
commitment to showcasing the best and brightest as well as highlighting
disparities in Black life has been, and will always be, cornerstone to EBONY.
Today, EBONY is still one of the most relevant and recognizable brands in
America. Our voice is needed more than ever. Our commitment to making
information a lifestyle is only the beginning. We will document social justice,
health & wellness, beauty, fashion, sports, education and all of the important
life moments that matter and contribute to the American fabric.

Sourcebooks
On Sale: Aug 1/22
12 x 12 • 24 pages
9781728258997 • $20.99 • wall calendar
History / African American • Non Returnable
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Everyday Calm
A 52-Week Inspiration and Mindfulness Journal to Reset,
Refresh, and Live Better
by Sourcebooks

With a focus on a mainstream, practical approach for a broad audience, the
Everyday Calm journal will provide stressed-out readers with easy
meditations, mindfulness techniques, thoughtful quotes, and reflective
prompts. Users will learn how to relieve stress and anxiety, find relaxation, and
live better with calm!

Examples of content include:
- When you start to feel stressed, place a hand on your heart or stomach and
ground yourself in that feeling of touch. Draw your focus away from your
thoughts to the pressure of your hand.
- "A flower does not think of competing to the flower next to it. It just blooms"—
Zen Shin
- Close your eyes and imagine a calming space. What things do you see,
hear, and feel?Sourcebooks

On Sale: Nov 1/22
5.5 x 8.5 • 176 pages
9781728265964 • $19.99 • journal/ diary/blank book
Self-Help / Stress Mgmt • Non Returnable
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Fight Cancer Undated Planner
A 52-Week Organizer to Fight Hard and Live Well
by Sourcebooks

Be a cancer warrior with this motivational weekly planner!
Cancer is tough, but you're tougher! Use this 52-week undated organizer in
your fight to help you keep track of appointments, record symptoms, and not
stress over the details of the day-to-day. The perfect inspirational gift for
cancer patients and caregivers, this engagement calendar is not only a
medication log, habit and treatment tracker, and daily organizer, but also a
way to stay positive andmotivated throughout the cancer battle. Get
organized, track your progress, and stay strong!
52-WEEK UNDATED WEEKLY ORGANIZER
• 6 x 9" trim size with durable cover, elastic band closure, and wire-o spiral
binding for easy, lay-flat writing
• Four planner sticker sheets with over 320 motivational and practical stickers

for adults with quality adhesive plus large phrases so you can customize your
cover!
• Undated weekly and monthly planning grids you can start any time with

ample writing space for managing your or your loved one's schedule
• Weekly spreads for cancer and chemo symptom, treatment, medication,

and habit trackers, to-do lists, and questions to ask at doctor appointments
• Internal storage pocket for important notes, forms, lists, and document

management
 • Environmentally responsible, FSC certified and smudge-free paper
 • Treatment plan front matter and plentyof space for notes
 • Removable cover band for a sleek, gender-neutral design

This engagement calendar and health tracker is the perfect "Fight Cancer!"
care package or get well soon gift for men and women who are proving they
can fight cancer and live well!

Sourcebooks
On Sale: Nov 1/22
6 x 9 • 240 pages
9781728260181 • $26.99 • engagement calendar
Health & Fitness / Diseases / Cancer • Non Returnable
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I Believe in Me
A kids activity journal for finding your superpowers, being brave,
and dreaming big
by Marianne Richmond

From beloved bestselling author Marianna Richmond, this sweet,
inspiring guided journal helps kids discover the bravery and strength
within themselves

Believe you are here for a reason!

Recognize the voice of your heart.

Accept that fear is part of the process.

Vow to do your BEST.

Expect the ups and downs!

From the bestselling author of Be Brave Little One comes a brand-new guided
journal to foster bravery and self-esteem in kids! Based on in-person
workshops Marianne Richmond has conducted with kids of all ages, this book
is full of inspiring prompts, fun activities, and plenty of space to doodle and
draw. Kids will grow in courage and confidence with each engaging page.
Sure to become a new Marianne Richmond tradition!

Author Bio

Beloved author and illustrator MARIANNE RICHMOND has touched the lives
of millions for nearly two decades through her award winning books, greeting
cards, and other gift products that offer people the most heartfelt way to
connect with each other. She lives in the Nashville area. Visit www.
mariannerichmond.com.

Sourcebooks
On Sale: Sep 6/22
5.75 x 8 • 144 pages
9781728253183 • $21.99 • pb
Juvenile Nonfiction / Activity Books • Ages 7-10 years •
Non Returnable
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Me and White Supremacy Young Readers' Edition
Guided Journal
by Layla Saad

Awareness leads to action, and action leads to change.

Become an antiracist changemaker with this guided journal companion
to Me and White Supremacy: Young Readers Edition

Bestselling author Layla Saad created Me and White Supremacy: Young
Readers Edition to educate and inspire kids of all races to fight white
supremacy and help create a better world for everyone. Now she has created
an engaging and inviting companion journal to help support young people as
they embark on their antiracism journey. Featuring key definitions and
reflection questions, this guided journal offers plenty of space for young
changemakers to respond to prompts, reflect on what they've learned, and
explore their emotions, all while creating a powerful and personal antiracism
tool they can come back to again and again.

Author Bio

Layla Saad is a globally respected writer, speaker and podcast host on the
topics of race, identity, leadership, personal transformation and social change.

As an East African, Arab, British, Black, Muslim woman who was born and
grew up in the West, and lives in Middle East, Layla has always sat at a
unique intersection of identities from which she is able to draw rich and
intriguing perspectives. Layla's work is driven by her powerful desire to
'become a good ancestor'; to live and work in ways that leave a legacy of
healing and liberation for those who will come after she is gone.

Me and White Supremacy is Layla's first book. Initially offered for free
following an Instagram challenge under the same name, the digital Me And
White Supremacy Workbook was downloaded by close to ninety thousand
people around the world in the space of six months, before becoming a
traditionally published book. Layla's work has been brought into homes,
educational institutions and workplaces around the world that are seeking to
create personal and collective change.

Layla earned her Bachelor of Law degree from Lancaster University in the
United Kingdom. She lives in Doha, Qatar with her husband, Sam, and two
children, Maya and Mohamed. Find out more about Layla at www.laylafsaad.
com.

Sourcebooks
On Sale: Dec 6/22
5.5 x 8 • 176 pages
9781728268934 • $21.99 • pb
Juvenile Nonfiction / Social Situations / Prejudice &
Racism • Ages 10-16 years • Non Returnable
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Read These Banned Books
A Journal and 52-Week Reading Challenge from the American
Library Association
by American Library Association (ALA)

The American Library Association presents a must-read banned book for
every week of the year in this beautiful book lover's reading log.
Expand your reading list and stand against literary censorship with this one-
year reading challenge and book journal! Featuring 52 modern and classic
books that have been challenged or banned, from The Hunger Games to
Maus, this book log includes ALA's insights into each title as well as writing
prompts for further reflection. A perfect holiday stocking stuffer, birthday
present, or gift for bibliophiles, librarians, teachers and educators, activists,
and rebel readers of all genres!
Includes:
• 52 banned, censored, or challenged book recommendations and the
reasons they were banned
• Room to reflect on each book and how you can relate to it as you complete

the challenge
• Pages for your personal reading log, perfect for sharing on social media or

with friends
• An appendix highlighting the 100 Most Banned and Challenged Books from

2010-2019 and information about how YOU can help fight book banning.

Sourcebooks
On Sale: Sep 20/22
6 x 9 • 224 pages
9781728268811 • $18.99 • journal/ diary/blank book
Self-Help / Journaling • Non Returnable
Series: 52 Books Every Book Lover Should Read
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Shit to Remember
Internet Address and Password Keeper to Prevent WTF
Moments
by Sourcebooks

Ditch all the f*cking scarps of paper cluttering your workspace and home with
password info! Keep track of all your usernames, passwords, and web
addresses in one curse-filled location.

Includes:
- Internet password safety and naming tips
- Dedicated pages to record your network settings, including your modem and
router info
- Dedicated pages to capture your passwords and account information,
alphabetically
- Lined pages for notes and other computer info

Sourcebooks
On Sale: Nov 1/22
5.5 x 8.5 • 96 pages
9781728265957 • $12.99 • address book
Computers / Internet / General • Non Returnable
Series: Calendars & Gifts to Swear By
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American Alpine Journal 2022
The World's Most Significant Climbs
by  American Alpine Club

• Hundreds of first-person reports and photos
• The AAJ goes beyond social media and marketing copy with in-depth

reports, carefully edited by a team of experts
• The Recon" section covers the climbing history and new-route potential of

Ushba, the "Matterhorn of the Caucasus" in eastern Europe

Published annually since 1929, the American Alpine Journal is renowned as
the world's journal of record for long new climbs of all kinds. The AAJ
publishes each year's most compelling mountaineering stories, told by the
climbers themselves and carefully edited by a team of experts. Each year's
edition reveals newly discovered climbing destinations and unclimbed
summits, from Alaska to the Karakoram, with hundreds of color photo

Author Bio

Produced jointly by the Safety Committees of the American Alpine Club and
the Alpine Club of Canada, Accidents in North American Mountaineering
details what happened and analyzes what went wrong in each situation to
give mountaineers the opportunity to learn from others' mistakes.

The Mountaineers Books
On Sale: Sep 1/22
6 x 9 • 336 pages
4 maps, 250+ color photos
9781735695662 • $52.00 • pb
Sports & Recreation / Mountaineering • Non
Returnable
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Mushroom Logbook

• Includes space for spore printing
 • Prompts and data points to fill in about found mushrooms
 • Compact size makes it easy to take on hikes and foraging trips 

Expert and novice mushroom hunters alike will enjoy using this journal to track
all their fungal finds. The Mushroom Logbook includes space to collect
important data points, such as cap and stalk characteristics, nearby plants
and wildlife, habitat, weather, and other notes. The textured cover will stand
up to the elements and has a metallic decorative title and Morel mushroom
icon to draw the ey

The Mountaineers Books
On Sale: Sep 1/22
5 x 7 • 128 pages
textured cover, rounded corners
9781680516333 • $16.50 • journal/ diary/blank book
Nature / Mushrooms • Non Returnable
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Woman's Place Is in the Wild
Deck of 52 Playing Cards
by Sharisse Steber

• Full set of playing cards includes box insert with mini-bios of these amazing
women
 • Perfect stocking-stuffer for women and girls
 • Numbered cards feature icons of wilderness

Fully illustrated by award-winning artist Sharisse Steber, A Woman's Place Is
in the Wild is a fun, colorful deck of cards that highlights and celebrates
female outdoor adventurers. Each of the royal, or face," cards features a
portrait of an accomplished female outdoor athlete, including: • Elsye
"Chardonnay" Walker - first Black woman to hike the Triple Crown
 • Grandma Gatewood - ultralight hiking pioneer
 • Rebecca Rusch - mountain biker and ultra-endurance athlete
 • Junko Tabei - first woman to summit Mount Everest
• Betty Soskin - oldest active National Park Service Range

Author Bio

Sharisse Steber is an award-winning illustrator and designer whose work has
been featured at the Art Institute of Washington and in The Washington Post
and Publish magazine. She studied design, history, and creative writing in
Europe and received her degree from the University of Tennessee-Knoxville.
Her clients include the Smithsonian Institution, The Nature Conservancy,
DreamWorks, NPR, the Girl Scouts, and Discovery Channel. She lives in
Nashville. Visit her online at sharissedesign.com.

The Mountaineers Books
On Sale: Aug 1/22
2.5 x 3.5 • 56 pages
9781680516234 • $14.95
Games / Card Games / General • Non Returnable
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